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Finnish summary
Diss.
This work is devoted to the development of personalized training systems. A
major problem in learning environments is applying the same approach to all
students: i.e., teaching materials, time for their mastering, and a training program that is designed in the same way for everyone. Although, each student is
individual, has his own skills, ability to assimilate the material, his preferences
and other. Recently, recommendation systems, of which the system of personalized learning is a part, have become widespread in the learning environments.
On the one hand, this shift is due to mathematical approaches, such as machine
learning and data mining, that are used in such systems while, on the other hand,
the requirements of technological standards "validated" by the World Wide Web
Consortium (W3C). According to this symbiosis of mathematical methods and
advanced technologies, it is possible to implement a system that has several advantages: identifying current skill levels, building individual learning trajectories, tracking progress, and recommending relevant learning material.
The analysis of feedback, academic advising, and recommendation systems
underlies the proposed idea. The conducted research demonstrates how to make
learning environments more adaptive to the users according to their knowledge
base, behavior, preferences, and abilities. In this research, a model of a learning ecosystem based on the knowledge and skills annotations is presented. This
model is a general model of the lifelong learning process. Second, this thesis focuses on the creation of tools for personalized assessment, recommendation, and
advising. Third, it is concentrated on developing an adaptive learning game for
children, which takes into account the differing perception of words by students
during training.
Keywords: personalized learning, adaptive learning, learning environment, Semantic Web, recommendation system, academic advising
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INTRODUCTION

It is well known that use of this technology is spreading throughout the world.
Web-based learning systems have received increasing attention in recent years.
The main advantage of these systems is the ability to learn anytime and anywhere. Learning Management System (LMS)s are good examples of learning
with information technology that meets the needs of modern society, taking into
account monetary and time costs. Game-based Learning Environment (LE)s are
good solutions for knowledge presentation and inspiring learners (Ellis, 2009;
Harper et al., 2005; Kankaanranta, 2007; Chen, 2008). However, it is postulated
that "one of the main problems with e-LEs is the lack of personalization" (Cristea,
2004; Rumetshofer and Wöß, 2003). Each person has a unique, individual knowledge background, type of memory, learning speed, learning style, motivation for
learning, and goals for a future life (for example, preferences in career), as well as
different habits, such as when and how to learn. A teacher can adapt the learning course, learning instructions, or learning material according to the majority
of learners in the class, but that learning process is not adapted to the personality of each individual learner. The same problem occurs in educational Web
applications that were built for a speciﬁc group of users and which would be not
suitable for others. However, in many cases, the user just works one-on-one with
the course or a Web mentor.
The integration of technology in education not only be a new, ﬂexible delivery medium, but also needs to enhance the teaching and learning process by integrating adaptivity and personalization. This goal has driven the development of
LE with individualized learning mechanisms became very popular research topic
as well as a body of research. Recent advances in technology have contributed to
the use of e-learning in education and made personalization possible (Nat et al.,
2010). However, it is still a challenging task to develop Personalized Learning
(PL) system that include intelligence and adaptivity.
In such LEs, it would be an advantage to monitor the learner’s knowledge
level and automatically adjust the content for each learner to improve the learning process and make it individual for each user or group of users. Since the
Web offers a vast amount of information, it would be also reasonable to help the
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teacher in the creation of materials most suitable for education and also help in
ﬁnding the most relevant content and converting it to comprehensive information. It is also necessary to help students with selecting courses and study programs based on their objectives, which will be beneﬁcial in their further career
development.

1.1 Research Objective
The objective of this research is to study the challenges of the LEs due to increasing technological progress. From the point of view of a reasonable user with
limited time resources, the time spent learning from a personal device must be
as effective as possible. In general, efﬁciency in training systems is understood
as the minimum time spent on training: i.e., there must be ways of maximally
successful assimilation of information.
Every learner is individual, and has their own learning speed, knowledge
background, and preferences. However, learning systems use average learning
program determined to be most suitable for everyone in a speciﬁc grade. The
development and use of LEs with individualized learning mechanisms could assist in online learning and adaptively provide most appropriate learning path for
each individual.
Another advantage would be the ability to monitor the learner’s knowledge level and automatically adjust the content for each learner to improve the
education process and individualize learning individual for each user or group
of users.

1.2 Main Contribution
The goal of this study is to address the challenges of learning systems and, subsequently, to propose efﬁcient models of mechanisms for PL. To achieve this goal,
the dissertation formulates the following tasks:
– Exploration of Adaptive Learning (AL) system tasks, method, techniques
and approaches for building these systems.
– Make the comprehensive theoretical analysis in the area of AL systems, Recommendation System (RS) and feedback systems in LEs.
– Develop an innovative LE model with adaptive tools. These tools would
consist of learning feedback system, which would help to create students
learning path, provide information about progress, and guide learners during the entire learning period.
– Develop a personalized tool, which would help to detect gaps in the users’
learning process and suggest relevant learning material to ﬁll these gaps.
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– Develop an AL tool for recommending learning path based on learners’
background and preferences.

1.3 The Scope and Research Questions
The research work is focused on adaptive and personalized tools for LE improvement . The scope of the work is limited to designing models of these tools and
a general description of the ecosystem of an Intelligent Learning Support System
(ILSS).
The main research questions of this thesis are as follows:
1. RQ1: How to make LEs adaptive and what kind of methods, techniques,
and approaches could be used for building these systems?
2. RQ2: What kind of feedback is better to use while creating AL systems with
a high level of adaptivity?
3. RQ3: How to recommend learning paths for learners, based on the individual’s particular skills or preferences?
4. RQ4: How to detect learning gaps and take them into account?
5. RQ5: How to create a tool for adaptive recommendation of the appropriate
learning material for slow learners, taking into account different kind of
difﬁculties in the learning process?

1.4 Structure of the Dissertation
The format of this dissertation is a collection of articles. The structure of the work
and related papers therein is presented in Figure 1. The original thesis is composed of ﬁve chapters. The ﬁrst is an introduction chapter. Chapter 1 draws a
general overview of the current state of learning and growing technology, describes a research gap in this ﬁeld, and narrows down to the topic of the study.
This chapter outlines the main contribution of the conducted research. The purpose of Chapter 2 is to introduce modern LEs and their latest advances. The
chapter provides necessary background knowledge about general terms, such as
LMS and Learning Game (LG). The chapter concludes by describing the need for
adaptation in LEs. Chapter 3 introduces origins and principles of adaptive learning and PL. Chapter 4 focuses on Semantic Web (SW) technologies and Chapter 5
on Learning Analytics (LA), which are presented as instruments for LE adaptation and personalization. Chapter 6 focuses on thesis’s research contribution.
Chapter 7 concludes the thesis, while Chapter 8 discusses the limitation of the
proposed approach and outlines future research.
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FIGURE 1

The structure of the PhD work

2

LEARNING ENVIRONMENTS

Nowadays exist many types of educational systems: traditional classroom, elearning, learning management systems, adaptive hypermedia education system,
educational game environments, virtual environments, ubiquitous computing
environment, etc.
Today’s LEs have concentrated more on Industrial Age methods, encouraging learners to remain passive and treating them as if they all have the same
learning performance. It means that low-achieving students will stay behind
and higher-achieving students will be held back (Reigeluth, 1997; Reigeluth and
Garﬁnkle, 1994).
Integration of information and communication technology into LEs has made
important contributions for learning process (Özyurt and Özyurt, 2015). The
quality of education is crucial, taking into account that technologies are growing,
as is the trust in teachers to deliver a good education that includes advancement
of information and communication technology. This should lead to digitally-rich
LEs (Watanabe et al., 2017). Another work related to higher education and its
quality assurance was discussed in (Terziyan et al., 2015). Authors developed
semantic portal as a tool for structural reform of the Ukrainian Educational System. The solution is an ontology-driven portal which is a digital ecosystem for
national quality assurance.
In Finland, there are many projects concentrated on innovative and AL.
One of the example is USUKO – new generation school "platform for accessing structured, classiﬁed and quality-controlled digital learning material for primary and secondary education in Finland" (Kansanaho, 2014). Another project
is GraphoGame (Jere-Folotiya, 2014; Richardson and Lyytinen, 2014), a mobile
and desktop game that teaches children letter and letter-sound combinations.
GraphoGame algorithmically adapts to user skill levels and provides actionable
learning analytics for parents and teachers.
In order to make the learning process more customized for each individual
there is need to include innovative technology in the LEs.
The evolution of educational technology is as follows:
– The 1990’s: Computer-assisted instruction (a PC in every classroom).
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– The 2000’s: Using LMS (every course has its own Web site).
– The 2011: Massive Online Open Courses (education made widely available).
– Now: AL (education process should be smart). Technology is needed to
track learner’s progress, analyze behaviour, understand what type of guidance is needed, and provide a relevant learning material. This material may
include a personalized learning path and necessary instructions, as well as
recommended learning materials and courses tailored to the learners’ preferences and abilities.
Lifelong learning is also an important issue that needs to be considered in
LEs. It is connected to developing technical and labor markets with knowledge
and skills. "The increasing speed of adoption and implementation of new technologies in the workplace and the increasing instability of employment due to
the computer driven industrial revolution, it was reasoned that workers would
need continuous learning throughout their occupational skills and knowledge to
learn new occupational competences" (Attwell, 2007).
Learning quality and learning innovations are relevant topics for a better
future of education and training. Without innovated technologies, we cannot
participate in the many new changes due to globalization and internet access as
well as for the new digital generation (Stracke, 2012).
It is important to analyze learning activities in LEs as well as to make changes
in these activities for improvement of learning process. This chapter describes
two educational systems, LMSs and LGs, that have increased in popularity in
recent years. LMS and game-based LEs are a good examples of learning with information technology adoption. These systems meet the requirements of society,
while taking into account monetary and time costs. Also, this chapter presents
some challenges in educational systems.

2.1 Learning Management Systems
LMS is a server software that provides a set of interfaces to a database that includes user information, courses, and content. These systems allow educational
institutions to manage a huge number of online or mixed courses with commonly
used interfaces and resource sets. Ofﬂine courses that use LMS as obligatory or
advanced tool are often expanded online courses (Kats, 2010).
LMS is a very powerful learning tool that became available with the development of technology. The active development of LMS came in the middle of the
2000s and still increasing in popularity as more people have access to the World
Wide Web. Different types of LMS are used by instructors and teachers, from
school education to enormous corporations to train and grow their employees.
The survey of LMSs and various plugins used in these systems to improve
the educational process is reviewed in the paper PI. In addition, a semantically
enhanced model of decision support system for LMS is presented in paper PI. The
proposed system can suggest the kinds of courses necessary to study, in addition
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to courses that the users have already completed.
2.1.1 Functions and advantages of Learning Management Systems
The main function of LMS is the creation of content, such as generation of course
content without the need to master the special skills of a text or HTML editor,
or providing communication tools. With an LMS instructors can set up communication channels for student-student or student-instructor interaction; use
knowledge testing tools to create tests, complete verious tasks, and persorm administrative functions such as activating or blocking course access, personalizing
courses, and managing settings. In addition, LMS allows an administrator to
connect additional components (Bailey, 1992; Gilhooly, 2001).
The main advantage of using LMS in the learning process is that is can store
an enormous amount of media for information dissemination, communication,
and knowledge testing which gathered within a single platform that is publicly
available through the Web. In addition, the use of LMS simpliﬁes the process of
accessing information for students’ courses, and password-based authentication
makes it less likely to worry about course material protection.
The LMS system also has some disadvantages. There are a large number
of systems aimed primarily at administrative needs, not students’ needs. Often
the interface implemented by LMS is extremely difﬁcult, and courses represent
repositories of different materials that do not meet the learning objectives (Dias
and Diniz, 2014).
Modern LMSs are divided into different types according to needs. LMS
exists in several types: commercial and free, locally installed, or Software as a
Service services (a desktop or Web application), with or without courses, or integrated with other systems.
2.1.2 Learning Management System Trends
By examining a modern LMS, we can distinguish the following trends: gamiﬁcation, mobile learning, mixed learning, and personalization of the LE.
Gamiﬁcation is the application of game-design approaches to non-gaming
applications. Gaming makes the learning process more fun and rewarding, since
instructors and students get active feedback, maintain the spirit of competition
between students, and determine the complexity of the material depending on
the skills of students. At the same time, gamiﬁcation has its disadvantages, expressed in the competitive pressure on students, the difference between course
material and supply in the market, and the reduction of attention (use of gaming
accelerates training, and students will expect the same speed from other educational activities).
Mobile learning includes the use of mobile gadgets for learning. The main
advantage is that it allows studying wherever and whenever. Examples of this
type of training are the dissemination of course materials through the network,
interaction with the audience during the lesson and the instant receipt of a teacher’s
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feed from the course during an online lecture. The advantages of this type of
training are the ability for the student to choose the time and place of study, the
variety of content, and the opportunity to work with teachers from other countries. This method’s disadvantages include limiting the volume for the devices’
battery, as well as the inability to control what the students themselves are engaged in because they are tempted to spend time on the gadget, but not for training purposes.
Combined learning blends student and instructor meetings with distance
learning. This approach allows the combination of different models, but all allow
you to increase the number of groups, reduce the cost of student training, and
allow each student to work at his own pace. However, there are also some disadvantages: the lack of motivation, the need for basic knowledge of technology,
and the problem of ﬁnding information in inappropriate sources.
A Personal Learning Environment (PLE) is the use of past student learning
experience to individualize the learning process. As part of the PLE approach,
a model where the student is the central element of learning, rather than the
course. It became available with the development of Web 2.0 technologies. The
most common PLE template is a Web-based application that are similar to social
networking. The PLE approach helps to set certain student learning goals that
are accessible not only to the instructor but also to the student. A special feature
is a need for a high level of self-discipline on the part of the student (Ndongfack,
2016).

2.2 Learning Games
Playing games is an important part of our social and mental development. Recently, educational games have become more popular (Kankaanranta et al., 2017).
There are many games speciﬁcally designed as educational games, as well as a
number of entertainment games that have been successfully used for educational
purposes (Comunale, 2017).
Gamiﬁcation has a huge impact on teaching children. Taking into account
the speciﬁcs of the modern impact of information technology on the educational
system (for example, mobile phone development is growing due to innovative
technologies (Watanabe et al., 2012)), the structure of gaming technologies is changing. The various aspects of the inﬂuence of learning computer games are significant, such as inﬂuence on the learners’ development, their mental and psychological health, thinking, and memory.
LGs are software that trains and educates a person in the game mode, and
can be used for both training and entertainment. The category of the training
game includes genres such as quest, arcade, 3D-shooter, simulator, and an interactive course on any subject. The program divides the teaching material into
parts, and regulates the sequence of its study. The assimilation of the material is
checked by the test offered at the end of each stage of the training (Ghazal and
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Singh, 2016).
Digital games are recognized as high potential educational tools which could
provide learners with new and increasing learning opportunities (Bellotti et al.,
2011). Digital games utilized in education can be divided between mainstream
games which are exclusively created for fun and LGs, which are obviously created for educational purposes (Kirriemuir and McFarlane, 2004). LGs also refer
to educational games and serious games (Breuer and Bente, 2010). They can create a new learning culture that corresponds better to learners’ interests and habits
(Prensky, 2003).
In the LG, it is possible to acquire and consolidate knowledge and skills
through activities, according to speciﬁed rules. There are two allocated components: teaching and playing. In the lesson, one of the components can predominate (i.e., it can be a game for training and learning while playing). If the training component prevails, then the game provides ample opportunities, associated
with the perception of knowledge. In the case of predominance, the game component can be used as a tool for visibility and enhancement of the motivation to
learn.
LGs present an important possibility for education improvement and also
in the lifelong learning perspective (Bellotti et al., 2011).
The most important functions of the LG are (Bellotti et al., 2011):
1. The training allows to solve educational and training tasks aimed at the
assimilation of certain program material and rules that should be followed
by the players. LGs are also important for the moral and aesthetic education
of children.
2. The entertaining function helps to increase emotional and positive tone, development of motor activity, nourishes the child’s mind with unexpected
and vivid impressions, and creates a fertile ground for establishing between
the adult and the child.
3. The communicative function consists of the developmental needs to exchange knowledge and skills with peers in the process of games, communicate with them, and establish a friendly relationship, to display speech
activity.
4. The educational function helps to identify the individual characteristics of
children, and it helps to eliminate undesirable manifestations in the character of their pupils.
5. The developmental function is connected with the development of the child.
6. The relaxation function restores the child’s physical and spiritual strength.
7. The psychological function develops the creative abilities of children.
There are identiﬁed categories which address decisive educational aspects
that designers of LGs should take into account during the game design (Kiili,
2010):
1. Integration patterns, which present solutions that harmoniously combine
game elements and learning objectives in pedagogically meaningful ways.
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2. Cognition patterns, which motivate reﬂective and meta-cognitive processes
in learners and motivate learners to process relevant content.
3. Presentation patterns, which goal is to make sure that the learner’s content
processing is effective.
4. Social interaction and teaching patters, which aim at trigger reﬂective and
meta-cognitive processes through social activities and socially created game
elements.
5. Engagement patterns, which package all gaming experience into meaningful and motivating package.
One of the key focuses in developing LG is design items and choices related
to the content presentation (Kiili, 2007):
1. Interface: Graphics which attract the learner, including engagement in play,
but also should be used appropriately so the learner can concentrate on the
learning process.
2. Method/level of interaction: Interaction modalities such as question-answering
or exploratory strategy, which should be determined by the game’s inspiring pedagogical principles.
3. Feedback and reward: A a consequence of the learners’ actions, which could
be a simple yes or no answer or an explanation of the answer and an adaptation of learning process. More detailed information of feedback in LG can
be found in paper PII.
4. Types of evaluation of performance and level of meta-cognitive support provided: The performance of the system and its ability to provide learners
with a proper evaluation of their performance.
Game development for children, especially young ones, is still an emerging
market; however, digital games comprise a fast-expanding ﬁeld (Kankaanranta
et al., 2017). In paper PIII and PVII, we described the vocabulary learning game
for late talkers. Paper PIII concentrated on the architecture creation for AL and
three dimensions of similarities for the words which could inﬂuence learner’s
speed of learning. Paper PVII concentrated more on the development of adaptive
vocabulary learning based on semantic similarity.
The learning system developed like a story, in which the animated character
saves animals which he or she has to study. The ﬁltering, learning, and testing
process is described. While these processes are passing, child is earning coins,
so he or she can spend them after for getting new cloth for animated character,
new colors, etc. The ﬁltering, learning and testing trials are short, so the child
will not get bored. The learning process of the game is presented in Figure 2. The
learner is learning the word "leopard", and the system shows this word among
the distraction words, which are not similar to leopard. Mostly cold-blooded
animals are shown as distractors in this case. The game-based learning system,
which takes semantic similarities and other similarities into account, also adaptively changes the distance between the words, according to the child’s progress
and abilities.
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FIGURE 2

Learning process of adaptive vocabulary learning game

3

TOWARD ADAPTIVE LEARNING

This chapter describes adaptive and personalized systems, main concepts, tasks,
features, core elements, layers, and techniques.

3.1 Adaptive and personalized learning systems
Every system requires the collection of some elements that are in relationships
and connection with each other, and these elements form a certain integrity. The
computer system is a functional block which has input, output and logic inside
the block. The adaptive system will change its own functionality according to
input, which also will inﬂuence on the output. According to McGraw-Hill Dictionary1 , an adaptive system is a set of items which connects to each other and
interacts to each other, and one of the processes of the system is responsible for
the adaptation by the correlation between structure, function or behavior and its
environment, to improve effectiveness for achieving goals. The importance of
these systems can be interpreted as a result of the impulse given by the broad
spread of the World Wide Web (García-Barrios et al., 2005). It is seen, that there
is a real need for such systems in different situations of modern life. Adaptive
systems can adapt to different contexts, such as a person, devices, software, or
various environments. Particularly, the high signiﬁcance of adaptive systems can
be identiﬁed in the ﬁeld of e-commerce and adaptive e-learning (Kobsa, 2001).
AL systems are technological systems that are capable of adapting and learning depending on received input signals (Sonwalkar, 2005). The main tasks of
adaptive systems are: to allow organizing content, offer learners different contexts and perspectives, recognize the way a learner likes to learn by completing
diagnostic assessment of the learning preference, use assessment results for continuous intelligent feedback that motivates and provides guidance to overcome
concept deﬁciencies, and help to maximize learning performance.
Personalized systems present a speciﬁc type of general adaptation systems
1

McGraw-Hill Dictionary of Scientiﬁc and Technical Terms
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(García-Barrios et al., 2005). In general, personalization means adaptation for a
speciﬁc user. Personalized systems have had a great success in areas as e-learning
and targeted advertising; and e-learning. Personalization in the ﬁeld of education
means an automated way of teaching that adapts to different qualities of learners,
and it take place when learning becomes personal in learner’s mind. Personalization can be described automatic learning paths structured to meet the needs of
the learner.

There are two types of adaptation for personalization in learning systems
(Santally and Senteni, 2005): when the system allows the user to change certain
system parameters and personalize its behavior (person-driven personalized system), and when the system adapts to the users automatically according to the
users’ needs and actions (system-driven personalization). In the ﬁrst case, the
learner is responsible of the learning process and of the tools which they use.
In the second case system is more intelligent, it takes each decision a learner
makes and adapts the learner’s learning pathway, both within lessons and between lessons, thus producing many PL paths, each speciﬁcally designed for a
learner’s unique needs in real time. This is especially relevant when a person
cannot formulate personalization alone. A self-adaptive system is a system that
"sense" the user. By sensing we mean input of user’s information (knowing the
information about the user). This information could be direct or indirect. Direct
information (such as goal-driven information) means that user can provide some
information about his preferences (like preferences for future specialization). Indirect means that the system can extract the information from the Knowledge
Base (KB) or according to the user’s actions.

Personalization could also be based on extracted data from the user’s proﬁle, such as knowledge background or set of preferences provided by the user,
also according to the analysis of user’s actions such as analysis of a user’s responses or mistakes, or could be based on both, depending on the learning objectives that were initially set in the system. For example, if the learner’s goal is
to receive knowledge in some speciﬁc ﬁeld for getting the desired specialization,
then the system should adapt study content according to the learner’s knowledge
background and preferences. The main function of the system will be selection
of content. If the system’s goal is to teach the learner in an optimal way, then
system should take into account not only extracted knowledge background of
the learner, but also his personal ability for learning new material. Thus, we
must minimize the time and maximize the quality of the learning content. System should improve the logic of the learning concepts’ presentation, taking into
account personal speciﬁcs of the user via manipulation of the complexity level of
the system.
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3.2 Tasks, features and core elements of Adaptive Learning Systems
Adaptation in learning has multiple aspects:
–
–
–
–

Adaptation to the current needs of particular learner.
Adaptation to a particular learner’s state.
Adaptation to a chosen speciﬁc ﬁeld for studying.
Adaptation to a speciﬁc task.

According to (Sonwalkar, 2005), the goal of an AL system is to personalize
instructions in order to improve the learner’s performance, identify the strengths
and weaknesses of the learner in understanding, provide relevant learning material until deﬁned goals are achieved, and enhancing the individual learning
process, taking into account the speed of the learner, accuracy, and quality of
learning (Oxman et al., 2014).
The main tasks of adaptive systems are as follows (Sonwalkar, 2005):
– Allowing organization of content in various ways, offering learners different contexts and perspectives.
– Identifying the way a learner prefers to learn by organizing assessment of
the learning preference.
– Using assessment results to provide intelligent feedback that motivates and
helps in maximizing learning performance.
Adaptive learning systems have a range of features and functions (Venable,
2011):
1. Pre-test: The system assesses the current knowledge and skills of the learner.
These assessments gather information about individual learner characteristics, including prior knowledge.
2. Pacing and control: The ability of the learner to control the speed of learning
at which the content is delivered and also to choice within the system.
3. Feedback and assessment: system continuously assesses learner’s progress,
provides feedback about learner’s work: feedback can include information
about whether the answer was correct or not, also suggest information on
resources for opportunities for additional practice.
4. Progress tracking and reports: The system tracks individual progress and
allows learners to return to the point where they left off, breaking the work
into multiple sessions. The system creates periodic reports for instructors
for future guidance of learners based on their performance.
5. Motivation and reward: Adding gamiﬁcation to the system in a way of rewarding learners with points or badges.
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Core elements of the adaptive system (Oxman et al., 2014):
1. A content model that refers to the way of structuring the topics or content
domains with detailed learning outcomes and a deﬁned tasks that must
be learned. The sequence of content could be changed according of the
learner’s performance.
2. A learner model, which refers to estimation of learner’s ability level on different topics, tracking their performance and tracking existing KB about
mastered topics.
3. An instructional model, which determines how a system selects speciﬁc
content for a speciﬁc student at a speciﬁc time. In other words, it puts together the information from the learner model and content model to generate the learning feedback or activity that will be most likely to advance the
student’s learning.

3.3 Types, layers and techniques of adaptive systems
One possible division by types of AL systems is related to types of learner model
(Weber and Brusilovsky, 2001): stereotype, overlay, case-based and Bayesian learner
models.
1. Stereotype user models are basic learner models that arrange learners by capacities utilizing data which was accumulated ahead of time. For instance,
it can be the favored learning style of the student, a suitable learning way,
or inspiration and so on.
2. Overlay user models as shown by a model of the thoughts and ideas of
an area to be educated. These models are often used in adaptable learning
systems.
3. Case-based user models give feedback to the users about right or wrong answers or solutions. These models have been utilized as a part of intelligent
tutoring systems.
4. Bayesian user models, particularly Bayesian knowledge tracing, has been
used successfully in several cognitive tutors and in many intelligent tutoring systems.
According to (Oxman et al., 2014) the division of AL systems are as follows:
1. Simpler AL systems: are rule-based, which means a series of if-then statements. These systems are content-oriented and easier to understand in
terms of functionality, but are limited in their ability to adapt to individual learners’ abilities or preferences. Rule-based systems are mostly built
using a series of if-then functions. These systems employ a straightforward
branching architecture. A learner is asked a question; if they answer correctly, they move on to the next selected question; if they answer correctly,
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they move on to the next selected activity, but if not, they receive additional
content.
2. Algorithm-based systems are more complex than rule-based systems. They
use advanced mathematical formulas and Machine Learning (ML) concepts
to adapt to individual learners with greater speciﬁcity. Mathematical functions are used to analyze learners’ performance and content. At their most
sophisticated, these AL systems involve ML capabilities where the system
learns more about the student and the content as the lessons progress. Such
systems use LA to deal with big data, and employ algorithms to predict the
probability of a particular learner’s success, based on speciﬁc content. These
systems may classify learners and learning content, and they are more complex one according to the number of variables they are taking into account.
To make the adaptive process more powerful, cloud computing technologies and techniques for analysis of big data have been used. For better interpretation of spoken or written learner input, the system could use natural
language processing.
There has been also described ﬁve layers of adaptivity (Oxman et al., 2014):
1. Learners complete quizzes after studying the material, and the system provides feedback on whether the learner answered correctly.
2. Learners complete quizzes after studying the material, and the system provides feedback on whether the learner answers correctly. The system also
provides some explanation to their incorrect answer and offers study material to support learning or review of the material.
3. Learners complete quizzes after studying the material, and the system provides feedback on whether the learner answers correctly. In the next quiz
the system will add the questions that have been answered incorrectly in
the previous section to see if the learner mastered them. The learners can
track their progress.
4. Learners learn some material and then take quizzes. Based on the learners’
results, the system provides an individualized learning plan to ﬁll in gaps.
After passing this plan, learners take another quiz that ensure they make
progress.
5. A learner is given a math or science problem and is asked to ﬁll empty slots
with the steps towards the solution. Feedback could be given immediately
after each step or after whole qiuz. The feedback is based on analysis of the
answers the student entered into the slot, compared to the most effective
methods for solving such a problem. After that, the system selects the next
question based on the learners’ readiness.
More detailed information about layers and the feedback types connected to
them are presented in PII.
Technologies used in AL systems include the following: Semantic Web and
rule-based reasoning, Bayesian networks, adaptive hypermedia, service-oriented
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architecture, agent-based systems, ML and data mining, user and group modeling, empirical modeling, context modeling and prediction, quality of service
management, and decision support. In this Ph.D. work, we used mostly Semantic Web Technologies and Data Mining techniques, which are useful in knowledge presentation and knowledge extraction (creation) as well as in the analysis
of learners’ behavior and in decision support.

4

SEMANTIC WEB

SW technologies aim at adding semantic information to Web contents for creation
an environment where software agents can communicate with each other and
do tasks more productive. SW was intended by Tim Berners-Lee; it is a group
of technologies and methods that allow machines to understand the meaning
of information on the Web and integration of information in an intelligent way
(Castellanos-Nieves et al., 2011; Bouquet and Molinari, 2012; Berners-Lee et al.,
2001). SW provides environments where software agents can navigate through
Web (Bittencourt et al., 2008).
SW technologies includes Resource Description Framework (RDF), Resource
Description Framework Schema (RDFS), Web Ontology Language (OWL), Uniform Resource Identiﬁer (URI), Extensible Markup Language (XML), and SPARQL
(Ahmed et al., 2013). SW allows using more automated functions on the Web such
as reasoning, autonomous agents, information and service discovery (BernersLee et al., 2001).
This chapter presents a brief review of the main technologies of SW and
their use in LEs, more precisely using RDF, ontologies, and semantic annotations
to empower learning systems.

4.1 Semantic Web in learning environments
SW technologies have been used in LEs in various ways. When using ontologies,
it is possible to create a semantic model that consists of concepts, their properties
and relation, as well as axioms related to previous elements (Castellanos-Nieves
et al., 2011). Approaches which could enrich, categorize and retrieve Learning
Object (LO)s attracted attention recently (Halimi et al., 2014). SW technologies
are viewed today as those that can resolve the problem of interoperability and
integration within a heterogeneous world.
SW technologies, such as ontologies and semantic annotations, have been
used in LEs for designing and classiﬁcation of learning material (Devedžic, 2006;
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Guangzuo et al., 2004; Lee et al., 2008; Lytras et al., 2003; Wang and Hsu, 2006).
Ontology-based personalization plays a leading role in building smart e-learning
ecosystems (Ouf et al., 2017). If LOs include ontology-based properties and hierarchical semantic associations, then the learning system will have the ability to
provide adaptable and intelligent learning to learners. SW technology can provide useful relevant information for searching and sequencing learning materials
in learning systems. Learning systems enriched with SW could provide adaptable and personalized LO to learners (Ahmed et al., 2013).
With SW, it is possible to make learning smarter since data can become
knowledge, which in turn can be used as content for learners at any time and
in any location. SW technologies are great way to empower learning systems
by providing educational resources dynamically, ﬁnd-able and adaptive to users
(Kohlhase and Kohlhase, 2008; Markellou et al., 2005; Berners-Lee, 2005).

4.2 Resource Description Framework
A Recourse Description Framework (RDF) is an abstract model. According to
this model, knowledge is represented by a triplet in the form of a relationship:
subject – predicate – object. Thus, in the RDF model, the nodes of the graph are
subjects and objects. The edge always has a direction to the object. A predicate
is also often called a property. Each object and subject can be speciﬁed both as
a URI and as a symbol and, for some tasks, could be empty. The predicate must
have a unique URI (URL). It has its own description, identiﬁed by the URI for a
clear understanding (for example, systems of semantic analysis) (Carapina et al.,
2013).
The subject, predicate and object are the names, which could be global, referring to the same entity in all RDF documents where it is used, or local, where
the entity referred to by this name cannot be referenced directly from outside the
RDF document.
Areas of use:
1. Combining data from various sources without resorting to the creation of
specialized programs.
2. Need to give access to your data for others.
3. Need to decentralize data so that they are not "owned" by anyone alone.
4. Need to do something special with large amounts of data, such as to enter,
retrieve, view, analyze, or perform a search, etc.
Using an RDF model, it is possible to get:
1.
2.
3.
4.

Logical conclusion of new facts.
Ensuring Semantic Search.
Flexibility of the data model.
Extreme ease of data exchange between systems.
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The RDF model provides formal descriptions, which means that the search
agent can search for the facts and knowledge. In other words, RDF is a universal
way of decomposing any knowledge into small pieces. It sets certain rules regarding semantics, i.e. sense of these pieces. The idea is that, in one simple way,
any fact in this structured form could be processed by computer programs.
Using RDF it is possible to describe documents, individual fragments of
knowledge within a document, or objects in the real world, such as a speciﬁc
living person.
RDF is suitable for working with distributed knowledge because applications can collect RDF ﬁles placed on the Web by different people, but it is easy to
recognize elements that were not in any of its parts from the collected document.
In RDF, there are two processes that make this happen: ﬁrst, documents that use
common languages are combined; and second, it is possible to use any languages
in each of the documents. This ﬂexibility is one of the distinguishing features of
RDF (Stojanovic et al., 2001).

4.3 Ontology
Ontology is the core element of SW. An ontology deﬁnes relations between terms.
The main uses of ontologies are to enhance the accuracy of searches and reuse of
knowledge representation. Ontologies could be general, top-level, or domainspeciﬁc (Gruber, 1995).
In general, the structure of an ontology is a set of elements of four categories:
1.
2.
3.
4.

Concepts.
Relations.
The axioms.
Individuals.

Concepts are considered as a conceptualization of the class of all representatives of a certain entity or phenomenon (for example, Animal or Feeling). Classes
(or concepts) are general categories that can be hierarchically ordered. Each class
describes a group of individual entities that are combined based on the availability of common properties.
Concepts can be associated with various kinds of relationships (for example,
Length or Location) that link classes together and describe them. The most common type of relationship used in all ontologies is the relation of categorization:
that is, referring to a particular category.
Axioms deﬁne the conditions for correlating categories and relationships,
they express obvious assertions linking concepts and relationships. An axiom
can be understood as an assertion introduced into an ontology in a complete
form, from which other statements can be derived. They allow expression of
information that cannot be reﬂected in the ontology by constructing a hierarchy
of concepts and establishing different relationships between concepts.
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The following statement is an axiom: "If X is mortal, then X will die someday". Axioms allow further inferences in the framework of ontology. They can
provide researchers with information about rules that automatically add information. Axioms can also be constraints imposed on any relationship that makes
it possible to deduce inferences.
Conceptual restrictions indicate what type of concepts a given relation can
express (for example, the "Color property" can only be expressed by the concepts
of the "Color category"). An example of numerical limitations is the assertion
that the number of biological parents for a person is 2. The number and degree
of axioms’ details usually depend on the type of ontology.
Along with the speciﬁed ontology elements, ontology also includes so-called
"instances" that may also be called:
– Speciﬁc specimens.
– Instances.
– Individual copies.
Instances are individual representatives of a class of entities or phenomena,
that is, speciﬁc elements of a category (for example, an instance of the class "Man"
will be "Queen Victoria"). The components of the ontology are subject to a kind
of hierarchy. At the lower level of this hierarchical ladder are specimens, or concrete individuals; above, there are concepts or categories. On a higher level, the
relations between these concepts are located, and the step of rules or axioms is
the generalizing and connecting one.
By using ontologies, it is possible to enhance the semantic representation of
knowledge for association formal descriptions of LOs, to make reasoning, and to
search relevant learning materials, compose new learning path from existing resources (Ouf et al., 2017). The beneﬁts of using ontologies are in their re-usability
and sharability. Also, ontologies allow access to preferred content (Khozooyi et
al., 2012).
The main advantages of ontologies are a better understanding of information in the document, capturing the contextual relationship among various components within the document, categorization, and contextual search. These options improve the quality of the output in many ways (Khozooyi et al., 2012;
Chakraborty and Mittal, 2010).
Ontological presentation of the learners, courses and specializations are used
in PI. Semantic Web Rule Language (SWRL) it was possible to create rules for new
knowledge about specializations and what kind of courses should be included in
order to get this speciﬁc specialization. In PVII and PIII, the ontology of animals
was used for counting semantic similarities between concepts (in our particular
case, words). An example of ontological presentation of ILSS is presented in PVI.
Ontology could be beneﬁcial in a learning ecosystem, because it could adapt
to achieve many tasks, including representing the LOs as taxonomies, annotating, and indexing them for collaborative use, accessibility, and other functions
(Capuano et al., 2009).
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4.4 Semantic Annotations
An annotation is a form of attaching information to an existing resource. Used in
the text, semantic annotation annotates all mentions of instances relating to concepts in the ontology (without modifying the ontology). Semantic annotations are
metadata associated with particular information concepts, which are deﬁned by
ontology and could be used for semantic enrichment (Pahl and Holohan, 2009).
Semantic annotation attaches metadata to the documents, pointing to concepts and properties in an ontology. Information is typically exported as text
annotated with links to the ontology.
There are two ways to create semantic annotations:
1. Manually: ontology based annotation tool.
2. Automatically:
– Gazetteer/rule/pattern based.
– Classiﬁer (ML) based.
– Combinations thereof.
Annotating LOs is a fundamental task, which helps in accessing, sharing,
and reusing of learning resources. Annotations allow transforming texts into a
structured, semantically enabled content (Bouquet and Molinari, 2012).
Semantic annotations allow robust and scalable handling of material, ﬂexible solution, and reuse of material in different content.
In paper PVI we used semantic annotation as a key instrument for the creation of ILSS. It will help to annotate knowledge skills, courses, and learning
programs for better identiﬁcation of relevant learning material, learning paths,
and other uses.

5

LEARNING ANALYTICS AS AN INSTRUMENT
FOR ANALYZING LEARNERS’ DATA

Recently, large amounts of data that cannot be processed by databases alone has
become common. This type of dataset is processed by data mining; in the educational ﬁeld, Educational Data Mining (EDM) and the related ﬁeld LA (Heiner
et al., 2007) are signiﬁcantly involved. These are very fast growing technologies
and they are making a big research interest. Usually, they use ML algorithms,
data-mining algorithm, statistics and also semantic technologies. These algorithms help solve educational questions, provide tools and technologies, and develop platforms for better learning processes and experiences as well as preparing
learners for success and helping teachers during the teaching process.
This chapter presents a brief origin of the term LA and a description of how
it helps to analyze learners’ data.

5.1 Learning Analytics
Educational data is growing, and there is a need to understand and leverage this
data. LA recognizes the meaning and actionable patterns from a large pool of
educational datasets for future decision-making about learning and teaching
(Pardo and Teasley, 2014; Gray, 2014; Siemens, 2012).
According to the 1st International Conference on LA and Knowledge
(LAK11)1 held between 27th February 2011 to 1st March 2011, LA is the measurement, collection, analysis, and reporting of data about learners and their contexts,
for purposes of understanding and optimizing learning and the environments in
which it occurs.
The dissemination of LEs in all sectors of education produces huge amounts
of tracking data. E-LEs store user data automatically, but maintenance of the data
for learning and teaching is still very limited. The importance of LA is grow1

https://tekri.athabascau.ca/analytics/about
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ing because educational datasets offer new opportunities for learning evaluation,
feedback and support, recommendations and learning path creation, early warning systems, and automatization of the learning process.
LA is an independent, growing discipline, which is closely related to EDM
(Saarela, 2017). The purpose of LA is to collect, analyze and report data about
the learners and their actions for future understanding and changing of learning
process in an optimal way. LA studies are increasingly leveraging big data.
The main steps of LA are as follows (Sudarshan et al., 2012):
1. Data collection, which is based on learnersâ actions, answers, and solved
tasks.
2. Analysis, which provides predictions of learners’ learning activity or detection of learning gaps. This analysis could be presented with visualizations,
charts, or tables.
3. Student learning, which, based on the analysis (outcomes), develops content pertaining to each learner.
There are three main advantages in using LA:
1. Learners receive support for the speciﬁc learning process and receive PL
recommendations for suitable learning resources, learning paths, or peer
learners who have similar learning paths.
2. Teachers can monitor systems that inform them about knowledge gaps of
particular learners and thus help them to focus their attention. This monitoring learners for better curriculum design and on-the-ﬂy adaptations.
3. LE can monitor the performance of learners regarding graduation rate and
drop-outs since it is possible to evaluate courses and improve outcomes of
the courses.
The main beneﬁt of LA, compared to general educational research is that
LA handles big data, makes sense of it and makes use of it (Ferguson, 2012a).
The main objectives of LA are reﬂection and prediction. Reﬂection means
critical self-evaluation of a learner’s data as indicated by their own data sets in
order to obtain self-knowledge. It means self-observation and reacting to one’s
own performance log data. Apart from support for reﬂective practice, LA can
also be used to predict and model learner activities (Siemens, 2012). This can
lead to earlier intervention (e.g., to prevent drop-out), or to adaptive services and
curricula, along with computer interaction systems that support this process.
Taking into account these observations, LA is new and interesting area of
research with huge interest within the academic community and beyond, and
beyond. LA can tailor educational opportunities to each learner’s level of need
and ability (Ferguson, 2012b). LA provides good possibilities for helping learners
and teachers in the educational process. LA has already developed a wide range
of tools and methods that express the existing potential of LA.
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FIGURE 3

Credit accumulation for autumn semester year 2012

FIGURE 4

Automated process of AA

5.2 Methods and techniques
There are several methods of LA: prediction, clustering, relationship mining, and
discovery with models. There are also subjects of LA: assessment of the student’s
learning behavior, course recommendation and adaptation to learners’ behavior, evaluation of learning material, feedback to both teacher and students in elearning courses, and detection of atypical students’ learning behavior (Castro et
al., 2007; Chatti et al., 2012).
LA became beneﬁcial in information retrieval technologies like EDM in the
form of classiﬁcation, clustering, and association rule mining (Romero and Ventura, 2010), ML, or classical statistical analysis techniques, social network analysis (Shum and Ferguson, 2012), and Natural Language Processing. According
to (Rogers, 2015) knowledge discovery from databases is increasingly important
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technique of LA. According to (Siemens, 2013), Data Mining (DM) is one of the
most sophisticated quantitative methods in LA. Researchers use large databases
for analysis, such as analyzing discourses, predictive models, social networks, intelligent curriculum, or sentiments. Using these technologies, LA can contribute
tailored information support systems to the stakeholders and report on demand.
According to research and practice and taking into account emerging evidence,
researchers suggests that LA can be more personal, convenient, and engaging,
and may impact on student retention.
Clustering is one of the key techniques in the DM category of LA methods.
In PV, the process of automated AA was presented. This process is based on LA,
speciﬁcally using robust clustering. The goal of this paper was to assist academic
advisers by recommending suitable courses for students based on passed courses
of (possibly more advanced) students with similar study paths. With clustering,
it was possible to identify general proﬁles of similar students. Figure 3 shows
the proﬁles for autumn semester 2012, and the size of the cluster is shown in
the top-right corner. The proﬁles are sorted in the ascending order with respect
to the total number of credits. in Figure 4 shows the automated process of AA,
which help to plan when and how to provide the courses, especially the compulsory ones, as well as to plan a proﬁle intervention adaptively for a larger pool of
students, which will reduce the human effort of academic advising.

6

RESEARCH CONTRIBUTION

This chapter provides an overview of the seven included publications that contain the contribution. It explains the theoretical analysis of ILSS (Section 6.1),
academic advising and knowledge gap detection (Section 6.2) and development
of an AL game as a use-case (Section 6.3). In the ﬁnal section of this chapter, the
main results are tabularly summarized (Section 6.4)

6.1 Theoretical analysis of Intelligent Learning Support System
This section describes the technologies, features, and levels of AL systems, as well
as the ecosystem of ILSS and its main modules.
6.1.1 Article PII: Adaptive Systems as Enablers of Feedback in English Language Learning Game-based Environments
This article was published in the proceedings of the Frontiers in Education Conference (FIE), 2015 IEEE, pages 1–8.
Objectives
The aim of this article is to determine the importance of AL environments
to enhance more personalized education as well as to determine the main categories, layers, and types of AL systems. In addition, this article examines the
signiﬁcance of feedback in these systems and makes an evaluation criterion for
AL environments using different feedback types and features.
Findings and Contributions
The paper provides a short review of existing adaptive game-based learning
systems, speciﬁcally concentrated on English language learning.
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This work introduces an evaluation framework for the analysis of gamebased LEs by the main criteria used in AL games. The analysis is focused on
various LEs, speciﬁcally applications and games for English learning. The analysis results in an evaluation of 23 game-based LEs and applications that were
developed for the purposes of English learning. The relationship between the
feedback types and areas of English learning is presented.
According to this research the most common feedback types are informative
feedback and point-based feedback. Diagnostic feedback appears only in highlevel AL systems. Also, some similarities in feedback types were found for a speciﬁc English learning area. According to the results, the more complex feedback
types the system has, the more adaptive it will be. Therefore, it is very important
to know, which types of feedback to use while creating a learning system.
In this work, guidelines for the developers of various applications and games
for English language learning were created. The users of the applications and
games will also ﬁnd information about which learning system to select for better
guidance and support.
Author’s contributions
The author of this thesis is the main and corresponding author of this publication. She searched for game-based LEs, analyzed them, carried out the data
analysis, produced the results, and wrote the majority of the paper. The literature review on English learning was mostly written by the third author, who also
helped with the analysis of game-based learning. The third author revised of the
paper and helped present the results. The main author also presented the paper
at the 2015 IEEE Frontiers in Education Conference in El Paso; Texas, USA.
6.1.2 Article PVI: An Intelligent Learning Support System
This article was published in the proceedings of the 9th International Conference
on Computer Supported Education (CSEDU 2017), pages 217–225.
Objectives
The focus of this study is to take into account changing labor markets, personal needs, and skills of the learner. The goal of this paper is to propose an
ILSS which could deal with learners’ knowledge gaps and support the learning
process throughout lifelong learning.
Findings and Contributions
The paper addresses important issues in the ﬁeld of Technology Enhanced
Learning. Guiding learners during their whole life-cycle with recommendations
for learning materials to ﬁll their learning gaps is described and proposed in this
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work. The domain problems, motivation of the creation of intelligent learning
system is described. This paper presents an ILSS: speciﬁcally, a meta-system with
main modules that include a Courses and Learning Material Annotation module,
an Annotated Learning Content module, a Personal Learner Proﬁle module, and
a Personal Study Planner module. This work explains an electronic education
system, learning process problems, needs of innovative learning platforms, and
the beneﬁt of the system for teachers, students, and government employers. The
paper also outlines the research questions. The paper proposes an overview of
an intelligent support system for learning that aims to cover a person’s complete
path of studies from elementary schooling up to professional and career development. The main idea involves annotating the whole learning content, courses,
materials, and other associated content. SW, in the form of ontology, is used for
annotation. The proposed model of the ILSS could fulﬁll the needs of modern
society, where learning and teaching are not bounded to single institution.
Author’s contributions
The author of this thesis is the main and corresponding author of this publication. She conducted the literature review on research related to intelligent
systems, wrote the main text of the paper, described the model of of the ecosystem of ILSS, and described the main method of the system: speciﬁcally, semantic
annotation. The second author also worked on the functionality of different modules of the system. Moreover, the main author presented this paper at the 9th International Conference on Computer Supported Education conference (CSEDU),
Porto, Portugal, 2017.

6.2 Academic advising and knowledge gap detection
This section presents work related to the recommendation of study path based on
learners’ preferences, knowledge background and similarityÐ± andknowledgegaps.
6.2.1 Article PI: Semantically Enhanced Decision Support for Learning Management Systems
This article was published in the proceedings of the International Conference on
Semantic Computing (ICSC), 2015 IEEE, pages 298–305.
Objectives
The focus of this study is the area of LMS and various plugins used in these
systems to improve the educational process, as well as to determine the current
status of these systems in the industrial and research communities. The idea of
this study is on developing a model of intelligent tool for the design of LMS based
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on the study of semantically enhances decision support.
Findings and Contributions
This paper provides a broad discussion of integrating semantic technologies
with LMSs. A variety of technologies are discussed, mostly drawn from SW side.
As well, some background on LMS and RSs is included. A model of RSs was
suggested for LMS with decision support. The proposed model functions as a
study adviser, as it can suggest the kinds of courses necessary to study in addition
to courses that the users have already completed.
The developed method of decision support takes into account the interests
of users while they select the desired specialization and provide some input in
choosing courses. It demonstrates an advanced capability of LMSs: implementations of the decision support method for users. The method was also designed for
user convenience. It supports users while they choose the most suitable courses
as well as increases the popularity of LMSs. In the ﬁeld of education, the designed
model allows making recommendations based on user data extracted from proﬁles and user’s preferences.
Author’s contributions
The author of this thesis is the main and corresponding author of this publication. She searched and conducted the literature review on research related to
LMS and different improvements, and developed a model of an intelligent tool
for LMS design in a form of RS. Moreover, the author presented this paper virtually at the IEEE International Conference on Semantic Computing (ICSC), 2015.
6.2.2 Article PV: Supporting Institutional Awareness and Academic Advising
Using Clustered Study Proﬁles
This article was published in the full paper proceedings of the 9th International
Conference on Computer Supported Education (CSEDU 2017). Moreover, an extended version of this paper has been selected and submitted to the Communications in Computer and Information Science series publisher by Springer, pages
35-46.
Objectives
AA is an iterative, collaborative process between the student, academic adviser, and academic institution. The function is to ensure that the students complete the required studies to graduate. The purpose of this article is to support
students with guidance in their study path by proposing an automated academic
advising system utilizing prototype based clustering.
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Findings and Contributions

The problem of AA is a signiﬁcant topic in higher education, and it will receive more attention in the near future. The work presented in this paper aims
at improving the practice of AA by proposing a model of an automated AA system, as well as one of the key components of such a model namely, a method
for detecting student groups (clusters) based on the shared study paths. Study
path is considered to be a sequence of courses a student has taken and completed
during his/her studies. The paper presents the need for and the importance of
proper AA. The paper makes two (connected) proposals: one for clustering students based on their study paths (to group students according to their study proﬁles in order to better advise them about future course selection), and the other
for a model of automated AA system. The underlying approach is based on a
clustering method (robust prototype-based clustering) which identiﬁes groups
of studentsâ study proﬁles. Moreover, the paper proposes a system architecture toward the development of an automated system for the academic advising
process. There is no prototype of such a system. However, the discussion and
comparison of the steps of the manual and the proposed automated academic
advising process are presented.
The contribution of this work consists of a literature review on academic
advising, the proposed clustering approach for student group proﬁling and the
design of an architecture for an automated academic advising system.

Author’s contributions

The author of this thesis is the main author of this paper. She presented a literature review on academic advising, proposed a model of automated academic
advising using clustered analysis, and described an architecture and model of the
system, The data and the method of proposed system with the initialization for
sparse data were performed by the third author. The second author described
the data and the method of the proposed system, as well as described advantages
of using clustering. Moreover, the main author presented this paper at 9th International Conference on Computer Supported Education conference (CSEDU),
Porto, Portugal, 2017.
6.2.3 Article PVI: Smart Educational Process Based on Personal Learning Capabilities
This article was published in the proceedings of the 9th annual International Conference on Education and New Learning Technologies Conference (EDULEARN17),
pages 6316–6324.
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Objectives

The idea of this paper is to explain why it is important to have smart educational processes based on personal learning capabilities and to review the literature on different learning systems that detect learning progress. The paper
also describes a model of the smart system which could be used for basic education and for adult education, which will personalize learning gaps according to
incorrect answers.

Findings and Contributions

This paper presents a literature review on e-learning to see how different
systems detect users’ learning progress. Based on the survey, a method which
takes into account a person’s knowledge background and rate of material compatibility is presented. Authors provided an equation with which it is possible to
check if the learner mastered the topic well and which will help in the elimination
of knowledge gaps. To identify mastery, a person must pass a number of tasks
at a speciﬁc threshold. The system should count false answers and detect knowledge gaps, take them into account, checking the relationships between topics in
the Ontology. System will analyze where learner is making mistakes and ﬁnd
closely related topics which he or she has to study more. The system uses internal analysis and personalized testing. Also, an architecture of proposed system
is presented. This approach is follows the style "test by loop". Periodic testing is
the only certain way to ensure that no large knowledge gaps emerge.

Author’s contributions

The author of this thesis is the main author of this paper. She presented
a smart educational process description, system model proposal, method, and
architecture. The third author presented the literature review, revised the paper,
and helped with the introduction and conclusions. The main author presented
this paper virtually at the 9th annual International Conference on Education and
New Learning Technologies Conference (EDULEARN17).

6.3 Development of adaptive learning game

This section presents a special case about adaptive vocabulary learning for late
talkers.
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6.3.1 Article PIII: Adaptive vocabulary learning environment for late talkers
This article was published in the proceedings of the 8th International Conference
on Computer Supported Education conference (CSEDU), 2016, pages 321–330.
Objectives
The focus of this work is in the area of facilitation learning techniques for
children with an early language delay, as well as in proposing how to make LE
more adaptive, taking into account that late learners require a certain level. The
main aim is to recognize the personal qualities of the learner in building his or her
model and to optimize the learning process using the personal learnerâs model
for studying content creation. The idea behind this publication is to provide children with an early language delay with an adaptive way to train their vocabulary,
taking into account the personality of the learner.
Findings and Contributions
The paper describes an idea of developing an adaptive vocabulary learning
system for late talkers who have difﬁculties in learning language due to individual reasons.The system will be developed as a mobile learning application. The
speciﬁc idea is that the functionality of the system is based on different similarity factors (visual, phonetic, and semantic) of the learning objectives, which are
words. The combination of weighted similarity measures computes the complexity of a single task. Adaptivity of the system results in decreasing or increasing
complexity of the presented tasks while also experimenting with the various dimensions that make up the similarity of the concepts. The general underlying
assumption is that distinguishing similar concepts is harder than choosing from
images of less similar concepts. The valuable part of the paper is the discussion
of the three similarity dimensions and how these can automatically be measured.
According to the user’s feedback, the weights of the factors and similarity distance are adjusted to modify the level of difﬁculty in further iterations. The model
of the system is designed to attempt to retrieve knowledge about the learners by
recognition of aspects that are difﬁcult for them. This approach may have serious
consequences affecting the child’s future life in a wide sense.
Author’s contributions
The author of this thesis is the main and corresponding author of this publication. She searched and conducted the literature review on research related
to AL and developed a model of AL system for children with difﬁculties, taking
into account their personal qualities of concepts and perception. Also, the author
described all concept similarities and part of the system architecture and adaptation logic. The second author also worked on the adaptation logic description
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and future work description. The third author of this paper described late talkers and took part in the proofreading and description of the concept similarities.
Moreover, the main author presented this paper at 8th International Conference
on Computer Supported Education conference (CSEDU), Rome, Italy, 2016.
6.3.2 Article PVII: On developing adaptive vocabulary learning game for children with an early language delay
This article will be submitted to the GSTF Journal on Computing (JoC), 2017.
Objectives
Late talkers perceive word categories differently than their typically developing peers. The task of this research is to explore how this could be investigated
through game-based LE, while also creating a motivational way for increasing
vocabulary size for children with an early language delay. The game-based tool
should serve as research experiment and vocabulary learning.
Findings and Contributions
This article presents the need of adaptive game-based LE for children who
are slow learners. The architecture of the system was presented, as well as all
mechanisms of three main factors which could inﬂuence children vocabulary
learning, are described. The ontology of animals was presented for semantic
similarity counting and ranking. The artifact is developed. A shallow narrative
component was created to serve the purpose and structure of research experiments that contain three phases of recognizing novel items, learning them, and
testing the gained knowledge. This experiment is based on taking into account
the semantic similarity of the words.
Author’s contributions
The author of this thesis is the main author of this paper. She presented a
review of AL systems for children with disabilities and the main descriptions of
the system process, which is concentrated on semantic similarity words. She proposed a mechanism of ﬁltering, learning, and testing. She wrote the main part of
the article. The second author was responsible for the development of the gamebased environment and also worked on the literature review. The third author
also worked on the description of mechanisms and architecture of the whole system. The fourth author revised paper and structured it. The main author will
submit this article to the journal GSTF Journal on Computing (JoC).
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6.4 Summary of contributions
The results of the papers have contributed to three main aspects related to AL
(i.e., theoretical development of ILSS, academic advising, knowledge gaps detection, and developing an adaptive vocabulary LG). The adaptation mechanism
and adaptation technique used in the papers are presented in Table 1. The main
results are summarized in Table 2.
In Table 2, the positioning of obtained results to each research questions is
presented. Decision support system for LMS and automated AA present the answer to Research Question 3 of how to recommend a learning path for the learner,
based on individual particular skills and preferences. The decision support system recommends a list of courses to obtain the desired specialization, based on
the learnerâs background. The AA process uses robust clustering to ﬁnd similar
learning paths and recommend them to learners. Adaptive systems as enablers of
feedback present the answer for Research Question 1 of how to make LEs adaptive and what kind of methods, techniques, and approaches could be used for
that; and presents the answer for Research Question 2 of what kind of feedback
to use while creating AL systems with high levels of adaptivity. For a higher level
of adaptivity, the system should have feedback in the form of recommendations,
progress tracking, and reports, with updated information according to usersâ actions and diagnoses of users’ mistakes. ILSS also presents the answer to Research
Question 1. Adaptive vocabulary LE presents the answer to Research Question 5
with the creation of a tool for adaptive recommendation of appropriate learning
material for slow learners, according to their difﬁculties in the learning process.
In this case, the similarity of words has been taken into account. Smart educational processes, based on the personal learning capabilities model, answers
Research Question 4 of how to detect learning gaps and take them into account.
Learning gaps could be taken into account by analysis of learnersâ mistakes and
ﬁnding connected topics which may cause the difﬁculties.
The most essential ﬁndings related to the research are as follows:
– The model, which shows the relationship between adaptive system features
and feedback types.
– The model of RS, which proposes further professional education based on
the learner’s current skills.
– The model of anAL system for slow learners, which takes into account multicriterial factors. The ﬁltration method based on Semantic similarities was
further developed.
– The model of an innovative learning ecosystem based on Semantic annotation with supporting modules.
– The model of automated academic advising process based on courses that
were taken by other similar students.
– The model which allows to detect insufﬁcient level of knowledge of particular topic.
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TABLE 1

Summary of the results of included articles

LE or LMS

[PI] LMS

[PII] Game-based
LEs

[PIII], [PVII]
Game-based LE

[PIV] Ecosystem of
ILSS

[PV] University
(higher education)

[PV] Learning tool

Adaptation mechanism
Providing recommendations
based on known user data,
personal preferences, and
prediction of future
specialization according to
learners’ knowledge
background
Review of technologies,
features, and levels of
adaptation
Concept similarity detection,
which could inﬂuence on
learning speed; personalization
of complexity tasks
Modules, which take into
account learners’ skills,
preferences, labor market
changes
Recommendation of learning
path, based on evidence from
the actual study paths of other
similar students
Knowledge gap detection by
analyzing learners’ mistakes
and ﬁnding relations between
learning tasks (topics)

Adaptation
technique

SW technology

Feedback types, used
in AL systems
Review of different
methods for visual,
phonetic, semantic
similarities, and
measuring;
manipulating
coefﬁcients for PL
SW technology
(Semantic
annotation)
LA (robust
clustering)
Knowledge
Engineering (SW
technology) and
Watson Technologies
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TABLE 2

Positioning of obtained results to each research questions

Obtained Results
a) Decision support
for LMS

b) Adaptive systems
as enablers of
feedback

c) Adaptive
vocabulary LE

d) Intelligent
Learning Support
System
e) Automated
academic advising
f) Smart educational
process based on
personal learning
capabilities

Description
Models of course
recommendations, based
on knowledge background
and preferences
Overview of recent
English language learning
game-based
environments, discussed
types of feedback in
different adaptive system
levels
Model of AL environment
for late talkers, which
consider word similarity
and changes the level of
complexity according to
learners’ skills
Ecosystem of ILSS, which
takes into account
learners’ skills
Supporting students with
guidance (study path
recommendation) utilizing
prototype-based
clustering
Model of the system,
which takes knowledge
gaps into account

Article no:

Research
question

[PI]

RQ3

[PII]

RQ2, RQ1

[PIII],
[PVII]

RQ5

[PIV]

RQ1

[PV]

RQ3

[PVI]

RQ4

7

CONCLUSION

This dissertation work presents research in the ﬁeld of personalized and adaptive
learning, utilizing technologies of intellectual data analysis and standards of the
W3C. This is a solution of the current research topic, according to the main research goal. Research in the ﬁeld of PL is in great request because of the growing
demand for this technology. AL is an approach that takes into account the individual abilities and needs of the learner. With the active development of information technologies, LEs are ﬁnding increasing application in the ﬁeld of education,
which allow implementing the ideas of AL in practice. The use of adaptive technologies presupposes the integration of information and pedagogical technologies that provide interactivity between the subjects of education and the productivity of the student’s learning activity with the use of new information technologies that provide adaptability in the educational process. The studied material is
provided to the student at some point in time, taking into account his or her accumulated knowledge, academic performance, and experience. The adaptation
process is realized in learning, while an adaptive presentation of course materials
takes place.
It can be stated that AL is not just another approach to the formation of
the learning process, but it also provides higher learning outcomes that can be
measured quantitatively, as well as a personal trajectory of learning and student
involvement in the learning process.
Based on the conducted studies of the thesis, one can draw the following
conclusions:
– The challenges of LEs are revealed. One of the main problems is the lack of
individual approaches to teaching students. The methods and techniques
of developing the tools for the personalization of LEs are explored.
– According to the analysis of adaptive levels and feedback, which related
to these levels, it is possible for developers to construct the speciﬁc desired
adaptation level for learning system, including speciﬁc needed feedback for
this level.
– A lifelong learning ecosystem has been proposed that will take into account
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–
–

–

–

the knowledge and skills of learners so that a person can be in demand on
the labor market, and also to ﬁll their knowledge gaps. This model is based
on semantic annotation. This ecosystem could be used for the creation of a
lifelong learning process with future career development.
An algorithm for recommending courses to obtain the desired specialization, based on the SW technologies, is proposed.
A method for automatically recommending a learning path for students
based on the similarity of teaching students as academic advising based on
the robust clustering method is proposed. This method helps to determine
the groups of actual proﬁles of students given their studies.
A method to adapt an LG for young children who are learning words is proposed. This method takes into account the similarity of words in the factors
of semantics, visualization, and pronunciation. When changing these indicators, the LG can adapt the process of learning words to each individual
child.
A training game for children has been developed that takes into account the
semantic distance of words to check whether semantics affects the perception of words during instruction for children.

8

LIMITATIONS AND FURTHER RESEARCH

The studies carried out within the framework of this dissertation have certain limitations. This appears to be due to the fact that the ontological approach of KBs
creation is not used in many subject areas. For example, the ontology described
in article PI has a description of the students, disciplines and specializations, but
specializations are described only by sets of disciplines (courses), and not by a
set of competences (knowledge and skills) that student should possess after successfully completing of the program. This problem is described in detail in article
PIV. It should be noted that the ontology implemented in articles PIII and PVII
have limitations in the subject area that describes animals which are classiﬁed according to the biological principle. This clearly imposes certain limitations on the
use of this KB in the learning process, because it describes only one subject area.
In the future, an extension of subject areas descriptions with an ontological approach is expected, which will greatly expand the possibilities for teaching
children. As an example, the KB will contain not only the description of animals,
but also other subject areas necessary for enriching the vocabulary of children.
Accordingly, the use of a multidisciplinary ontology will broaden the competencies described in article PIV. Also, the question of keeping ontologies as recent
one should be studied properly, so the knowledge which ontologies present will
be up to date.
In paper PII, the relationship between the feedback types and areas of English learning is shown. The limitation of this work is that only 23 LGs designed
to teach English were analyzed in this study. Future work has been planned to
incorporate other AL games in different disciplines to analyze adaptation levels
and feedback types used in those areas.
It is also limitation connected with the fact that there is only models, not
full systems for automating the process of recommendations and determining
the academic level of knowledge and skills have been developed and used in
this work. Paper PIV explains why it will be better to use annotations based on
knowledge and skills for description of learners, courses, study programs, jobs,
etc. But it is not describing the development process of the whole system and the
is no explanations of how to keep ontologies, which will be used in the system,
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as an up to date knowledge. It means that adaptation is needed not only for the
learning process, but for the system as well.
Paper PIV explains why using annotations based on knowledge and skills
for a description of learners, courses, study programs, jobs, among other outcomes, will improve understanding of this topic. However, Paper PIV does not
describe the entire development process, and it does not explain how to maintain
ontologies within the system. Adaptive measures must be used in both the learning process and the system itself to ensure accurate results are obtained. It is no
explanations of how to keep ontologies, which will be used in the system, as upto-date knowledge. It means that adaptation is needed not only for the learning
process but for the system as well.
In paper PI, PV and PVI, a model of recommending study path according to
learners’ preferences, capabilities, and learning process is provided. The description of architecture is made, and a description of the recommendation (advising)
process is also given while addressing future development of the recommendation and advising mechanism. It is intended to develop software tools that will
use approaches and models for adapting the learning process described in the
articles. To complete the full development cycle, the created applications will be
tested, and necessary corrections will be made after the testing process is completed.
The development of adaptive LG in papers PIII and PVII was limited to the
game, which only takes into account the semantic similarities between words for
future testing on children, to detect whether semantics inﬂuences their learning
speed and ability to recognize speciﬁc words among other similar words. This
testing should be used ﬁrst with normal children to detect how they learn, and
then with slow learners for future comparison of children’s behavior. After that,
according to the results, other similarity factors could be added, changing their
weights according to the child’s results, to personalize the system for each child.
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YHTEENVETO (FINNISH SUMMARY)
Oppimisympäristöjen personoitu adaptaatio
Nykyisten oppimisympäristöjen ongelmana on se, että ne lähestyvät yleensä kaikkia oppilaita samalla tavalla tarjoamalla oppilaille samanlaisia tehtäviä, materiaaleja ja suoritusaikaa. Oppilaat ovat kuitenkin yksilöitä, joiden taidot, kyky
omaksua tehtäviä ja tavoitteet vaihtelevat. Suosittelujärjestelmät ovat yleistyneet
oppimisjärjestelmissä, mikä on yksi osa personoitua oppimista. Tämän on
mahdollistanut matemaattisten menetelmien, kuten koneoppimisen ja
tiedonlouhinnan, hyödyntäminen ja teknologisten standardien käyttö (W3C).
Matemaattisten menetelmien ja uuden ohjelmistoteknologian ansiosta voidaan
toteuttaa järjestelmä, joka määrittelee opiskelijan nykyisen taitotason, seuraa
oppimisprosessia ja suosittelee parempia oppimismateriaaleja.
Palaute-,
ohjaamis- ja suosittelujärjestelmien analysointi tukee tätä ajatusta.
Tutkimukseni havainnollistaa kuinka oppimisympäristöjä voidaan kehittää
mukautumaan
erilaisiin
käyttäjiin,
perustuen
heidän
tietoihinsa,
käyttäytymiseensä, ominaisuuksiinsa ja tavoitteisiinsa. Tässä työssä esitellään
ensin oppimisympäristön malli, joka perustuu opiskelijan tietojen ja taitojen annotointiin. Tämä malli havainnollistaa opiskelijan elinikäistä oppimisprosessia.
Sen jälkeen työssä keskitytään personoitujen arviointi-, suosittelu- ja ohjaamisjärjestelmien kehittämiseen. Lopuksi, työssä kehitetään mukautuva oppimispeli,
joka huomioi oppilaiden erilaisen kyvyn havaita sanoja.
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Abstract—This article focuses on proposed semantically enhanced
model of decision support system for learning management
system (LMS). The model is based on a survey of LMSs and
various plugins used in these to improve educational process.
Systems based on semantic technologies are capable of
integrating heterogeneous data, flexibly changing data schemas,
semantic search (using ontologies), and joint knowledge
development. The knowledge base that was developed for the
proposed system model is presented in an ontological form.
Ontology-based applications limit the "fragility" of the software
and increase the likelihood of its reuse. In addition, they
profitably redirect the efforts previously focused on software
development and maintenance of creation and modification of
knowledge structures. In the proposed knowledge base, we
developed the necessary rules for further recommendations of
specialization and courses for users. These recommendations are
based on users' data extracted from profiles and user
preferences.
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I.

INTRODUCTION

During recent years the use of Learning Management
Systems (LMSs) has been increased [1]. LMS is a good
example of learning with information technology adoption with
the needed courses for studies. LMS meets the requirements of
society, while taking into account monetary and time costs.
It is possible to develop a set of intelligent tools for LMS
that take into account the use of hybrid platforms, semantic
integration of existing web-based applications and content
aggregation. These intelligent tools will include a variety of
advanced technologies that make the content more relevant to
learning environments, with respect to the user, and the
learning process more innovative.
Intelligent tools are used for solving difficult semistructured tasks such as grouping, focusing attention, and
combinatorial search [2]. They are characterized by their ability
to make autonomous decisions [3]. The main examples of
intelligent tools are expert systems, fuzzy set systems, artificial
neural networks, and genetic algorithms [4]. One of the expert
system is the recommendation system with decision support.
Recommendation systems (RSs) are programs that attempt to

predict which items (from a range of movies, music, books,
news, sites, courses, etc.) will be of interest to the user. They
make use of some information from the users’ profile.
In addition to e-commerce, RSs could be implemented also
in the educational domain [5], [6], [7], [8]. In modern RSs,
semantic technologies are often used. This trend is based on the
fact that the semantics assumes a standard syntax of data,
Resource Description Framework, which is a W3C
specification for standardizing a metadata model and language.
The framework uses resources as operating elements and
properties as the interactions between them. Any resource can
be specified using universal resource identifier (URI), and the
predicate between the subject and object is standing as a
property, forming together a statement about interaction. [9]
There is a standard way to describe the properties of the data
(RDF-schema), which has largely accelerated the algorithm of
a RS. Researchers pay a lot of attention to the usage of
semantic technologies in construction of intelligent systems
because these technologies have great potential to reflect the
relationships between objects and concepts, and the description
is thus close to natural language.
People want to be specialists in a specific field. And the
option to become a specialist in a field motivates the need to
create the most suitable learning path for a future profession.
In this study, the focus is on developing an intelligent tool
for the design of a Learning Management System. The tool will
be based on a study of semantically enhanced decision support
while building a model of RS for LMS users. RS will function
as a study adviser indicating which courses are suited best for
the users while taking into account the users’ background and
preferences in future specializations. The system can suggests
the kinds of courses necessary to study in addition to courses
that the users have already completed.
This paper is structured as follows. Section 2 opens a
discussion about semantic web technologies and ontologydriven systems. Section 3 presents general information about
LMSs and about the need to use RS within the system. Section
4 presents a literature review about semantic technologies
which can be used for developing LMSs. Section 5 explains
our work, providing specifications and requirements and
suggested architecture for LMS with a decision support tool, as
well as details of building ontology and rules for using in RS.

Section 6 concludes the paper by discussing future extensions
and improvements.
II.

In modern LMSs, ontologies are useful because they
specify conceptualization of a specific domain in terms of
concepts, attributes and relationships.

SEMANTIC-WEB-ORIENTED TECHNOLOGIES

Semantic Web contains data which is defined and linked in
such a way that it can be used by computers not only for
display but also for automatic processing, integration and reuse
by different applications, as well as for extracting information
and getting new knowledge [10].
Semantic Web offers a new approach to managing
information and processes. The fundamental principle of this
approach is the creation and use of semantic metadata.
Metadata can exist on two levels. On the one hand, metadata
can describe a document, for example, a web-page or a part of
a document such as an item. On the other hand, it can describe
objects in documents, such as a person or company. The most
important feature of semantic metadata is that it can describe
the content of the document or objects in the document [11].
Using semantic approach, the system is able to understand
where the words are equivalent, which can increase the
efficiency of the reporting method. Instead of searching for a
linear list of results, the results can be grouped by a meaningful
criterion.
In addition, it is also possible to use semantics to integrate
information from all relevant documents, removing redundancy
and tabulation, if necessary. It is possible to draw conclusions
from the knowledge available for creating new knowledge.
Semantic Web allows improving the associated metadata with
e-learning materials as well as extension of the existing options
for e-learning states [12].
At the heart of all Semantic Web applications there are the
ontologies, which play an important role for various
applications in knowledge representation, processing, sharing
and reuse [13]. Ontology-based semantics are utilized mostly
for improving the analysis of information in unstructured
documents. Domain ontology plays a central role as a resource
to structure the learning content. Ontology was originally
defined, in 1993, by Gruber: "Ontology – is explicit and formal
specification of a conceptualization of a particular interest"
[14]. Ontology (in computer science) is an attempt to formalize
comprehensive and detailed knowledge of domain with the
help of a conceptual schema. Typically, such schema consists
of a data structure containing the relevant classes of objects and
their relationships and rules (theorems, limits) in the domain.
Ontologies play a prominent role in the processing of and
sharing in the knowledge-based web. Information exchange
can take place amongst people and applications.
Usability of ontology is enhanced by software tools that
provide a general domain-independent support for ontological
analysis. A number of ontological analysis tools support
editing, visualization, documentation, import and export of
ontologies in different formats, their presentation, association
and comparison. Protégé and its commercial analogue
TopBraid Composer are among the existing solutions today for
working with Semantic Web.

III.

LEARNING MANAGEMENT SYSTEMS

Learning Management System allows improving one's level
of education and provides a range of training programs. LMS
helps in developing new opportunities in the learning domain.
Students can get quick feedback, and teaching methods can be
individual for each learner.
According to Ellis and Calvo [15], LMSs are programs
which are used for the storage, management and delivery of
education courses or training programs. A sturdy LMS might
perform automation and centralization of administration, use
self-guidance and self-services, gather and transfer learning
content quickly, fund training initiatives on a scalable webbased platform, support standards and portability, personalize
content, and allow knowledge reuse [16]. Most of LMSs have
commercial software licenses, but there are also open-source
LMSs [17].
LMSs have the main following functions [18]:
x

Content delivery and development;

x

Class and user management;

x

Formative and summative assessment;

x

Asynchronous and synchronous communication.

The organization and management of LMSs, its teaching
activities and content can be simplified with collaborative
intelligent-technology software modules. Development of such
modules is aimed to improve students' performance. Data from
the users’ profiles is employed and users’ actions are taken into
account.
There are many theories and practices proposed to improve
Web-based learning environments [19]. For example, content
management systems helping students and teachers to
implement instructional strategies; digital repositories that help
sharing and reusing educational resources; ontologies that help
to build students’ profiles for achieving a personalized learning
level.
Today, there is a vast range of LMS courses, providing the
user with a variety to choose from. However, in order to find
the courses that will meet the users’ needs concerning their
desired profession, users need to spend a lot of time going
through the entire courses’ descriptions. This will also help
them find out about the learning outcomes of each interesting
course. It is better to use a decision support system and filter
the rates in different conditions. This will save time for the
potential subscriber of LMS.
IV.

SEMANTIC TECHNOLOGIES FOR LMSS

Semantic Web technology has brought a set of foundational
technology components, both at the conceptual level and at the
level of prototypes and software, among other assets, which
include ontology engineering methodologies, standardized
ontology languages, ontology-engineering tools, and other

infrastructure like APIs, repositories and scalable reasoners.
The availability of this technology makes the development of
adaptive systems or services in the paradigm of Semantic web
possible.
Earlier studies have proposed diverse systems for
developing LMSs based on semantic web technologies. The
most prominent of these systems are intelligent tutoring
systems [20], [21], e-LMSs [12], [22], [23], [24], multi agent
systems which capture users’ behaviors [25], personalized RSs
[26], [27], adaptive LMS [28], [29], and Ontology-based LMS
[30], [31], [32].
Artificial intelligence techniques with ontologies and
SWRL, for example, can be used by intelligent tutoring
systems to build a pedagogical model, which is accountable for
selection and organization of teaching strategies and tactics for
future communication with the students and for offering a
personalized teaching [20]. These systems can be used to create
practical course material in succession as a generalized model
for e-learners [33] and to make recommendations for students
using LMS. Also, such systems are reasonable for the
development of e-learning courses and for the use of them by
students. These systems could be based on XML-technologies
(XML-schema and XSLT) with Jess [21].
In the model of LMS, which uses semantic technologies,
learning activities and learning styles as teaching methods,
course syllabi are often included, as they are more flexible for
various training institutions. In this model, there are semantic
relations between concepts, and useful information for
searching and sequencing learning resources in LMS is
provided [12]. Learning processes, search of learning materials,
learner personality and learning approaches could be integrated
into a semantic e-learning framework with the help of
ontologies, semantic descriptions such as RDF/XML and
XQuery (XML Query Language) [24]. Here we are dealing
with new knowledge visualization and learning process
modeling for building intelligent personalized e-learning [22].
A multi-agent system captures the users’ behaviors and
stores them for further analysis and reasoning. The system
allows students to discuss any topics and assignments in an
interactive online environment that simulates communication
and transforms the collective knowledge in the generated
Semantic Web, which is accessible not only by students who
now take some courses but also by students who will take part
in these courses in future. The system analyzes the pages that
students have visited and keywords entered during the search
process [25].

an ontological representation, on finding the learner style, and
on providing the work-flow according to learners’ styles [28].
The system is to be used for recommendation of personalized
work-flow for the learner [28]. Also, adaptive LMS may
concentrate on adaptive management and reuse of e-learning
resources. Approach that uses an evolution algorithm is
presented in [29].
A main function of ontology-based LMSs is the creation of
knowledge bases. Ontology technology can assist learners,
teachers and developers in organizing, personalizing and
reusing content [30]. Ontologies could benefit from improved
content creation, configuration, management support, and
reusability of experiment outcomes, enabling intelligent and
personalized student support [30], [31]. Ontologies could also
be used for describing courses and test questions based upon
Mixed Diagnostic Tests, which use fuzzy logic and allow
evaluation of the quality of mastery of the learning material
[32].
Based on our analysis, we can say that there are theoretical
models for making semantically enhanced LMS. There are also
many systems which provide teaching strategies and learning
materials and also systems for creating collective knowledge in
LMS. Implementation of such adaptive systems into LMSs is
extremely useful, because these systems can monitor and
analyze user behavior. It is also important not only to obtain
information about the course, person, materials, etc., but also to
recommend courses for further study, taking into account the
preferences of each involved user and knowledge about the
users’ background.
V.

INTELLIGENT LMS DECISION ISSUES

A. Specifications for the designed LMS with a decision
support tool
We propose a theoretical model of LMS with decision
support. Taking into account the main requirements for
building LMSs, there are some other extra proposed
requirements for LMS with decision support tool. The system
should also:
x

Provide storage and facilitate manipulation of
educational content, registration, authorization, and
administration;

x

Allow extraction of users’ data for future analysis and
create students’ profiles according to extracted data;

x

Support editing and saving user data;

For building recommendations, earlier studies have
provided requirements for formal e-learning scenarios. There is
a need to extend the adaptive functions of LMS with the help of
semantic web technologies for building RS. Santos and
Boticaria [27] provided the three main requirements for
developing semantic educational RS: recommendation model,
open standards-based service-oriented architecture and
graphical user interface for delivering recommendations.

x

Support creation and editing of teachers’ profiles;

x

Provide users with a possibility to choose the desired
specialization;

x

Provide intelligent analysis of users’ data (background,
desired specialization, some user restrictions on desired
courses);

Theoretical framework of adaptive LMS using semantic
web technologies focuses on extracting knowledge from users’
interactions, actions and behavior to transform and display it in

x

Store rules for future recommendations and for users'
decision support;

x

Store the rules in a flexible manner;

x

Make recommendations to the users about their
personal potential specialization, according to their
background;

x

Provide course recommendations for users, according
to their background, desired specialization and
restrictions on the courses.

Also, from the learner perspective, there is the need to
include reusable requirements:
1. The storage and information management are needed
for keeping the history of interactions between interested key
users. This enables us to use RDBMS (relational database
management system)-oriented systems during architecture
creation. The RDBMS-provider can be vendor-independent;
however, the relational nature is needed because of the former
constraints from the domain field with the inter-linked data
from learner, the history and learners' specializations.
2. The extraction of data and its analysis take us to the
point of module aggregation in a separate service with links to
LMS that are based on the principles of interoperability,
modularity and interchangeability.
3. The storing of the created rules and potential specific
extracted recommendations leads us to the point where the
fore-mentioned domain-level needs to be represented as a
knowledge base and a reasoner, in a form of separate modules
in the architecture.

An RDBMS-database can be used for storing LMS-data.
For example, an open-source, highly documented Oracle
MySQL vendor-based solution might be chosen. The system
input data will be user information consisting, in particular, of
personal information that does not change over time: i.e. name,
sex, date of birth and place of birth. This functions as a
background, which includes the knowledge the user has
received during education and the user preferences for
specialization. Also MySQL can save registration data, data
about courses, learning outcomes for them, and information
about teachers, to mention a few.
The Apache Tomcat web server and Java Virtual Machine
will be used for the deployment of intelligent service. Apache
Tomcat allows running web applications; it contains a number
of programs to self-configure.
The data will be extracted from a MySQL database and sent
back to the intelligent services, which will put it in a
knowledge base that is represented as ontology. The obtained
data will be converted from JSON/XML (as a transfer format)
to RDFS and stored in the ontology for SWRL-rules
processing.
The reasoner has functions of an inference machine. It
allows making direct queries to the data domain ontologies
written in SPARQL.
The architecture of LMS with a decision support tool is
presented below in Fig. 1.

4. User interaction with LMS and the definition of the
previous learner history (for example, the desired
specialization) are followed up by a user interface module
which is usually implemented by web application technologies
such as ASPX or PHP.
B. Architecture of LMS services with decision support
Our web-service LMS is designed to be deployed on a
private Cloud platform. This platform was chosen because it
satisfies the requirements for availability, reliability and
flexibility. Such web-service works for users on a 24-hour daily
schedule. Virtual infrastructure will be deployed in the Cloud
platform, which should have the necessary sub-components for
the operations of LMS.
The regular life-cycle of the LMS requires a web server
such as the Apache HTTP-server. Executable LMS code-base
may be interpreted using PHP technology, which is
connectable to Apache as a pluggable module.
Visitors' access the LMS Web User Interface by using
HTTP-requests from supported browsers. Requests are
transferred through the HTTP-protocol to the web server. The
traditional model of the HTTP-protocol suggests that the
interaction between clients and the server is based on the
principle of independent transactions. The client sends a
request to the server (or calls a specific page); the server in turn
responds with a properly formatted response to the client (or
with details of that page). HTTP-transactions are considered
independent. This model does not force the server to store
users’ data in-between transactions; thus the performance does
not change. A further HTML-page will be generated and sent
to the visitor.

Figure 1. Architecture of LMS with a decision support tool

The designed web application is multi-component and
includes:
x

Administrative web interface, which acts as the
management of LMS;

x

Web-based user interface that provides user access to
the LMS;

x

MySQL database: the developed database stores lowlevel information: for example, information about
courses, teachers, visitors, user authorization keys,
users’ background, learning outcomes, etc.;

x

Knowledge base, represented ontologically. Access to
the knowledge base will be by intelligent applications
and machine of inference;

x

Pellet reasoner. The knowledge base contains
knowledge about the data domain, which includes
information about the users of LMS, their background,
their purpose, courses, teachers, etc.

The knowledge base will provide the ability to store data
about users and process them with SWRL-established rules,
which provide the means to display new facts of existing
knowledge for further course recommendations for users.
SWRL-rules include the data about users’ background and their
preferences and courses. With the help of these specific rules,
the system can take into account users' background and
preferences and offer new courses for training and future
specialization.
The information about the recommendations on specific
courses for the user will be extracted from the knowledge base
with the help of SPARQL-queries, and it will be associated
with the user’s account that is persisted in the database. Then
the user enters recommendations about the courses which
might take into account his or her background and preferences.

Figure 2. The schema of the authentication/authorization for LMS users
using data extraction from their social network profile

C. Universal system of authentification
OAuth is a universal system of authentication. It is very
useful in LMSs, because users do not need to spend time on
registration and filling in some basic information about them.
The schema using extraction data from social network profiles
for the LMS user authentication/authorization is presented on
Fig. 2.
The user visits the LMS website, fills in the login form and
confirms the completion of the required fields. The application,
which provides authentication/authorization of users in the
LMS via the OAuth protocol, requests a token from Facebook.
After a successful authentication, in response to an OAuth
protocol request, the LMS application sends the requested
token and a secret token. Then the application redirects the user
to a page to confirm an agreement for providing access to the
personal data.
Once the user has agreed to the use of personal data from
the account in the social network account, Facebook sends a
token and a secret token to the LMS. The tokens will be saved
in the database and used in the future for each user request. The
tokens are unique for each user. The user data obtained is
converted from the JSON / XML format to RDFS and stored in
the ontology for further use.
D. Ontology design
Protégé Ontology Editor was used to develop the ontology
for LMS [34]. In this study, the ontology is provided for storing
information about users, teachers, courses, specializations, and
universities, among other things. Also, an ontology is needed
for SWRL-rules formulation to further classify users into
groups by their background. The ontology can be found at:
http://nomad.dyndns.ws/magavriu/EMS.owl. The diagram of
the ontology developed is presented below in Fig. 3.

Figure 3. Diagram of the ontology for LMS

There is a need to distribute users into groups, depending
on what data about the visitors of LMS is known. For
classification of people into groups and for building links
between these groups and their course groups, it is necessary to
generate new knowledge in the ontology developed.
For the formulation of new knowledge in ontologies, we
used SWRL (Semantic Web Rule Language) and Jena
technologies. SWRL is a technology that helps to describe the
mechanism for manipulating abstract objects in the domain
area. The main advantage of SWRL is that it allows deriving
new facts from existing approvals. SWRL-rules can be
described using languages such as CLIPS or Prolog, which
increases the efficiency of the description and processing [35].
SWRL was created by combining OWL DL, OWL Lite
(axioms, facts) and Rule ML (rules), i.e. SWRL combines
descriptive logic and production of external logic.
This technology is necessary for the following reasons:

x

SWRL rules do not contain specific objects; they only
refer to them. This makes it possible to apply the same
rule to a number of groups of objects;

x

SWRL Terms can be added to the OWL-description,
i.e. included in the ontology;

x

The process of writing and reading the rules is easier if
we use a special language that is close to a humanlanguage group.

SWRL-rules are needed to define possible future
recommendations for the students. In line with this point, the
concept of specialization will contain a set of courses for which
recommendation can be used. The system will produce such
recommendation based on the user input, i.e. “to be a software
manager you need to take these courses”. The ontology in
question contains specialization details and holds knowledge
about the domain (set of courses for the specialization).
Then the user describes or specifies which set of courses he
or she has already obtained or whether the recommendation did
not suit the user needs. Finally, using the newly-specified user
input, the system recommends updated courses for further
study. The recommendation is an entity generated by the
Learning Management System - Intellectual Service.

E. Reasoning and decision support in intelligent LMS
The designed prototype of LMS provides the user with an
ability to learn courses with the help of user-personalized input.
In addition, it provides course recommendations.
The distinctive features of the LMS consist of:
1. Providing recommendations based on the known user
data.
2. Providing recommendations
preferences of LMS users.

based

on

personal

3. Providing recommendation about future specialization
for the users, according to their background knowledge.
4. Providing authorization via a Facebook account.
The target user audience of the system might consist of
people who come from a wide variety of age groups and are
interested in learning.
The schema of the LMS working process is presented in
Fig. 5.

An example of a SWRL-rule in the developed ontology is:
“if student has course background “Database and Knowledge
Management”, “Software testing and QA engineering””, then
the future specialization of this student might be “Software
Tester”. The code is presented below.
Student(?s), hasCourseBackground
(?s, DatabaseAndKnowledgeManagement),
hasCourseBackground
(?s,SoftwareTestingAndQAengineering) -> Student(?s),
hasFutureSpecialization(?s, SoftwareTester).
An example of a SPARQL-query to the ontology is
presented below in Fig. 4. This SPARQL-query selects all
courses that the student is required to study and incorporates to
become a “Manual Tester”. Query string:
SELECT DISTINCT ?cb WHERE
{?cb rdf:type :SoftwareTester.
:ManualTester :hasCourse ?c }.

Figure 4. SPARQL-query provided to the ontology

Figure 5. Schema of the LMS working process

In order to log in to the web service, the visitor is asked for
a permission to grant access to personal information that is
stored in Facebook. Once the user allows access to personal
data, he or she is able to view the course's history and get
recommendations. This kind of authorization is possible with
the help of OAuth technology.
If the user does not have a Facebook account, then he/she
can register directly through the user interface of the web
service. After login, the user can fill and edit the personal
profile. This data will be saved in the knowledge base and in a
database for future use. Users have to choose from a suggested
list the kinds of courses they have already taken and the kind of
specialization or specializations they are interested in.
SWRL-rules created in the knowledge base will add
properties like “has future specialization” in users’ profiles,
according to users’ course background. The application, which

executes two SPARQL requests, may be developed with the
help of a Java-based stack of technologies. One request extracts
a list of the required courses from the ontology for further
creation of specialization. Another request extracts the student
background list from the ontology. After that, the application
matches the two extracted lists and shows the courses which
the user is required to know to get the desired specialization.
As a result, users might get a list of suggested courses.
CONCLUSIONS
In this paper, we carried out a literature review about
intelligent tools based on semantic technology and about
applying these tools in LMS. Based on this research, a model
of RS was suggested for LMS to improve the learning process.
An ontology to serve as a knowledge base of LMS users,
teachers, courses and specializations was developed. Further
recommended specialties for users were formed by SWRLformulated rules, which allow extraction of new facts from
existing knowledge. The Protégé visual environment for OWL
development was selected for the implementation of the
ontology for the defined subject area, where creation and
editing files in RDF, RDFS, OWL, and SWRL-formats and
supporting of SPARQL-queries with user-friendly user
graphical interface becomes possible. The suggested
environment was optimized in accordance with the standards of
the World Wide Web Consortium (W3C). The environment is
very flexible, and it provides a possibility to quickly modify
data and SWRL-rules in the ontology.
The method of extracting personal data from the users’
social network profiles with the help of API-functions and the
OAuth-protocol was applied. As an example of a social
network, we chose Facebook, due to its high social rating by its
user adoption factor, its highest leading number of user
accounts among other social networks, personal preference,
and availability of a documented API that can be used to gain
access to users’ data.
The architecture of LMS with a decision support tool was
created. The method developed takes into account the interests
of users while they select their desired specialization and
provide some input in choosing courses. It demonstrates an
advanced capability of LMSs: implementation of the decision
support method for users. The method was also designed for
user convenience. It supports users while they choose the most
suitable courses as well as increases the popularity of LMSs. In
the field of education, the designed model allows making
recommendations based on user data extracted from profiles
and users' preferences.
The proposed architecture and the model are intended for a
development phase to prototype the intelligent tool, where the
user’s course information is to be entered in a unified input
style, and for integration of the proposed intelligent tool into
the LMS, for example, Moodle. After that, a number of users
will evaluate it: whereas interviews can help to qualitatively
assess the outcomes, a survey can help to quantitatively
estimate the results to find out if the system architecture was
designed suitably, according to user needs.

By continuing the development of this work we can
consider and complete the ontology that emerged from a
training reason to demonstrate the purpose and opportunity of
the technologies involved. It is necessary that many LMSs in
future use the same structure of ontology and the same course
annotations and user backgrounds to make this system work
more efficiently. Later, the system can be compared and
evaluated, taking into account not just the studied courses but
also the knowledge obtained as an output after the learning
courses. Moreover, courses with the same name might have
different learning outcomes (for example, one programming
course concentrated on Java and another one on Python).
Semantically enhanced decision support can also be used in
future for building a career planning or tutoring system for
students.
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Abstract:

The main aim of this research is to provide children who have an early language delay with an adaptive way
to train their vocabulary taking into account individuality of the learner. The suggested system is a mobile
game-based learning environment which provides simple tasks where the learner chooses a picture that
corresponds to a played back sound from multiple pictures presented on the screen. Our basic assumption is
that the more similar the concepts (in our case, words) are, the harder the recognition task is. The system
chooses the pictures to be presented on the screen by calculating the distances between the concepts in
different dimensions. The distances are considered to consist of semantic, visual and auditory similarities.
Each similarity factor can be measured with different methods. According to the user’s feedback, the
weights of the factors and similarity distance are adjusted to modify the level of difficulty in further
iterations. The system is designed to attempt to retrieve knowledge about the learners by recognition of
aspects that are difficult for them. Proposed solution could be considered as a self-adaptive system, which is
trying to recognize individual model of the learner and apply it for further facilitation of his/her learning
process. The use of the system will be demonstrated in future work.

1

INTRODUCTION

The focus of our work is in the area of facilitation
learning techniques for children with an early
language delay. In the literature, these children are
often called late talkers, a term also adopted in this
paper. Late talkers are a group of children who learn
to form sentences later and have smaller
vocabularies than their more typical peers who start
putting words together before turning two (Preston
et al., 2010). This early language delay has been
connected with a risk of later difficulties in language
learning such as dyslexia (Lyytinen et al., 2001;
Lyytinen, 2015; Lyytinen et al., 2005). A very recent
finding (Lyytinen, 2015) confirmed earlier
observation (Lyytinen et al., 2005) reveals that if
such an early language delay comprises receptive
language, i.e. comprehension of spoken language
during early years, such children will face serious
difficulties in becoming fully literate. Authors
documented (Lyytinen et al., 2005) the fact which
has been more recently noted also by Nematzadeh et
al. (2011), that many late talkers catch up with their
peers, but some continue with slower learning pace
and are later considered to have a Specific Language

Impairment (SLI) (Thal et al., 1997; Desmarais et
al., 2008).
Every child is different and learns with different
paces and strategies. Information technology has
long been seen as a cost-efficient solution for
meeting the students’ individual needs in learning
(Murray and Pérez, 2015). Learning with mobile
devices (M-learning) has been recognized to
motivate the children to learn as well as to attract
their attention while solving problems (Skiada et al.,
2014). M-learning can provide a stress-free
environment combining ubiquitous learning with
individualisation so that the learner gets to proceed
in their own pace. As well as games are designed to
generate a positive effect in players and are most
successful and engaging when they facilitate the
flow experience (Kiili, 2005). Flow is considered to
be a state of mind where a person forgets his
surroundings and track of time while occupying
themselves with tasks that are neither too easy
(which would lead to boredom), nor too difficult,
(which
would
lead
to
anxiousness)
(Csikszentmihalyi, 1990). In order to facilitate a
flow experience meaning to provide sufficient
challenge, a learning game should take into account
learner’s individual needs.

The key to prevent the late talking children from
continuing with slow learning pace is to intervene
with their vocabulary learning as early as possible.
Broadening
the
vocabulary
creates
new
opportunities to form sentences. As young children
are the target group of our study, we faced a
challenge of providing them with a simple and
motivating way to learn.
In this research, we decided to elaborate an
adaptive mobile application with gamified elements
such as rewards and animations with actions which
are attractive for children. The application is
developed for touchscreens that are 7 inches or
larger to prevent the effect of motoric skills. The
simple functionality on the surface confirms that the
system is not too complicated even for very young
children.
This paper consists of 4 sections. Section 2
discusses the related work and Section 3
concentrates on late talkers and on how they could
benefit from adaptive learning technologies. In
Section 4, we describe the proposed system’s
architecture. In Section 5, conclusions are drawn.
Section 6 presents future work and plans for
evaluation.

2

RELATED WORK

Many have recognized the importance and the
benefits of developing digital systems for young
children. It is possible to find lots of game-based
learning solutions for preschool children with
categories “Preschool games”, “Language Arts from
Phonics through Reading”, “Word Games”, “Animal
Games”, “Phonetics”, etc. Unfortunately, they are
not made keeping in mind those who have
difficulties in learning. Research and development of
ICT-supported learning for children with disabilities
has not received as much attention and it is also
difficult to access research findings in this field
(Istenic, Starcic and Bagon, 2014). However, some
contributions have been made and in the next
paragraphs we discuss few of them.
PAL system proposed by Newell, Booth and
Beattie (1991) was created for the children with poor
motor control; the key-saving aspects speeded up
text creation and it was found very useful for
children with spelling problems. Also, it was
observed that children who were on the verge of
being classified as non-readers, showed a significant
improvement in their work.
Skiada et al. (2014) suggested a mobile
application named “EasyLexia” which is built taking

into account the needs of dyslexic children as well as
the usability. EasyLexia included tasks that train
reading skills, memory, concentration and
mathematical logic providing both auditory and
visual stimuli. The results of Skiada et al. showed
that children preferred doing the exercises with
mobile application over the pen and paper version.
Concentrating on the touch screen kept the
children’s focus better, which emphasizes the use of
M-learning as a significant method in today’s
learning. A fun mobile learning application
developed for children with dyslexia certificates the
potential of mobile learning application in such
environments (Saleh and Alias, 2012). In addition,
“Dyseggia” – a game application with word
exercises for children with dyslexia suggested in
(Rello et al., 2012) showed positive results of the
technology use in today’s learning methods.
Singleton and Simmons (2001) proposed the
multisensory drill-and-practice computer program
Wordshark, which is designed to improve children's
spelling and word recognition skills. Wordshark is
presented in a game-format, and it is used to practice
words, learn new words, find out whether children
can read and spell particular words. As a reward for
good work from these tasks, Wordshark enables
earning teaching points. This utility does not have
components for assessment or diagnosis and does
not automatically adjust the task to the individual
learner, but motivates and is a useful reinforcement
resource for pupils with dyslexia and also for others
with special educational needs.
Possibly the most extensive empirical
documentation concerning the efficiency of game
based training of the reading skill is coming from the
research based on the Graphogame (see
graphogame.info). Its effects on the reading skill
among children with dyslexia and also among
typical learners with insufficient reading instruction
in developing countries have been documented in
detail in tens of studies listed in the mentioned
pages.
While M-learning, as well as game-based
learning have proven their benefits in helping
children with learning difficulties, there is still not
much done, especially in the area of adaptive
learning, for the target group of late talkers in
vocabulary learning.

3

LATE TALKERS

The child's vocabulary in preschool age is dependent
on the social conditions of education. Children who

start school with greater literacy skills and
background knowledge have a persisting advantage
over those children who do not have these skills
(Snow et al., 1998).
The connection between an early language delay
and later difficulties in language learning has been
studied extensively. Preston et al. (2010) mention
that longitudinal studies (Scarborough and Dobrich,
1990; Paul et al., 1997; Stothard et al., 1998;
Rescorla, 2002, 2005, 2009) have shown that the
delay predicts later difficulties in, e.g. reading.
Longitudinal study of dyslexia in (Lyytinen et al.,
2001) recognized that late talkers with a familial risk
for dyslexia are more likely to have such problems
than typical children with the same familial risk.

3.1

How Late Talkers Learn

Many studies have noted that late talkers are using
different strategies in learning. One of these
differences is that some of these children have
difficulties in their general cognitive abilities such as
attention, categorization and memory skills
(Nemanzadeh et al. 2011). Another is related to the
connectedness of their semantic network structures
which is intuitively connected with the ability of
forming sentences. Beckage et al. (2010) and
Nemanzadeh et al. (2011) noted that the semantic
network structures of late talkers are less connective
compared to their age peers. Beckage et al. (2010)
retrieved the vocabularies from questionnaires filled
by the children’s parents and formed the connections
between using co-occurrence in a corpus of child
directed speech. They also noted that there was more
variance in late talkers’ network structures than the
typical talkers’. Nemantzadeh et al. (2011) studied
the matter by teaching novel words to the children,
and then connected learned words by the similarity
of their meanings – the late talkers learned fewer
words and those that were semantically rather
further than closer.
The results allow us to conclude that these
children require more personalisation during their
learning process. The personalisation should allow
them to learn with their own pace and keep their
attention. In addition, it can support them in forming
the associative connections in their vocabulary in
order to create better understanding of
categorisation.

3.2

Adaptive Learning Systems for
Children with Learning Difficulties

It is known that learning is improved when the
instructions are given to the learner in a personalised
manner (Murray and Pérez, 2015). This knowledge
and background theories of education have been a
decades lasting trend in creating technologically
enhanced learning environments that adapt, one way
or another, to the learners needs. In the literature,
these learning environments are often referred as
“adaptive” or “intelligent” tutoring or learning
systems.
According to (Gifford, 2013), adaptive learning
is a methodology that is centred on “creating a
learning experience that is unique” for every
individual learner through the intervention of
computer software. Adaptive learning systems allow
organising content, identifying the way to learn
according to learner's knowledge and use assessment
result to provide personalised feedback for each
learner (Sonwalkar, 2005).
Adaptive learning systems have a lot of features
and functions (Venable, 2011) that are combined to
provide relevant content, support and to guide the
user through the adaptive learning courses or
modules: pre-test, pacing and control, feedback and
assessment, progress tracking and reports,
motivation and reward.
These systems can be either simple or algorithmbased (Oxman et al., 2014). Simpler adaptive
learning systems are rule-based, created using a
series of if-then statements. Algorithm-based
systems take advantage of advanced mathematical
formulas and machine learning concepts to adapt
with greater specificity to individual learners. Earlier
research by (Brusilovsky and Peylo, 2003) divides
these systems into Adaptive Hypermedia Systems
and Intelligent Tutoring Systems. By these
technologies we mean different ways to add adaptive
or intelligent functions into learning systems.
Adaptive Hypermedia Systems include adaptive
presentation and adaptive navigation support, and
also adaptive information filtering, which includes
collaborative filtering and content-based filtering.
Intelligent Tutoring Systems include curriculum
sequencing, intelligent solution analysis and
problem solving support and intelligent collaborative
learning, which includes adaptive group formation
and adaptive collaboration support.
Finding an optimal way to present the concepts
to the children during their first years of life might
benefit in diminishing their risk to develop
difficulties in language learning in the future. That is

why we should have adaptive content presentation in
learning system for late talkers. To make it available
we should use the adaptive presentation technology,
which aims to adapt the content of a hypermedia
page to the user's goals, knowledge and other
information stored in the user model. In a system
with adaptive presentation, the pages are not static,
but adaptively generated or assembled from pieces
for each user (Brusilovsky, 1999). Respectively, in
our system, the content shown to the children should
not be predefined, but should have the ability to
adapt according to user’s feedback.
We assume that it is harder to recognize some
particular concept among several other similar ones.
Every child can perceive images and sounds
corresponding to these images differently. For one
child, it is difficult to distinguish between words,
which sound similar. For another child, it could be
difficult to distinguish between words that have a
similar pattern, whether they could have a similar
shape or similar colour. Another child may have
difficulty with differentiating words, which are
semantically close to each other.
With proposed solution we develop an adaptive
learning system for late talkers, which will take into
account personal qualities of learners’ in their
perception of a concept. The system will learn and
build a personal model of a learner based on his/her
answers while changing the complexity of concept
representation, and will apply this model for further
facilitation of learning process. Therefore, the
system could speed up the vocabulary learning
process individually for each user.

stimuli and personalise further picture selection
based on intelligent analysis of user’s answers.

4.1

Concept Similarity

We make an assumption that concept learning and
recognition depends on individual perception of
several parameters such as sound and visual
representations as well as their semantics. Our
approach is based on manipulation with complexity
level of concept recognition caused by these factors.
Taking into account users’ feedbacks (correctness of
answers), system will automatically increase or
decrease the level of complexity, adapting it to the
individual learning abilities of the users, and in such
a way will facilitate learning process.
We highlighted three main factors that influence
the complexity. These factors are: visual similarity,
similarity of sound-based phonetic representations
and semantic similarity of the concepts. Assuming
that sets of more similar concepts bring more
difficulties for their recognition (distinction), we
automate the process of image selection using
multidimensional concept similarity metric, defined
݉݅ܵݐ݁ܿ݊ܥ൫ܿ ǡ ܿ ൯ ൌ ܨሺܵ݅݉ ǡ ܵ݅݉ ǡ ܵ݅݉ௌ ሻ

(1)

as an aggregation of similarity values of mentioned
three factors. Now, we are able to personalize our
learning tool via changing the delta (Δ) of concept
similarity as well as “fiddling” with different levels
of influence of the three factors on aggregated
similarity.

4.1.1 Visual Similarity

4

SYSTEM DESCRIPTION

As a basis for the learning system improvement, we
have chosen “Graphogame” learning tool
(Richardson and Lyytinen, 2014), which is a
learning environment that teaches children reading
by playing back a sound of a letter and asking the
learner to choose the correct letter from multiple
choices presented on a screen, adapting the given
choices according to similarities between the letters
and user’s feedback. We are going to utilise the
functionality of “Graphogame” tool replacing the
letters with images of words. We are not going to
use predefined sets of images or populate a set with
random images because such strategy lacks an
individual approach and does not take personal
specifics of a learner into account. Therefore, the
functionality of our approach should be able to take
into account differences between visual and auditory

Measuring the distance between two images is a
central problem in image recognition and computer
vision and many definitions for the metric have been
suggested (Wang et al., 2005). Considering visual
similarity, image features such as shape of presented
object, colour distribution, brightness, contrast, etc.
are usually acknowledged. The most commonly used
image metric is Euclidean distance due to its
advantage of simplicity. Euclidean distance is
computed by summing the squares of differences
between each pixel in images (Wang et al., 2005).
However, in pattern recognition, it performs poorly
compared to e.g. Tangent distance (Simard et al.,
1993) which succeeds well in tasks such as
recognizing handwritten digits (Wang et al., 2005).
On shape matching tasks, e.g. Latecki and
Lakämper’s, (2000) approach gives intuitive results
basing the metric on correspondence between

object’s visual parts. Image Euclidean Distance
Measure (IMED) metric (Wang et al., 2005) is based
on Euclidean distance. IMED adds the spatial
relationships of pictures into consideration and
outperformed traditional Euclidean distance in face
recognition tasks in evaluations performed by the
authors.
Besides shape, colour is a very dominant visual
feature. According to (Deng et al., 2001), distance
between colours in two pictures can be measured by
comparing their colour histograms, which represent
the colour distribution in an image. However, colour
histograms do not consider spatial knowledge and
have high cost in retrieval and search. Authors
proposed a “dominant colour descriptor” which
consists of the representative colours in a region and
their distribution. A similarity measure for the
descriptor and an efficient colour indexing scheme
for image retrieval were also suggested. The method
performed
fast
and
efficiently
in
the
experimentations. However, the descriptor did not
take into account the spatial relationships between
the colour regions and considering high level
matches, the correspondence was unstable.
Some of the visual similarity features might be
more valuable than others. For example, take a set of
images created by the same designer: they might be
drawn in the same style using the same colour
palette that makes all images quite similar in spite of
the difference between the objects they represent. In
this case, shape feature might be more valuable in
calculating the actual human perception of visual
similarity. Thus, there might be various automatic
techniques to recognize different levels of the
features relevance, but in our solution, we are going
to use manually defined coefficient for the feature
and leave possible automation of this process for
future work.

4.1.2 Phonetic Similarity
Along with visual similarity, phonetic similarity of
concepts can also affect children’s performance in
distinguishing them. There are many researches and
practical implementations done with respect to
automated voice and speech recognition (Petajan,
1990; Astradabadi, 1998; Potamianos et al., 1997)
Adaptive speech recognition technology is not yet at
the point where machines understand all speech, in
any acoustic environment, or by any person, but it is
used on a dayǦtoǦday basis in a number of
applications and services (Docsoft Inc., 2009). The
vast difference in anatomy and physiology between
the speech production and perception systems of

humans makes it difficult to analyse (Kessler, 2005).
Unfortunately, these systems are expensive and they
cannot always correctly recognize the input from a
person who speaks with a dialect, accent, and also
they have some problems with recognizing words
from people who are combining words from
different languages by force of habit.
Because the complexity of voice recognition
especially in case of sound samples created by
different persons is considered high, we decided to
calculate phonetic similarity of the concepts as string
based similarity of their phonetic transcriptions. In a
non-orthographic
language,
the
phonetic
representations of the words are more reliable than
the written format of words. However, they do not
take into account e.g. different dialects that would
sound more native to the learner. In spite of these
disadvantages, it was decided that the standardised
language provides enough information on the
phonetic distances. The auditory representation of
the words is provided in such a way that it follows
the patterns of these phonetic representations aiming
to the most standardised way of speaking.
There are several string-based techniques that
could be applied for phonetic transcriptions
similarity matching: Edit Distance – finds how
dissimilar two strings are by counting the minimum
number of operations required to transform one
string into another; Jaro-Winkler measure (Winkler,
1999), N-gram similarity function (Kondrak, 2005),
Soundex (Russell and Odell, 1918) – phonetic
similarity measure, which principle of operation is
based on the partition of consonants in the group
with serial numbers from which then compiled the
resulting value; Daitch-Mokotoff (Mokotoff, 1997)
has much more complex conversion rules than in
Soundex – now shaping the resulting code involved
not only single characters, but also a sequence of
several characters; Metaphone – transforms the
original word with the rules of English language,
using much more complex rules, and thus lost
significantly less information as letters are not
divided into groups (Euzenat and Shvaiko, 2013). In
our solution we allow utilisation of several
measuring functions with further weighted
aggregation of the results (e.g., weighted product or
weighted sum).

4.1.3 Semantic Similarity
Semantic similarity between concepts plays an
important role in semantic sense understanding. The
measuring is not a trivial task. The most used
technique is to measure semantic similarity based on

domain ontology; a conceptual model that describes
the corresponding domain. Ontology-based semantic
similarity can be measured with different methods
(Sanchez, 2012; Bin et al., 2009):
 Edge-counting method (or graph-based)
calculates the minimum path length connecting
the corresponding ontological nodes through
the ‘is-a’ -links (Sanchez et al., 2012). Equally
distant pairs of concepts which belong to the
upper level of taxonomy are counted less
similar than those which belong to a lower
level (Wu and Palmer, 1994). Very often the
shortest path length is combined with the depth
of ontology in a nonlinear function (Li et al.,
2003), sometimes with the overlapping
between the nodes (Alvarez and Lim, 2007). In
(Al-Mubaid and Nguyen, 2006), authors
applied cluster-based measure on top of a
minimum length path and taxonomical depth.
Taxonomical edge-counting method was
extended by including non-taxonomic semantic
links to the notion in the path (Hirst and StOnge, 1998).
 Feature-based measures use taxonomical
features extracted from ontology. The
similarity between two concepts can be
computed as a function of their common and
differential features (assessing similarity
between concepts as a function of their
properties) (Sanchez et al., 2012). Such facetbased classification could be combined with
similarity of common properties’ values.
 Combined measures which include the edgecounting based and information content (IC)based measures with edge weight (Jiang and
Conrath, 1997).
In our current solution, we have limited our
focus to a domain of animals. Each domain brings
certain specifics to semantic similarity measuring
metric. Semantic similarity could be measured
differently depending on the context. Such context
dependent similarities could be calculated separately
and be further aggregated using different weights for
different contexts. Thus, for the chosen domain, we
may highlight several classifications:
 Biological species-based classification: this
metric is based on subclass hierarchy of animals
classified by biological families of animals. In
this case, the most suitable approaches to
measure similarity are graph-based techniques
(e.g. Jaccard metric, Scaled shortest path, Depth
of the subsumer and closeness to the concepts,

etc.) (Euzenat and Shvaiko, 2013; Bouquet et al.,
2004; Leacock and Chodorow, 1998; Haase e.
al., 2004). Thus, we calculate semantic similarity
of concepts based on locations of corresponding
nodes in the graph, using taxonomy-based
ontology that represents class hierarchy of
animals.
 Geolocation-based classification: here we
distinguished animals by geographical regions
they live in. It is a complex metric that integrates
continent-based, latitude- and climate zone based
clustering. Similarity between the clusters is
calculated based on climate groups’ hierarchy
and similarity of different continents.
 Domestication-based classification: animals
could be also divided to those who are fully
domesticated by human and live at their homes
and farms, those whom we may meet in a zoo,
and those who live only in wild nature and most
probably are only seen via video records and
photos. In this case, distances between the
classes could be predefined. Also, other metrics
that define semantic similarity in other contexts
may exist. Therefore, analogically to other
similarity factors, final semantic similarity
measure could be aggregated by weighted
products/sum.

4.1.4 Concept Similarity Measure
Since all of our concept similarity factors (visual,
phonetic and semantic) could be represented as
weighted functions of various similarity measuring
techniques, we may define a general formula to
calculate similarity between the concepts (Figure 1).

4.2

System Architecture and
Adaptation Logic

The system is presented as game-based learning
environment for mobile phones and tablets. The
system’s aim is to teach recognition of vocabulary
items from multiple choices of their visual and
auditory representations. The task of the learner is to
recognize the word that he or she hears from a group
of pictures presented on the screen. All pictures
except for the one presenting the correct answer are
further referred as distraction items. General
architecture of proposed facilitation solution is
shown in Figure 2.
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where ݓ ǡ ݓ ǡ ݓௌ are coefficients of weighted influence of visual, phonetical and semantic factors on
concept similarity; ݊ ǡ ݊ ǡ ݊ௌ are number of different similarity measuring techniques used to calculate
visual (ܵ݅݉ ), phonetical (ܵ݅݉ ) and semantic (ܵ݅݉ௌ ) similarity with corresponding weights of their
influence (ݓೇ ǡ ݓು ǡ ݓೄ ).
Figure 1: Concept similarity measuring function.

user provides a wrong answer, next time, when the
same concept will be chosen, the algorithm will
change vector of weights giving more preference to
one of the factors. Therefore, system will collect
statistics on personal learning model of the user,
while trying to already personalize complexity of the
tasks. Whole collected statistics including value of
ሬሬሬԦ , values of similarities
Δ, vector of weightsܹ
between chosen and other distraction concepts, etc.
is stored in the Log module of the system and is
further used as labelled learning sample to recognize
individual user’s features of concept perception.
Furthermore, this will allow the system to
personalize the strategy for individual learning
process and to develop ability of the learner to
overcome individual difficulties in vocabulary
learning.
For the current research we used breadth-first
search to calculate the semantic similarity from the
graph of used concepts, Levenhstein distance for
phonetic similarity and Euclidean distance for the
visual similarity. In future work, we will use other
algorithms, as well as combine and compare them to
conclude which are the most relevant.

Based on calculated similarity measures between
all the concepts and the chosen one (“Random
Concept” in the figure), we rank them and select a
group of the most closest to the defined delta (Δ)
value. Initial value could be, for instance, considered
as an average of similarity values of all the measured
concepts. Depending on the amount of distraction
items ܰ (since their amount also influences the
overall complexity), system chooses the concepts
with similarity value closest to the value of Δ.
Depending on the user’s feedback (answer), the
value of Δ will be changed in the feedback analysis
module. If a user makes a mistake and provides
wrong answers, the Δ value will be increased
(moved to the side of the concepts with lower
similarity). Otherwise, complexity could be
increased (by decreasing value, a group of more
similar concepts will be selected next time).
At the same time, manipulating with coefficients
of visual, phonetic and semantic factors influence
ሬሬሬԦ ൌ ሺݓ ǡ ݓ ǡ ݓௌ ሻ we are
(the vector of weights, ܹ
able to recognize levels of difficulties that an
individual factor brings for a particular learner. Once
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Figure 2: General architecture of solution.
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CONCLUSIONS

In this work, we concentrated on developing an
adaptive vocabulary learning system for late talkers
who have difficulties in learning language due to
individual reasons. The system is a mobile learning
application which aims to provide an optimal way of
vocabulary presentation for young children.
The functionality behind the system is based on
different similarity factors (visual, phonetic and
semantic) of the learning objectives, words, in our
case. We assumed that the more similar the words
are, the more difficult it is to distinguish them. Thus,
as the learners improve, the system is able to provide
them with more challenging tasks. In addition to
using the information of learners’ mistakes in the
system’s adaptation, the data is collected and further
analysed from angles of semantic network
connectivity, emphasis of the dimensions and overall
system’s educational effectivity.
Existing approaches to study the characteristics
of semantic networks are dependent on either
parent’s knowledge of their children’s vocabularies
(cf. Beckage et al, 2010). Our approach has the
advantage of not only impartiality but automaticity,
which makes it possible to collect larger amount of
data with less effort and bias. However, some
disadvantages in the methodology exist. Firstly, the
system does not require the children to form the
words, only to recognize them, and therefore it
cannot be considered as a way of training word
composition. Secondly, it is likely that all the
children’s answers are not equally valuable since
multiple-choices questions can be answered
randomly and also wrong answers could be given
intentionally.
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FUTURE WORK

To evaluate the system’s efficiency, it would be
tested with a group of children consisting of both 13-year-old late talkers and other children with more
typical language proficiency. The testing group of
children will be split in halves. For every child a
filtration process of the concepts will be made. By
testing, the system will exclude the words that child
already knows from the provided sample of the
animal words and will only work with those words
child does not know. For the first group of children,
the minimum delta (lowest difficulty), which is not

changed during the learning and testing process,
would be used. And for the second group, the delta
will be changing for every learner personally
according to the adaptation logic of the system.
After some period of learning and testing there will
be a final test, which would check the amount of
words the children learned. Knowing the percentage
of the learned concepts of each group, we can make
a conclusion if the proposed adaptive system is
effective. After the evaluation we will use the
gathered data for further development of the
algorithm. As the current system relies on metrics
made by adults, it is possible that they do not reflect
the children’s associations. The gathered association
networks can be further used as a base for the
algorithm instead of the adult-made ontologies. The
evaluation results could also show if recognizable
patterns exist in the mistakes the children make.
Also, we will extend the knowledge base,
including also other domains of vocabulary. The
data like user’s answers could be automatically sent
to a database on a cloud server. The algorithm could
be extended to consider several users’ feedback,
which could be used to form more reliable user
models. Applied to a larger set and multiple
vocabulary domains, analysis of the children’s
answers in the system can result in valuable
information of children’s semantic networks.
The system could also be modified to be more
intuitive and motivating. For example, it could be
extended to provide interactive storybook-type of
tasks, where a child could listen to a story illustrated
on the screen and then answers to multiple-choice
questions about the context of the story.
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Abstract:

Fast-growing technologies are shaping many aspects of societies. Educational systems, in general, are still
rather traditional: learner applies for school or university, chooses the subject, takes the courses, and ﬁnally
graduates. The problem is that labor markets are constantly changing and the needed professional skills
might not match with the curriculum of the educational program. It might be that it is not even possible to
learn a combination of desired skills within one educational organization. For example, there are only a few
universities that can provide high-quality teaching in several different areas. Therefore, learners may have to
study speciﬁc modules and units somewhere else, for example, in massive open online courses. A person, who
is learning some particular content from outside of the university, could have some knowledge gaps which
should be recognized. We argue that it is possible to respond to these challenges with adaptive, intelligent, and
personalized learning systems that utilize data analytics, machine learning, and Semantic Web technologies.
In this paper, we propose a model for an Intelligent Learning Support System that guides learner during the
whole lifecycle using semantic annotation methodology. Semantic annotation of learning materials is done not
only on the course level but also at the content level to perform semantic reasoning about the possible learning
gaps. Based on this reasoning, the system can recommend extensive learning material.
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INTRODUCTION

Many young people face difﬁculties when trying to
decide what kind of education to apply. Once the approval to the wanted education is achieved, many decisions must be made: which subjects to choose, what
courses to put to the personal study plan, what courses
are relevant in future job markets, or if the ofﬁcial curriculum should be supported with supplemental education from the private sector. These decisions might
have life-long effects, but often the resources for making the right choices are limited. People should recognize their competitive advantages and put them in
the perspective of global trends, technological development, and labor markets. Not only young people
have such need, but many graduates and experienced
workers also face the situation of economic change,
and suddenly they have to adjust their competence by
improving and extending their skills.
In welfare countries, ﬂexible education system offers quite a many options to choose. The possibilities are so widespread that it is not easy to make the
right choice without a comprehensive analysis of person’s capabilities, ambitions, and values against the
future labor markets. However, only a small amount

of people have an actual freedom to choose their future profession. Usually, people have to be competitive enough to survive, especially in the times of crisis, and those who have the possibility, are changing
their location to get a better education for themselves.
On the contrary, it has become possible to get the education from another side of the world, especially in
higher education. Massive open online courses and
learning platforms like Udemy, Khan Academy, and
Coursera are helping people to get desired skills (e.g.,
programming, developer skills, and data analytics)
without leaving home. However, some courses have
pre-requirements, so that it would be quite difﬁcult to
attend courses without ﬁlling the existing knowledge
gaps by studying an additional learning material.
Educational systems are structured around curricula that aim to supply people with the deﬁned competencies. The problem is that employers are more
and more ﬁnding people with various skills and backgrounds, which may not be in line with the curriculum. Therefore, people should be able to create
speciﬁc curriculum and be educated following personal learning trajectory. To meet this demand, topics around different learning support systems have become popular. For example, the Open University of

Hong Kong has developed a system that instantly responds to inquiries about career development, program and course choices, study plans, and graduation checks (Leung et al., 2010). While these systems
have potential, the problem is that they should be connected with various educational and career planning
services. We can already verify this issue by looking how many different job portals there exists, both
nationally and globally.
We argue that there is a need for an Intelligent
Learning Support System (ILSS), which will be based
on current research information about adaptive, personalized, and intelligent tools. We begin by reviewing the current body of knowledge about these topics.
Next, we explain the whole ecosystem of ILSS and
the components it includes. Finally, we discuss implications that must be considered when implementing
this kind of system. This proposition paper is current because the development of adaptive, personalized, and intelligent systems for education are still in
the premature phase in Finland, where technological
infrastructure is Finland under reconstruction: The
government’s aim is to standardize and integrate the
social and health care systems, including the career
and employment services. Students, job seekers, employment ofﬁcials, and company headhunters would
beneﬁt from a centralized system that aims to make
educational interests and employment supply meet.

2

LITERATURE REVIEW

Each person has different knowledge background,
ability to memorize, learning speed, motivation, and
preferences. Furthermore, people have different
health conditions and habits when and how to learn.
The problem with educational applications is that they
are built for a speciﬁc group of learners and not individually. Therefore, development of learning environments with individualized learning mechanisms is an
important research topic. Researchers are interested
in developing learning environments, which could
adaptively provide learning path (Chen, 2008), but
the challenge is the development of advanced learning applications that include intelligence and adaptivity (Brusilovsky and Peylo, 2003).
Intelligent learning systems are related to adaptive learning systems and have an intersection
(Brusilovsky and Peylo, 2003). Intelligent systems
are ”systems which use techniques from Artiﬁcial Intelligence to provide better support and feedback for
learners” (Brusilovsky and Peylo, 2003) and adaptive
systems are ”systems which attempt to be different
for each learner or group of learners” according to in-

formation about learners received during their actions
(Brusilovsky and Peylo, 2003). Personalized systems
present a speciﬁc type of general adaptive systems
(Garcı́a-Barrios et al., 2005) and they mean adaptation towards a speciﬁc learner.
Computer based training or computer aided learning does not use a model of the learner’s knowledge and does not take into account personality of the
learner, but it just uses traditional instructional methods (Phobun and Vicheanpanya, 2010). The combination of adaptation, intelligence and personalization could make this better. The interaction with the
learner would not only report the correct or incorrect
answers, but also explanations of the error cause, and
recommendations for study material.
The development of adaptive, intelligent, and personalized learning systems is important, especially
for children with disabilities, because they require
more personalization during their learning process.
These techniques should allow them to learn at their
pace and help to keep their motivation (Gavriushenko
et al., 2016).

2.1

Personalized learning systems

Many authors suggest in their work different tools
for learning systems, which could assist in learning
and make this process more personalized. For example, in the work (Bendakir and Aı̈meur, 2006)
authors presented a course recommendation system
which analyzes past behavior of learners concerning their choices. Authors used data mining association rules (user ratings), and this classiﬁcation makes
possible to build a decision tree that classiﬁes each
learner proﬁles. The system recommends learning
path by checking which courses are followed simultaneously. Unfortunately, proposed system does not
consider learners’ background and course availability. Also, researchers (Werghi and Kamoun, 2009)
have presented a decision support system for learner
advising which provides an automated program planning and scheduling service that ﬁts best their proﬁles while meeting academic requirements. The system was based on decision tree algorithm. The work
(Jeong et al., 2012) presented a personalized learning course planner with decision support using user
proﬁle. This system allows the learner to select the
learning course they desire taking into account previous learning information of learner. Authors used
organization algorithm containing the decision matrix. The proposed system improved learning effectiveness and especially learners’ satisfactory according to the questionnaire. Also, in a paper (Jyothi et al.,
2012) was presented a recommender system which

assists the instructor in building learning path, more
speciﬁcally in identifying the groups of learners who
have similar learning styles and then providing recommendations to these learners. Authors used FelderSilverman learning style model.

2.2

Intelligent and adaptive learning
systems

Some research papers were concentrated on developing intelligent and adaptive applications for learning
which could fully or partially reduce the involvement
of human advisers. For example, in the work (Henderson and Goodridge, 2015) authors proposed a system which gives accurate advice only to those pursuing ”special degrees” or programs which follow a
clear cut path of courses. This system is an intelligent Web-based application for the handling of general advising cases. Authors used Semantic Web technologies for designing this system. Also, in the work
(Wen and McGreal, 2007) system allows learners to
add preferences of the specialization to their proﬁle
and then recommend courses based on their preferences. The proposed system uses a multiple intelligent agents approach and ontology-driven methodology to tackle a dynamic and complex individualized study planning problem. In other research, (Nurjanah, 2016) authors proposed recommender system
in adaptive learning which recommends learning materials for learners. This system combines contentbased ﬁltering and collaborative ﬁltering approach
which is based on the similarity between learners and
learners’ competencies. The result of the proposed
new technique of recommendation showed that it performs well. In paper (Myneni et al., 2013) authors
presented an interactive and intelligent learning system for physics education. This environment helps
learners master physics concepts in the context of pulleys. System guides learners in problem-solving. Authors used the Bayesian network for pulley setup. In
the work (Dolenc and Aberšek, 2015) authors demonstrate the design and evaluation of intelligent tutoring system based on cognitive characteristics of the
learner. This model is based on a system for collecting metadata and variables that are vital for the teaching process. The important thing in this research is
that system can be adapted to the different level of
learner’s knowledge and understanding subject matters. Authors in paper (Canales et al., 2007) suggest
an adaptive and intelligent Web-based education systems that take into account the individual learning requirements. They proposed three modules for that:
an Authoring tool, a Semantic Web-based Evaluation,
and Cognitive Maps-based Learner Model. Proposed

approach is focused on reusability, accessibility, durability, and interoperability of the learning content.
There are many intelligent tools developed for
learning systems which are effective and shows good
results. However, there are not much tools or systems
which could help learner during his whole lifecycle.

3

ARGUMENTATION FOR THE
ILSS

This section proposes the ecosystem of the Intelligent Learning Support System (as presented in
ﬁgure 1) and describes the main mechanisms that
allow learners to get learning content recommendations. The model of the system based on semantic
technology. At ﬁrst, we discuss using Semantic Web
in building ILSS. After, the main blocks of the system
are presented in sub-chapters. The proposed system is
now in the development stage and includes the necessary functionality description required.

3.1

Using Semantic Web in building
ILSS

Developing adaptive, intelligent, and personalized
systems require comprehensive knowledge in the domain and ﬂexible mechanism for further extension of
it as well as the automated mechanism for contextual
information retrieval. It will require representation of
knowledge, which is widely distributed among different organizations, freely available, and presented
in machine readable form. The system should adopt
beneﬁts of Semantic Web and linked data technologies, as well as, be facilitated by text mining and natural language processing techniques.
There has been many studies proposed for
the intelligent study advising utilizing Semantic
Web technologies (Henderson and Goodridge, 2015;
Gavriushenko et al., 2015; Ranganathan and Brown,
2007; Nguyen et al., 2008; Jovanović et al., 2007).
Authors in (Dicheva et al., 2009; Jovanovic et al.,
2007) used ontologies and Semantic Web in curriculum development and in institutional support and
adaptation. Semantic Web helps formalize learning
object content, shows how to use semantic annotation to interrelate diverse learning artifacts (Jovanović
et al., 2009).
Semantic Web aims at integrating various types
of information into a single structure, where each
semantic data element will meet special syntactic
block. It provides a common framework that allows data to be shared and reused across application,

Figure 1: General ecosystem of an Intelligent Learning Support System

enterprise, and community boundaries (Berners-Lee
et al., 2001). Semantic Web achieving interoperability among various educational systems and uniﬁed authoring support for the creation (Aroyo and Dicheva,
2004). The other branch of the Semantic Web associated with a direction close to the ﬁeld of artiﬁcial
intelligence, and it is called the ontological approach.
The ontological approach means a formal representations of a set of concepts within a domain and
the relationships between those concepts (knowledge
base). Under the knowledge base, we understand
complex data structure that stores the knowledge domain. Typically, the knowledge base is represented as
a graph in which the vertexes are one unit of learning, that is the simple essence of knowledge (training course, the term, the deﬁnition of the formula –
depends on an agreement between system’s makers
that they will assume a basic understanding of the
essence). The arcs are seeing as all kinds of links between training units.
Knowledge bases are used for solving problems
like creation, transformation, and usage of content
while learning. The engineering part includes the creation of the educational plans and their e-learning resources. Management part problems are solved directly during the learning process and are focused on
operational adjustment training course depending on

the results of the test control of learners’ intermediate
mastering of the material. Creation of the ontologies
as knowledge bases are very useful for tests creation,
automation of the evaluation, and management of the
training paths based on the results of testing.
To be processed by intelligence (applications, services) and be consumed by end-user in a best optimal way, learning content should be adapted to the
digital world of intelligent entities and must be supplied with correspondent semantic annotation. Semantic annotation provides a set of worldwide standards, which helps in operating with heterogeneous
resources using common syntax and methods (Uren
et al., 2006). Semantic annotation by the rules identiﬁes concepts and their relationships, and it is meant
for use by machines (Uren et al., 2006). Semantic
annotation was presented and successfully applied in
papers (Jovanović et al., 2009; Jovanović et al., 2007),
where authors presented ontology-based approach to
automate annotation of learning objects and tested it
in integrated learning environment for domain of Intelligent Information Systems.
Providing the personalized point of view on content annotation, learner extends a pool of context dependent semantic annotations for the same content.
Later, annotations might be transformed into a set of
different annotations for the same content on the dif-

ferent clusters of the learners as well as to the wide
variety of other contexts. Such clustered semantic annotations will enhance matchmaking for new content
retrieving and personalized content recommendation
processes.

3.2

Courses and Learning Material
Annotation module and Annotated
Learning Content module

Usually, educational material and content are presented in the same way for everybody, without taking into account learner’s existing knowledge, goals
for browsing, preferences, and experience. This issue needs more attention, especially when it comes
to e-learning because the learner is supposed to take
responsibility for one’s studies. The main factors
that should be taken into account are learner’s knowledge background, age, experience, motivations, professions and goals (Huang et al., 2007).
The common feature of learning support systems
is that they have some grade range for learners of different learning levels. Usually, there is some pre-test
which can determine learner knowledge and create
simple learning path according to the particular level
of the learner. A simple adaptation algorithm adds
that if the learner makes lots of mistakes, the system
returns the learner to the previous level. Otherwise,
the system allows the learner to proceed. The threshold of right answers can be eighty percent. Unfortunately, twenty percent of wrong answers can mean
that some critical knowledge may be missed, which
can interrupt the process in future. It is important to
keep track what learner does not exactly know and
how this particular knowledge could be improved.
The main idea is to ﬁnd learning gaps which inﬂuence
the learning process and recommend material to help
the learner to fulﬁll those gaps. Same kind of learning gaps can also occur when the learner is searching for a speciﬁc skill and has to take some additional
courses that are not included in the curriculum. The
targeted courses might have prerequisites, which the
person can not meet at the moment.
From the employer’s point of view, it is not always
possible to recognize the potential of a job seeker
from a list of completed courses or degrees. The
names of different courses do not always say much
about actual content, or even opposite may bring
wrong expectations about skillfulness of a person who
passed them. Depending on the educational organization, there might be a huge difference between the
content of courses with similar names.
It might be more reasonable to see an approximate
level of particular skills of a person, to see an expec-

tation of the potential to resolve the certain class of
problems. Therefore, all the course descriptions or
meta-information should include some explicit reference to skills and knowledge that it is aimed to lead
or inﬂuence. Thus, having such skills and knowledge
oriented annotation of courses and learning materials, it is possible to facilitate a better guidance for a
learner.
If we make a straightforward assumption, that the
aim of education is to develop certain knowledge and
skills to be applied in different occupations, learner
chooses education steps (university, program, course,
lecture) for a certain goal (profession, career, occupation). Unfortunately, the learner may not be aware
enough of the required skills or knowledge for this
goal. Therefore, occupations and job descriptions
should include skills- and knowledge-oriented annotation as well.
In this work we use semantic annotations with
the use of ontologies (as presented in ﬁgure 2). Ontologies were used for storing and modeling information about learners, teachers, courses, specializations,
universities, careers, job offers, among other things.
With ontologies it is possible in future to apply methods of semantic alignment for matching the ontologies (Heath and Bizer, 2011; Berners-Lee, 2006; Henderson and Goodridge, 2015), if there will be some
other existing ontologies which are related to our educational system. Nowadays, many tools exist for the
creation and matching ontologies which have proven
themselves well (Berners-Lee et al., 2001; Shvaiko
and Euzenat, 2013). The implementation process was
done by Protégé-tool which is the most widely used
and offers a complete development environment.

3.3

Personal Learner Proﬁle module

The educational system produces a wide amount of
data related to learning, performance, difﬁculties, and
experiences. This information can be stored in a Personal Learner Proﬁle (PLP), which always support
changes and keeps the information up-to-date. Interfaces to proﬁle give access to only authenticated
learners and systems. The knowledge base would give
anonymous data for pedagogical development purposes. Individual learners would be able to access the
information related to themselves. Information stored
in the personal proﬁle would consist of: study history,
work experience, personality, learning plans, learning
difﬁculties, hobby, and social activities.
The PLP would be connected to the external system and services with learner’s proﬁles that connects
different systems, services, and databases, for example, the national social and health systems. The ILSS

Figure 2: Proposed ontology for an Intelligent Learning Support System

will be developed to analyze the information from
systems connected with the digital service channel.
The system is based on current research knowledge,
and it will have various kind of pedagogical information related to learning theories, practices, environments, and special needs.
The PLP contains current skills- and knowledgeoriented proﬁle of a learner in the form of a vector
in multi-dimensional space of knowledge and skills.
The Career Navigator module helps the learner to
build a desired/aimed space of knowledge and skills,
based on selected occupations/jobs the learner aims.
The Career Navigator is connected to the Job market
place that contains: job and occupation descriptions
published by employers, national needs and requirements, and expectations of society. The Career Navigator is facilitated with proactive ”Job Radar” module that monitors/analyses changes in the Job marketplace and informs learner about latest trends. The Career Navigator tool should match curricula, various
certiﬁcates, job history and other measured skills of
a person with the description of profession and job
position requirements. Depending on the set goal,
the navigator may build a career path to the aimed
point, highlight necessary steps and required missing
skills for it, offer relevant study programs and online courses to extend personal skills and education.

Furthermore, it can show the closest job offers from
the labor market, taking into account latest trends in
economics development on regional and governmental levels or even worldwide, and offer suitable new
profession obtaining programs supported by the government for the temporally unemployed person.
This module should have a possibility to ﬁnd the
program that is more close to the learner’s goal of
ﬁnding the desired job. Learner proﬁle, career, and
study content should be described with the same annotation type.

3.4

Personal Study Planner module

The PLP module works as an input for a Digital Study
Advisor (DSA), which uses a Personal Study Planner
(PSP) to build corresponding study plan and compose
the most suitable study content for a learner, depending on the available learning materials. Learning Materials Space Manager is connected to various online
learning platforms and courses, has access to an open
source learning materials, and allows the learner to
extend the space with courses provided by any university or education organization learner is enrolled. The
DSA analyses the gaps (missing parts) between the
current skills-/knowledge-oriented proﬁle of a learner
and his/her desired knowledge/skills space and per-

forms a semantic search among annotated courses
and learning materials available in Learning Materials Space. Learning Materials Space will also be
connected to external tools and communication channels, online courses, open-source learning materials.
The PSA also uses the PSP to re-plan initially created
study plan on the performance of a learner in the process of his/her studies. With the help of Learning Process Monitor, the PSA analyzes the performance of a
learner based on real time tests and feedback, recognizes corresponding gaps in knowledge and requests
for missing learning materials from the Learning Materials Space Manager.
For the ILSS there will be good to classify the
each learning modules. The planning of the learning path will be on the content level, as well as on
the content parts level. For the fulﬁlling knowledge
gaps, we have to annotate the whole learning content
(courses, study modules, assignments, etc.). Then the
system will adapt the content according to learner’s
feedback.
The ILSS should take into account extracted not
only knowledge background of the learner, but also
his personal ability for learning new material. According to that, we have to minimize the time for
studying and maximize the quality of the learning
content. The system should improve the logic of
the learning concepts’ presentation, taking into account personal speciﬁcs of the learner via manipulation with the complexity level of the system. Also,
system should analyze learning progress and see what
is missing and try to ﬁll missing knowledge by searching the connection between learning modules in the
course. This connection search is needed because it
will be easy to see on what step of the learning process learner starts to make mistakes and what parts of
modules inﬂuenced that.

4

DISCUSSION

The best way to produce experts is to accentuate the learner’s best abilities and skills, assess the
learner’s potential and develop it further. That is why
we badly need revolutionary methods to facilitate intelligent personalization of study processes and approaches to make innovative education content more
attractive and motivational for the learner (Khriyenko
and Khriyenko, 2013).
To be able to provide appropriate recommendation or suggestion of relevant content, the system
should be aware of learner preferences, experience
and knowledge, and goals. Therefore, availability of
recently updated learner proﬁle is one of the crucial

issues. The process of personal learner proﬁle creation (extension, modiﬁcation) should not be annoying for the learner, should not be time-consuming and
should not demand signiﬁcant efforts for him/her. The
main questions remain the same: how to distinguish
relevant parts of a proﬁle to be modiﬁed, how to automate and simplify the process of proﬁle management as an integral part of other processes/activities
performed by the learner. Therefore, we are going to elaborate content-driven approach for personal
learner proﬁle management.
Having semantically annotated content and personalized knowledge/information spaces deﬁned by
correspondent semantic proﬁles of the learners, we
may populate the spaces with relevant content. Semantic Web annotations enhance information retrieval and improve interoperability. Unfortunately,
human annotators are prone to error, and non-trivial
annotations usually require experts in the speciﬁc domain. Moreover, that is why annotations should be
maintained. If annotations are done cost-effectively,
then the future for the technology will not be limited.
The main idea behind proposed system is taking
into account knowledge and skills of the person. That
is why the whole learning content, courses, and learning materials should be annotated. For the annotation, we chose semantic annotation in the form of ontology. The majority of the universities have to follow the proposed ontology for it is better working
and using. In consequence, we can have a full set
of courses from different universities, available bachelor’s and master’s programs with speciﬁc requirements (i.e. with certain courses and backgrounds).
Learner, using such system will be able to include his
full transcript of records, then to ﬁnd a university, link
to courses that are interesting to him, as well as to ﬁnd
the shortest path for getting the higher education by
the present knowledge background.
The proposed ILSS makes possible to review and
reﬂect long-term information. One can produce a different kind of analyses related to individual strengths
and weaknesses. With the system, one can get additional resources and individual recommendations
about learning technologies, materials, courses and
support.
A learner can use the system as a virtual career
agent. One can get information about available careers and education possibilities, and review personal
information against the prerequisites. One can easily produce an application, resume or curriculum vitae and decide what information to include. This will
make the process of work applying more straightforward. The objective is that a learner can get complete information related to own educational history

and up-to-date information related to work and career
possibilities.
For a teacher, the system will provide information about the learner group. The teacher can get
up-to-date and individual information about the person’s learning, no matter where the learner is coming.
This will help the teacher to guide learners and personalize teaching for individual needs. The teacher
can produce different kind of analysis about the learners and get information about what methods, materials, and learning environments could be beneﬁcial
for them. The objective is that a teacher can get relevant and up-to-date information about learners, current research knowledge from the system, help with
difﬁculties, support practices and methods related to
learning.
This plan tries to fulﬁll the needs of modern digital and global society where learning and teaching are
not necessarily bounded to single institutions. The
concept of individual know-how will extend from degrees to a complete picture where formal education
is only one part. Further study and experiments will
consist of an extension of ontology for the University
of Jyväskylä. This University has an in-house developed, integrated study information system Korppi1 ,
which already has some annotation about courses, and
study modules. Because of that, it would be easy
to transfer presented information in the well structured knowledge base. As well as at the University of
Jyväskylä is possible to transfer courses and credits
from other universities or online learning platforms.

5

CONCLUSIONS

Usually, computer based training or computer
aided learning does not use the model of the learner’s
knowledge and does not take into account personality of the learner, but it just uses traditional instructional methods (Phobun and Vicheanpanya, 2010).
The combination of adaptation, intelligence and personalization could improve the learning process.
In Web-based learning environments, it is an advantage to monitor the learner’s knowledge level and
automatically adjusts the content for each learner to
improve the education process and make learning individual for each learner or group of learners. Since
the Internet offers a vast amount of information, it is
important to help the teacher in the creation of the materials most suitable for education; and as well help
in ﬁnding the most relevant content and convert it
to comprehensive information. Also, a big privilege
1 https://www.jyu.ﬁ/itp/en/korppi-guide

of these Web-based learning environments is to help
learners with selecting courses and study programs
basing on their objectives, which will be beneﬁcial
in their further career development.
This paper describes the issues of the lifelong
learning, and how to make it more personalized,
supported by technology. Paper presents Intelligent
Learning Support System and describes it is main
modules.
An ontology to serve as the knowledge base of
ILSS was developed. All semantically annotated
information will be stored there for future SWRLformulated rules which allow extraction of new facts
from existing knowledge. The developed ontology is
very ﬂexible, and it is possible to modify data easily.
ILSS is connected to the different open-source
learning materials, external tools and communication
channels, and online courses. Also, external systems
and services with personalized user proﬁles can provide better guidance for a learner in a personalized
manner, as well as suggest new relevant content or
events which could help to ﬁll learner’s knowledge
gaps.
The proposed system might be very useful for universities and companies. It could also help in monitoring changes in labor market and modiﬁcation of study
paths according to the called-for competence, as well
as to help in career planning.
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Abstract:

The purpose of academic advising is to help students with developing educational plans that support their
academic career and personal goals, and to provide information and guidance on studies. Planning and management of the students’ study path is the main joint activity in advising. Based on a study log of passed
courses, we propose to use robust, prototype-based clustering to identify a set of actual study path proﬁles.
Such proﬁles identify groups of students with similar progress of studies, whose analysis and interpretation
can be used for better institutional awareness and to support evidence-based academic advising. A model of
automated academic advising system utilizing the possibility to determine the study proﬁles is proposed.
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INTRODUCTION

The credit-based system is used to characterize the
requirements and progress of a student in many learning environments. Availability of personalized support is very important constituent of a learner’s success (Nguyen et al., 2008). Academic advising (AA)
is an iterative collaboration process between student,
academic adviser, and academic institution, to tackle
the student retention. Advisers provide versatile assistance to the students during their studies, making
the educational experience relevant and supported.
AA activity has a long history dating back to
1870s (Tuttle, 2000). Advising starts, when a student
becomes enrolled in higher education, and ﬁnishes
when the degree has been completed. The purpose of
academic advising is to ensure that the students carry
out the required studies to graduate. The central activity for this purpose is to support study planning, especially at the beginning of the academic life. Depending on the organizational culture, especially the stability or dynamicity of the course schedule, an academic
adviser either needs to ensure that predeﬁned study
plan is being followed or that a student knows all the
relevant study possibilities. Email, social media, web
and wikipages etc. provide means to share the necessary information with the students. However, typically face-to-face discussions take place either regularly (e.g., at the beginning of a semester or academic
year) or by students’ or advisers’ request. For more
personalized support, an adviser should know when

a student is in need of a study advice discussion and
what is the precise status of the studies.
Preliminary recommendations to do certain, especially compulsory, courses to proceed normally with
the major subject studies are provided by departments
and advisers. More precisely, for example at the University of Jyväskylä (JYU), all students are required
to prepare an electronic personal study plan with the
academic adviser from the home department. Advising is organized according to the satellite model referring to the distributed responsibility of academic
units (Tuttle, 2000). The engagement model between
advisee and adviser characterize the principal spirit of
counselling (Feghali et al., 2011).
In JYU, the study plan and the completed studies
create the starting point for a study plan assessment
discussion. However, especially in computer science,
the actual number of studies that have been made during an academic year are typically less than recommended (Saarela and Kärkkäinen, 2015a). Hence, it is
very common that the actual study path deviates from
the recommendations and plans, and in such a case an
advising intervention is needed. But how does an individual student and especially an individual study adviser know, what is the relation between students’ realized study path and that of the peer students? Thus,
could we, instead of comparing against the predeﬁned
plans, advise students based on evidence from the actual study paths of other similar students?
Therefore, the purpose of this article is to propose using a learning analytics method (Chatti et al.,

2012), more precisely robust clustering (Äyrämö,
2006; Saarela and Kärkkäinen, 2015a), to create
groups of actual proﬁles of students concerning their
studies. Such proﬁles summarize the different typical accumulations of completed studies, increasing
the general awareness of the common study ﬂows.
One can explicitly link an individual student to student peers with similar study path proﬁle in the same
institutional environment. This allows an adviser to
plan a possible intervention adaptively for a larger
pool of students instead of following each one individually.
Creating general study proﬁles of students can
help departments in their assessment and planning
of when (and how) they provide the courses, especially the compulsory ones (Saarela and Kärkkäinen,
2015a). By automating general student proﬁling it
is possible to provide essential support for adaptive
on-line advising along the lines suggested, e.g., in
(Nguyen et al., 2008; Henderson and Goodridge,
2015). Individual student’s perspective, from selfregulated learning and study planning point of view
without academic advising interface, was thoroughly
addressed in (Auvinen, 2015) (see also (Auvinen
et al., 2014)).
The contents of this article is as follows: after the
introduction, we provide background on academic advising and personalized student support in Section 2.
Then, in Section 3, we describe the data and the robust clustering method, and introduce three cases to
construct student proﬁles to support academic advising. In Section 4 features and a model of an Academic
Adviser system with automated mechanisms in it are
proposed. The work is concluded in Section 5.

2

BACKGROUND

Academic advising is a collaborative process in which
adviser and advisee enter a dynamic relationship
where adviser helps advisee to enhance the learning experience by helping in making academic decisions (Henderson and Goodridge, 2015). The decision support could be made by analysis of student’s
records, as well as some external factors like interests,
goals, academic capabilities, schedules etc. (Noaman and Ahmed, 2015). Developmental Advising
means helping students to deﬁne and explore academic and career goals and pathways, as well as to
develop problem-solving and decision-making skills;
Prescriptive Advising, which is the more traditional
advising model, is mainly concentrated on providing
the information to the students according to their academic program, progress, academic policies, course

selection, etc.; Intrusive Advising refers to contacting with student in critical periods like ﬁrst year of
study before the declaring major, graduation period,
or when students are at-risk or they are high-achieving
students (Noaman and Ahmed, 2015).
Next we brieﬂy summarize a pool of directly
AA related work that was identiﬁed through a nonsystematic search. Our main concern here is to illustrate the strong link between the needs and practices
of AA and the general utility of student proﬁling.

2.1 On Academic Advising
Student voices on AA were raised in only some articles. El-Ansiri et al. (Al-Ansari et al., 2015)
used questionnaire to study student satisfaction and
support-seeking patterns among dental students in
Saudi-Arabia. Very low (only 7.6%) primary utility help rate of advisers in the academic matters was
encountered. Even if the advisers were available
when needed, they were not able to provide the most
relevant information, e.g., on important dates and
courses. Hence, up-to-date course and timetable information seems to be a prerequisite for AA, which is
handled by the in-house developed, integrated study
information system Korppi1 .
The pedagogical side of AA was also focused
rarely. In the work (Drozd, 2010) author studied academic advisers through the lens of transformational
leadership, i.e. how advisers can create a connection to students that positively inﬂuence their study
paths (by increasing and inspiring study motivation
and engagement/commitment in studies through individual and intellectual consideration). A questionnaire for undergraduate students strengthened the importance of transformational leadership activities in
adviser-student communication and collaboration, independently from the student’s characteristics. The
lack of time for individual counselling efforts that was
visible in most of the reviewed articles here was not
emphasized in (Drozd, 2010). Dougherty (Dougherty,
2007) studied academic advisers from those students’
perspective who are doing very well in their studies. These students are called high-achieving students. Authors address the need for the investigation
of unique characteristics of these students.
Technical support for AA has been considered in
many articles. The availability of extensive information on courses to support automatization of AA
was emphasized in (Biletskiy et al., 2009). The authors proposed course outline data extractor application, which helps in recognizing similar or comparable courses between different institutions, also help1 https://www.jyu.fi/itp/en/korppi-guide

ing both students and academic advisers to keep track
of the variety of topics that i) have been covered in the
completed studies, ii) should be covered to complete
minor or major subject modules or the actual degree.
The authors in (Nguyen et al., 2008) proposed an
integrated knowledge-based framework based on semantic technology that supports computer-based (automatic) e-Advising on the suitable courses for the
students. Naturally individual learning history data
provide the starting point for the system and, for this
purpose, the authors implemented and tested a data
integration tool.
The high workload of academic advisers, especially due to individual but many times recurrent handling of basic issues with multiple students in a hurry,
was addressed in (Henderson and Goodridge, 2015),
with the proposition of an intelligent, semantic, webbased application to assist decision making and automatization of repetitive counselling tasks. Core of
the system consisted of rule-based inference engine,
which mapped student proﬁle with the study program proﬁle and organizational rules, to provide automatic suggestions on the courses to be enrolled in
the upcoming semester. In the preliminary evaluation,
a positive feedback of the system was obtained, although the main limitation of suitability to only study
programs which follow a clear, predeﬁned study path
of courses, was recognized. With very similar aims
and functionality, another web-based on-line adviser
was described in (Feghali et al., 2011). This system
was also evaluated positively when compared to the
current advising system. The authors emphasized that
such a tool only supports and does not replace a human academic adviser.
Conversational, fully autonomous agent supporting AA dialogs using natural language processing
(NLP) were suggested in (Latorre-Navarro and Harris, 2015). The proposed system contained an extensible knowledge base of information and rules on academic programs and policies, course schedules, and
a general FAQ. NLP performance of the proposed
system was evaluated positively. Also, the similar
multi-agent approach was suggested in (Wen and McGreal, 2015) for AA. This approach helps tackling a
dynamic and complex individualized study planning
and scheduling problem. As well as in (Al-Sarem,
2015) was proposed a decision tree model for AA
affairs based on the algorithm C4.5. The output is
evaluated based on Kappa measure and ROC area.
The main conclusion was made that the difference between the registered and gained credit hours by a student was the main attribute that academic advisers can
rely on (Al-Ansari et al., 2015).

2.2 On Personalization of Student
Support
In general, many researchers have paid attention to
developing e-learning systems with personalization,
and the most common aspect in these system is the
creation of the personalized learning path for each
individual student or group of students. Most of personalized systems consider learner preferences, interests and browsing behaviors, because it will help
to provide personalized curriculum sequencing service (Huang et al., 2007). In the study (Chen et al.,
2005) authors proposed a personalized e-learning system which is based on Item Response Theory (PELIRT). This system is considering course material difﬁculty and learner ability, to provide individual learning path for learners. Learner’s ability estimation was
based on an explicit learner’s feedback (the answers
of learners to the assigned questionnaires). The system appeared mostly like a recommendation system
of the courses for the learners. Authors in (Huang
et al., 2007) proposed a genetic-based curriculum sequencing approach and used case-based reasoning to
develop a summative assessment. The empirical part
indicated that the proposed approach can generate appropriate course materials for learners taking into account their individual requirements. Later, in (Chen,
2009a), the authors developed a personalized webbased learning system grounded on curriculum sequencing based on a generated ontology-based concept map, which was constructed by the pre-test result
of the learners. Optimization problem for modeling
criteria and objectives for automatic determination of
personalized context-aware ubiquitous learning path
was suggested in (Hwang et al., 2010). This learning model not only supports learners with alternative
ways to solve problems in real-world situations, but
also proposes more active interaction with the learners. Authors in (Werghi and Kamoun, 2009) proposed
Decision Support System for student advising based
on decision tree for an automated program planning
and scheduling. The proposed approach takes into
account prerequisite rules, the minimum time (minimum number of terms), and the academic recommendations. The adaptive course sequencing for personalization of learning objectives was suggested in (Idris
et al., 2009) using neural networks, self organizing
maps and the back-propagation algorithm.
A very closely related work to ours was reported
in (Sandvig and Burke, 2005). Authors proposed
a case-based reasoning paradigm which is based on
the assumption that similar students will have similar course histories. The system used the experience
and history of graduated students in order to propose

potential courses for the students. Unfortunately, this
approach required matching between students’ histories. Also, similar case-based reasoning was used by
(Mostafa et al., 2014) for developing a recommendation system for a suitable major to students based
on comparison of the student information and similar
historical cases.

3

3.1

CREATION OF STUDY PATH
PROFILES USING ROBUST
CLUSTERING
Data

To illustrate the proposed approach, we utilized real
study records of the Bachelor (BSc) and Master
(MSc) students majoring in Mathematical Information Technology (which is comparable to a major in
Computer Science at other universities) at the University of Jyväskylä (JYU/MIT). IT administration at
the University has recently created a data warehouse
of passed courses by all the students, which can be
utilized by the departments. On the other hand, the
electronic study plan system does not provide direct
interface for larger student groups, so both from accessibility and evidence-basedness points of view, we
focus on analyzing the real study log of the passed
courses. The log was anonymized, keeping student
IDs as keys, covering the four calendar years 2012–
2015. Note that students can start their studies in
the beginning of September (autumn term) or January
(spring term). Hence, the original study registry log
included a heterogeneous set of BSc and MSc students who had started their studies either before 2012
or in the beginning of spring or autumn terms during
2012 – 2015.
The whole study log contained 15370 passed
courses by 1163 different students on 1176 different
course IDs. There were 942 male students (81%),
with mean amount of studies made 59.9 ECTS. Only
221 female students (19%) were identiﬁed, with mean
amount of studies made 57.0 ECTS. Hence, most of
the students in the log were either in the beginning of
their studies or progressing very passively and slowly.
Figure 1 shows the discrete density distribution
of the size of the passed courses. According to the
ﬁgure, 5 ECTS and 3 ECTS are the two most common sizes of the courses, the former covering around
30% of the studies. Moreover, there are a lot of small
courses (1 – 6 ECTS) with the exception of the MSc
thesis, 30 ECTS. Teaching in JYU is organized for
four periods during one academic year (plus the sum-

Figure 1: Probability of size of a course.

mer semester) in such a way that a course of ca. 5
ECTS can ﬁt to one period. We conclude that because
the passed courses represent both major and minor
subject studies, division of the overall learning objects as courses is not optimal. This observation is
the ﬁrst example on how summarization of study log
data provides visibility and feedback to the organization. During the course of writing this article, we
also found out that the instructions of JYU for preparing the next curriculum for 2017–2019 include strong
recommendation to decrease the number of courses
with only a few credits.
Next we aggregated how many credits per
semester each student had made. Similarly to (Saarela
and Kärkkäinen, 2015a), each calendar year was divided into two semesters: the spring term (from January to June) and the autumn term (from July to December). However, since usually only a few courses
are completed during the summer (this is illustrated
in (Saarela and Kärkkäinen, 2015a)), it was reasonable to divide the calendar year into only two parts
for further analysis.
In what follows, we proﬁle, analyse and compare
two students cohorts: those who started their studies
in the beginning of the autumn term 2012 (A2012) or
2013 (A2013). Hence, for A2012 we end up with 8
and for A2013 with 6 integer variables representing
the aggregated amount of credits on half-a-year scale.
Since the students have progressed in their studies
very differently and many of them have not been active during all the semesters of interest, both of the
data sets are very sparse containing a lot of missing
values (Saarela and Kärkkäinen, 2015a). This is the
key property that is taken into account in the proﬁling
approach that is described next.

3.2

Robust Clustering Method

As already explained, our goal is to assist the academic advisers by recommending suitable courses for
students based on passed courses of (possibly more
advanced) students with similar study path. For this,
we need to identify general proﬁles of similar students
and this is, precisely, the purpose of clustering. Partitional (or representative-based (Zaki and Meira Jr,
2014)) clustering seems to be the right family of clustering methods to choose from because it assigns each
observation to exactly one cluster, which is represented by its most characteristic point, the cluster centroid, which represents the common proﬁle. Within a
cluster, distances of observations to the prototype determine the most typical or representative members of
a cluster. Thus, instead of following many different
student proﬁles, the academic adviser can just follow
the most common proﬁles to get an overview of the
whole cohort.
Generally, partitional based clustering algorithms
consist of an initialization step, in which the initial
centroids of each cluster are generated, and iterations
of two steps where (i) each observation is assigned
to its closest centroid, and (ii) the centroid of each
cluster is recomputed by utilizing all observations assigned to it. The algorithm stops when the centroids
remain the same over two iterations. The most popular and most applied partitional clustering algorithm
is the k-means (Jain, 2010), also in learning analytics
studies (Saarela and Kärkkäinen, 2017). This algorithm works very well for full and approximately normally distributed data since the sample mean is the
most efﬁcient estimator for samples that are drawn
from the normal distribution. However, the sample
mean is highly sensible to all kinds of outliers (Huber,
2011) as well as missing values, which can be characterized as special types of outliers. Also for a nonsymmetric (skewed) distribution, the sample mean is
not necessarily the most efﬁcient estimator and other
location estimates might be preferable (Sprent and
Smeeton, 2016). Moreover, as explained in (Saarela
and Kärkkäinen, 2015a), the quantization error for the
integer-type variables like here has uniform not gaussian distribution.
The spatial/geometric median is a robust nonparametric location estimate, which remains reliable even
if half of the data is contaminated (Sprent and Smeeton, 2016). Mathematically, the spatial median is the
Weber point that minimizes the (nonsquared) sum of
the Euclidean distances to a group of given points
{xi } , i = 1, 2, . . . n:
n

arg min ∑ xi − c.
c

i=1

Although the basic concept is easily understood and
has been extensively discussed in the literature (albeit
under various names, see (Drezner and Hamacher,
2001)), its computation is known to be difﬁcult.
In (Äyrämö, 2006), the difﬁculty of computing
the spatial median during partitional clustering was
solved with the SOR (Sequential Overrelaxation) algorithm (see (Äyrämö, 2006) for details). Moreover, in the implementation of the resulting k-spatialmedians clustering algorithm, only the available (i.e.
not-missing) data is taken into account when the centroid is recomputed.
To sum up, all of these above discussed properties – most importantly, the robustness to missing
data and the fact that every cluster is represented by a
centroid – make the k-spatial-medians clustering very
suitable for creating student’s general study proﬁles.
The fact that such a clustering approach works very
well for sparse educational data has been previously
shown in (Saarela and Kärkkäinen, 2014; Saarela and
Kärkkäinen, 2015b; Saarela and Kärkkäinen, 2015).
The initialization of the robust clustering method
was realized similarly as in (Saarela and Kärkkäinen,
2015): We started with multiple repetitions of kmeans for the complete data – without missing values – and then, applied k-spatial-medians to the best
of those results.

3.3 Clustered Student Proﬁles
Similarly to the earlier work in (Saarela and
Kärkkäinen, 2014; Saarela and Kärkkäinen, 2015b;
Saarela and Kärkkäinen, 2015a; Wallden, 2016), we
apply four different internal cluster validation indices
to determine the number of clusters: Knee Point
(KP) of the clustering error, Ray-Turi (RT), DaviesBouldin (DB), and Davies-Bouldin∗ (DB∗). All the
computations here were carried out in the Matlabenvironment, using own implementations of all the
algorithms.
From the two student groups A2012 and A2013,
we include in clustering only still active students, i.e.
those who have made credits during the autumn term
2015 (the last one analyzed). Furthermore, we restrict
ourselves to those students for whom over half of the
variables are available (Sprent and Smeeton, 2016).
This means that the 47 analyzed students in A2012
have made studies during at least four out of the seven
possible semesters (including the last one) and the
76 students in A2013 at least in three out of the ﬁve
semesters. Because of the anonymity, we obtained
further assistance in relation to the metadata and interpretation of the clusters from the Study Amanuensis
of the Department (Study Amanuensis, 2016).

Figure 2: Boxplot for A2012.

Figure 3: Credit accumulation prototypes for A2012.

A2012
The boxplot in Figure 2 shows the large variability
in the study accumulations both within semesters and
between semesters. We see the larger accumulations
in the spring terms during the ﬁrst two years, and
a slightly decreasing overall trend after that. There
are always exceptional students who have made much
more studies than their peers.
KP, DP, and DP∗ indicated four clusters and RT
had also local minimum there, so we choose to analyze four different general study progress proﬁles.
The proﬁles for A2012 are depicted in Figure 3,
where the size of the cluster is given in the top-right
corner. The proﬁles are sorted in the ascending order
with respect to the total number of credits.
The main group of 21 students in the ﬁrst cluster illustrate a potential start of the studies in the ﬁrst
year, with strong passivation after that. They have obtained prototypically 65 ECTS until the end of 2015.
Based on (Study Amanuensis, 2016), by a closer look
on the 8 students from the cluster closest to the cen-

troid, these are all older BSc and MSc male students
(born before 1990). They are either distant students
studing while working or have completely chosen to
change their orientation from an earlier occupation
and already ﬁnished degree. The difﬁculties in studies
and reasons of such a behavior, for a similar adult student proﬁle, were thoroughly discussed in the earlier
work (Kaihlavirta et al., 2015) from the same context
(department) than here.
The second group of only 7 students, who generally obtained 103 ECTS, shows opposite behavior:
very slow start in the ﬁrst year, activating to an appropriate level then. Three most characteristic students
here were young males, who were involved in the military service during the ﬁrst study year. This complete
explains the observed behavior.
The third group of 10 students, who generally obtained 147 ECTS, did their studies very actively for
the ﬁrst 4–5 semesters. Analysis of the three most
characteristics students revealed two young and one
older male students who either took job or became
active in student organizations during the third year
of the studies.
The fourth proﬁle with 9 students, altogether 184
ECTS in general, illustrates that a good start on
the study activity carries over the semesters. Three
mostly characteristics students were again all males,
one MSc student and two BSc students. Note that
similar ﬁnding on the importance of active start in
an individual course level was given in (Saarela and
Kärkkäinen, 2015a).
Students who are mostly in need of academic advising are the ones in the ﬁrst cluster. They can be
identiﬁed either in the beginning of their studies or after the second semester, because even if still making
studies, their accumulation is much less than in the
third and fourth cluster. Their characterization also
suggests the department to rethink the study entrance
criteria.
A2013
For A2013 all cluster indices suggested three proﬁles, which are illustrated in Figure 5. This and the
fact that there are now one proﬁle less than in A2012
suggests more stable organization of the curriculum.
Also the boxplot in Figure 4 supports such ﬁnding,
especially showing smaller variability in the obtained
credits between the autumn and spring terms compared to A2012 in Figure 2.
Student group in the need of intrusive academic
advising consists of those 23 students with smallest accumulation of credits. These students start and
continue very slowly in their studies, although the
level of activity was increasing in the fourth and ﬁfth

Figure 4: Boxplot for A2013.

path proceeds in the desired way. Recapitulation of
the meta data of ﬁve most representative students
showed ﬁve male students, of whom three were oriented towards game programming and development the most recent study line of the department.
We note that even if the boxplot in Figure 4 indicated more stable study path with respect to autumn and spring semesters, the two proﬁles of truly
active students still illustrated larger study accumulations in the spring than in the autumn. These ﬁndings
are, however, mostly explained by the longer calender time for the two periods in the spring term compared to the autumn term – a general peculiarity of the
Finnish higher education system.
The similarities and differences between the two
sets of proﬁles just discussed emphasize the importance of the use of evidence-based information in academic advising. On one hand, there are repetitive proﬁles of students proceeding in their studies well or
slowly. The latter ones needs to be detected and supported in an intrusive manner in academic advising.
The home department responsible for major subject
studies and the other departments providing minor
subject studies should be informed about the found
hindrances of the study paths. In the case analyzed
here, there is a clear change of study accumulation
proﬁles from A2012 to A2013, which suggests that
the organization of courses, the capabilities of students, and/or their support through academic advising
have improved in the educational organization under
study.

Figure 5: Credit accumulation prototypes for A2013.

semesters. Their general ECTS accumulation after
ﬁve semesters was 44 ECTS. Analysis of the ﬁve most
representative students revealed two older male students (birth year before 1990), two males with indications of military service, and a female student. According to (Study Amanuensis, 2016), especially the
younger students showed signs of low self-regulation
during academic advising sessions.
The second proﬁle of 17 students, completing typically 80 ECTS, showed similar behavior to the second proﬁle in A2012: the minimal ﬁrst year is raised
to a good level of study activity later. A closer look on
the ﬁve most representative students showed young,
two female and three male students. Four of these had
identiﬁed themselves as a non-active student during
the ﬁrst study year, again mostly due to the military
service of the young male students.
The third proﬁle of 36 most active students, accomplishing 123 ECTS typically, showed similar
overall behavior than the fourth proﬁle in A2012. The
ﬁrst semester is slightly smaller but then the study

4 PROPOSITION OF A SYSTEM
MODEL
As shown, it is important to follow the actual progress
of the students in their studies. There might be no
need for an advising intervention, but if so, one should
automatically notify the students and the study counselling on the deviations in the study path. The
problems of not passing courses and not following
suggested study plans usually also call for organizational considerations whether learner ability and the
difﬁculty level of the recommended curriculum are
matched to each other properly (Huang et al., 2007).
L. K. Henderson and W. Goodridge (Henderson
and Goodridge, 2015) proposed the following division of the computer supported AA systems (i.e.,
Academic Advisers): Basic Computerized Systems,
Advanced Automated Systems, and Intelligent Advanced Automated Systems. In this paper, we mostly
focus on Advanced Automated and Intelligent Advanced Automated Systems, because these kind of

systems can signiﬁcantly reduce the human adviser’s
work and the student load in supporting the study process.
As can be concluded from Section 2.1, earlier
studies have mostly concentrated on research prototypes which focus only on few main components or
tool support for existing learning management systems. Taking into account that user modeling is one
of the key factors for including personalization into
the learning system, many researchers used ontologies for learners’ models, because ontologies have
many advantages for creation of user models (Idris
et al., 2009; Chen, 2009a; Leung et al., 2010; Nguyen
et al., 2008; Biletskiy et al., 2009; Henderson and
Goodridge, 2015).
Data-mining techniques have also been applied to
the learning environments in order to track users’ activities, extract their behavior proﬁles and patterns,
and analyze the data for future improvement of the
learning results, as well as for identifying types of
learners (Minaei-Bidgoli, 2004). Mostly, for developing personalized learning plan, researchers used decision tree search, heuristic algorithms, genetic algorithms, item response theory and association rules.
Also, many studies used semantic web technologies,
neural networks and multi-agent approach. Most of
the previous studies on personalized learning path
generation schemes have mainly focused on guiding
the students to learn in the digital world; i.e. each
learning path represents a set of digitalized learning objects that are linked together based on some
rules or constraints (Liu et al., 2008). While determining such digitalized learning paths, the learning
achievements, on-line behaviors or personalized features (such as learning style) of individual students
are usually taken into consideration (Schiafﬁno et al.,
2008; Chen, 2008; Chen et al., 2008; Chen, 2009b;
Chen et al., 2005).
As reviewed in Section 2.1, many suggestions for
intelligent software and information system support
of AA have been given. Many studies describe the
creation of intelligent learning systems that can make
a curriculum sequencing more ﬂexible for providing
students with personalized and adaptive study support services (Fung and Yeung, 2000; Lee, 2001;
Brusilovsky, 1998; Lee, 2001; Papanikolaou et al.,
2002; Tang and McCalla, 2005). Universities are
more and more looking into developing self-service
systems with intelligent agents as an addition or replacement for the labor-intensive services like academic advising. For example, The Open University
of Hong Kong has developed an intelligent on-line
system that instantly responds to enquiries about career development, learning modes, program/course

choices, study plans, and graduation checks (Leung
et al., 2010).
However, the institutional starting point concerning available digital information, especially for the
web-based systems that have been proposed, seems
to vary a lot. Some systems start and focus on providing easy access to course and degree requirements
information whose availability is to be assured ﬁrst.
On the other hand, we might start from the situation where we can readily access most of the relevant data: i) course information with basic contents,
learning goals, assessment methods, acceptance criteria, schedule and location, teachers and lecturers etc.;
ii) individual, anonymous study records on passed
courses and completed studies. (Note that reliable information on student admission is currently not directly available in the organization under consideration).

4.1 Proposed System Architecture
This subsection describes the novel system architecture for AA and automatic feedback based on recognized student group proﬁles which are obtained by using clustering. We also present an overview of the AA
process as both manual and automated process.
The architecture of the proposed system’s model
for the AA is presented in Figure 6. The system
has two main databases: learner proﬁle database
and curriculum database. Learner proﬁle database
stores learner’s data about studies, assessment results, timetables of completed studies, etc. Curriculum database stores information about compulsory
courses, other courses, timetables, etc. The academic
advising system’s part consists of several blocks like
linking individual students to their peers with similar
study path proﬁle together with the recommendation
block and planning block.
Based on the system architecture, the details of
system’s main functionality read as follows:
1. Collection of learner’s personal information.

Figure 6: Architecture of the Academic Adviser.

2. Collection of information about the courses and
completed studies.
3. Creation of study progress proﬁles along the lines
of Section 3.
4. Linking the individual student to student peers
with similar study proﬁle in the institutional environment.
5. Student’s progress check. If student is linked to a
proﬁle requiring intrusive advising, inform the adviser and the student by providing the interpreted
study proﬁle to support the communication and
problem solving.
6. Modiﬁcation of the study plan on recommended
courses and their timetables by taking into account the evidence related to the identiﬁed study
proﬁle.
7. Planning and realization of an intrusive proﬁle intervention adaptively for a larger pool of students.
Data collection related to the system is, naturally,
all the time active. The evidence-based study proﬁles
can and should be recomputed on regular basis. A
natural suggestion would be to do this after the studies
made during the previous semester have been stored
and become available for clustering.

4.2

Automated Academic Advising
process

The automated process of Academic Advising, related to the system’s architecture and main functionality as described above, is presented in Figure 7. The
given proposition allows manual control of the continuous advising activity for every learner individually,
or the more automated process where the role of the
advisers is shifted to the higher level of abstraction.
The difference on the level of learner’s life cycle between these two use cases is depicted in Figure 8. The
automated process is highlighted with the red color
in the ﬁgure. In the automated scenario, the responsible persons of the study organization only provide
policies, planning and regulations. This can reduce
the responsibility for the daily routine work and could
help to provide recommendations for a larger pool of
students rather than for the each individual learner.
The work-ﬂow related to Figure 7 reads as follows: The learner is choosing the study program of an
educational institution. After that he or she chooses
with AA the proper courses which are related to the
chosen program and creates a study plan. Information
about the student, the required courses and progress
in them is stored in the database and is automatically
changed/refreshed after each passed course. After

Figure 8: Comparison of the manual and automated processes of learner’s study life cycle.

passing several courses, system can attach a student
to a group of students with similar, actual study path.
If learners are doing well, evidence-based determination and communication of this during advising encourages them to continue like that. If they are attached to a proﬁle which does not progress with the
studies as expected, the system can identify this early
and provide intrusive academic advising support for
both the advisor and the students in question.
The proposed automated mechanism solve an important problem of improving and providing academic advising, because more and more students
should receive guidance with their study plans before
graduating. This system will help to plan when and
how to provide the courses, especially the compulsory
ones, as well as to plan a proﬁle intervention adaptively for a larger pool of students, which will reduce
the human effort of academic advising.

5 CONCLUSIONS
Academic Advising is an essential part of daily activities in an educational institution and an important
component in the learner’s study life. Nowadays, we
need to be able to create and manage personalized
study plans and study paths taking into account learners abilities and regulations of the learning environment. And in order to better help students, Academic
Adviser should be able to manage a rich set of information, e.g., on short-range program planning, evaluation of students, and generation of the proper teach-

Figure 7: Automated Academic Advising process.

ing schedule, as well as plan possible interventions
adaptively for a group of students instead of following all individual students separately. It is decisive
that learner should receive proper advising – poor or
no advising is known to have a negative effect on the
progress in studies (Al-Ansari et al., 2015).
In this paper, we presented a compact literature review about Academic Advising, mostly focusing on
Automated Academic Advising and Intelligent Academic Advising. It was then described how, by using
a robust variant of prototype-based clustering method,
which is especially suitable for data with missing values, one can create prototypical student group proﬁles
characterizing the overall progress of the studies. This
allows academic advisers to provide evidence-based
information on the study paths that were actually realized by individual students. Moreover, academic institutions can focus on management and updates on
course schedule having an effect on clearly characterized and recognized groups of students. Note that
even if the sample groups of students that were proﬁled here were very small, the used method is scalable to hundreds of thousands of students (Saarela and
Kärkkäinen, 2015b).
Then a reference model for automated Academic
Advising system was proposed. The proposed architecture and model of the system are intended for a

development phase to prototype the whole automated
process, where the learners will be proﬁled regularly,
and where the proper study path will be presented,
as well as deviating learners detected. The proposed
model of the AA system will have automated process
of study path recommendation. This system will help
to plan when and how to provide the courses, especially the compulsory ones, as well as to plan a proﬁle
intervention adaptively for a larger pool of students,
which will reduce the human effort of academic advising.

By continuing the development of the line of
work, we could consider the study paths with higher
granularity than per semester. Also, the main functionality of the proposed system – to provide an automated notiﬁcation for the academic advisers about
students and their progress, with the interpretation of
needs to modify and re-plan the study path – should
be properly evaluated. Moreover, better availability of
learner’s personal information concerning the study
entrance criteria and current life situation, e.g., a parttime job or living far from the institute, could support
both interpretation of the generated student proﬁles
and better preparation and management of the intervention patterns of academic advising.
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Table 1.List of surveyed papers on learning systems and what type of methods they use to detect user
learning.
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,Q WKLV VHFWLRQ ZH DUJXH WKDW WKHUH LV D QHHG IRU V\VWHP ZKLFK VXSSRUWV VPDUW HGXFDWLRQDO SURFHVV
EDVHGRQSHUVRQDOOHDUQLQJFDSDELOLWLHV7KLVSURFHVVLVLPSRUWDQWIRUERWKEDVLFHGXFDWLRQDQGDGXOW

HGXFDWLRQ 3URSRVHG PHWKRG LV WDNLQJ LQWR DFFRXQW SHUVRQ¶V NQRZOHGJH EDFNJURXQG DQG UDWH RI
PDWHULDOFRPSDWLELOLW\

 %DVLFHGXFDWLRQSURFHVV
)RUEDVLFHGXFDWLRQėSUHVFKRROSULPDU\VHFRQGDU\DQGKLJKHU±DSHUVRQLVXVXDOO\H[SHFWHGDWILUVW
WROHDUQWKHHGXFDWLRQPDWHULDOJLYHQDQGWKHQSHUIRUPDFHUWDLQVHWRIWDVNV7KHWRSLFVIRUVWXG\DUH
VHTXHQWLDOIURPVLPSOHWRPRUHFRPSOH[RQHVZKLFKLQWXUQFDQEHEDVHGRQVHYHUDOSUHYLRXVRQHV
8QIRUWXQDWHO\PDMRULW\RIVFKRROVGRQRWKDYHWLPHWRHQVXUHWKDWDOOVWXGHQWVKDYHIXOO\XQGHUVWRRG
WKH XQGHUO\LQJ HGXFDWLRQ PDWHULDOV GXULQJ DQ RQJRLQJ FRXUVH WKDW IRUP WKH FUXFLDO EDVH IRU PRUH
DGYDQFHGEXWUHODWHGWRSLFV7KXVWKHUHLVDVWURQJOLNHOLKRRGWKDWVWXGHQWVZLOOIRUPNQRZOHGJHJDSV
WKDW ZLOO RQO\ DFFXPXODWH DVWKHFRXUVH SURJUHVVHV$WLWVZRUVW WKLV FDQOHDG WR D VWXGHQW XQDEOHWR
SURFHHGIRUZDUGLQWKHFRXUVHDQGLVWKXVIRUFHGWRUHWDNHLW
7KH WDVNV DVVLJQPHQWV  DIWHU WKH VWXG\ RI WKH PDWHULDO DUH SUHVHQWHG LQ WKH IRUP RI D VWUDLJKW OLQH
:KHQDVWXGHQWVROYHVVHYHUDOSUREOHPVLQDURZFRUUHFWO\ DVVXPLQJWDVNV WKLVLQGLFDWHVWKDWWKH
VWXGHQW KDV WKRURXJKO\ XQGHUVWRRG WKH WRSLF DQG FDQ SURFHHG WR QH[W WRSLF ,I D VWXGHQW PDNHV D
PLVWDNH VRPHZKHUH DQG DQVZHUV LQFRUUHFWO\ IURP WKH WDVN F\FOH WKHQ WKLV WHVW LV IROORZHG E\
DGGLWLRQDOWHVWLQJDQGWKHVWXGHQWFDQQRWSURFHHGWRWKHQH[WWRSLF$QHUURULVDQLQFRUUHFWDQVZHURU
DORQJUHVSRQVHUDWH SUHVXPDEO\WKLVWLPHLVVSHQWVHDUFKLQJLQIRUPDWLRQLQH[WHUQDOVRXUFHV 7KHQ
IRUWKLVWRSLFDQGZKDWLVUHODWHGWRLWDQDGGLWLRQDOVHWRIWDVNVLVJLYHQZKLFKDOORZVOHDUQHUWRIL[WKH
PDWHULDO WKDW LV QRW OHDUQHG ZHOO HQRXJK 7KH VWXGHQW LV DJDLQ LQYLWHG WR VROYH WKH SUREOHP XQWLO KH
DQVZHUVVSHFLILFSHUFHQWDJHRIULJKWDQVZHUVFRUUHFWO\
:HLQWURGXFHWKUHHDPRXQWVZKLFKFRXOGEHFKDQJHG
  k ±IL[HGDPRXQWRIWDVNV
  l
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Ntrue ±DPRXQWRIFRUUHFWDQVZHUV
N false ±DPRXQWRILQFRUUHFWDQVZHUV
,IWKLVHTXDWLRQLVFRUUHFWOHDUQHUFDQPRYHWRWKHQH[WOHYHO
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N false
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7KHPRUHPLVWDNHVDOHDUQHUPDNHV±WKHPRUHWLPHLVVSHQWE\WKHOHDUQHURQVROYLQJDVVLJQPHQWV
DQGUHDGLQJDGGLWLRQDOPDWHULDOXQWLOQH[WOHYHO
7KLV DSSURDFK DOORZV IRU PRUH G\QDPLF OHDUQLQJ DQG DOVR PLQLPL]HV WKH IRUPLQJ RI DQ\ NQRZOHGJH
JDSV7KLVDSSURDFKDOVRPDNHVLWHDVLHUIRUWKHV\VWHPWRGHGXFWZKDWVSHFLILFWRSLFWKHOHDUQHUPLJKW
EHVWUXJJOLQJZLWKDQGZKHQWKH\DUHRXWVLGHWKHLU]RQHRIFRPIRUWDEOHOHDUQLQJVSHHG
(DFKWDVNVKRXOGKDYHLWVRZQZHLJKW FRPSOH[LW\ $QGFRPSOH[LW\FRXOGEHWKHVXPRIWRSLFVLQWKH
WDVNV WKH ZHLJKW RI WKH WDVNV VKRXOG EH VHW E\ WKH H[SHUWV RU WHDFKHUV  7KH VHYHULW\ RI WDVNV
FRUUHODWHVZLWKWKHVSHHGRIWKHOHDUQHU,IDSHUVRQLVVORZWRDQVZHU E\DQDYHUDJHIRUPHGIURPDOO
OHDUQHUV WKLVFRXOGLQGLFDWHWKDWRQHRUPRUHSUHYLRXVWRSLFVKDYHQRWEHHQPDVWHUHGIXOO\
:KHQDOHDUQHULVVWXFNRUPDNHVPLVWDNHVLWLVQHFHVVDU\WRJLYHWKHPWKHSURSHUJXLGDQFHWRKHOS
WKHP $QG LI VRPHWKLQJ LV QRW FOHDU IURP WKH H[SODQDWLRQ WKHQ WKH SHUVRQ VKRXOG KDYH WKH DELOLW\ WR
DOORFDWH D FHUWDLQ SDUW RI WKH PDWHULDO ZKLFK LV LQFRPSUHKHQVLEOH WR KLP DQG WR UHFHLYH D IXUWKHU
H[SODQDWLRQ
,IDSHUVRQTXLFNO\DQGVXFFHVVIXOO\FRSHVZLWKWKHWDVNVWKHQWKHUDWHRIOHDUQLQJVKRXOGEHRSWLPL]HG
IRU WKH LQGLYLGXDO )RU DQ DGHSW OHDUQHU WKLV FDQ EH DFKLHYHG ZLWK IHZHU DVVLJQPHQWV WKDW DUH PRUH
FRPSOH[WKDWXWLOL]HVHYHUDOWRSLFVDWRQFH,WLVQRWGLIILFXOWIRUVRPHVWXGHQWVWRTXLFNO\VROYHSUREOHPV
DQGPRYHRQWRPRUHFRPSOH[WRSLFVDQGWDVNVWKDWDUHEDVHGRQVHYHUDOWRSLFVDWRQFH,IDSHUVRQLV

FDSDEOHRIVROYLQJWDVNVZLWKRXWPLVWDNHVLQDURZWKHQKHFDQEHJLYHQOHVVWDVNVRQWKHQH[WOHYHO
DQGVHYHUDOVXEWRSLFVWRVWXG\DQGVROYH
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,IWKHUHLVDFRPELQHGWDVN±WKHQLWLVJRRGWRKDYHDFRXQWHUZKLFKZLOOWDNHLQWRDFFRXQWPLVWDNHV
ZKLFK WKH OHDUQHU LV PDNLQJ DQG ZKHUH DV ZHOO DV FRXQW ZKLFK VXEWRSLF ZDV DQVZHUHG LQFRUUHFWO\
PRUHWLPHVWKDQRWKHUV$IWHUWKDWV\VWHPVKRXOGSURYLGHDGGLWLRQDOPDWHULDOIRUVWXG\
%HFDXVH WKH V\VWHP ZLOO KDYH DVVLJQPHQWV WKDW FRPELQH QRW RQO\ WKH FXUUHQW WRSLFV EXW OLNHO\ DOVR
DGGLWLRQDO VXE WRSLFV WKH OHDUQHG PLJKW KDYH EHHQ VWUXJJOLQJ ZLWK 7KLV FDQ PDNH WKH SUHVHQWHG
QXPEHURIWRSLFVVRPHZKDWFRPSOLFDWHGZKLFKQHFHVVLWLHVPRGLI\LQJWKHIRUPXODWRPLWLJDWHWKLV
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7DVNVFDQLQFOXGH
 7KHFKRLFHRIRQHRIWKHSURSRVHGRSWLRQVIRUDQVZHUV
 )RUPXODRUTXHVWLRQZKHUHWKHDQVZHUPXVWEHZULWWHQLQWH[WIRUP
,Q RUGHU WR DQDO\VH WKLV NLQG RI QDWXUDO ODQJXDJH LQSXW WKHUH DUH QRYHO FRJQLWLYH FRPSXWLQJ
DSSURDFKHVIRUWKHGHVLJQ7KLVPHDQVWKDWFRPPXQLFDWLRQEHWZHHQV\VWHPVZLOORFFXUPRUHQDWXUDO
ZD\
7KHUHDUHVHYHUDOFRJQLWLYHFRPSXWLQJVHUYLFHVWKDWFRXOGEHXVHGIRUWKLVDQDO\VLV
 ,%0:DWVRQ>@
 *RRJOHPLQGFRJQLWLYHVHUYLFHVOLNH0LFURVRIW$]XUH>@
7KHVHVHUYLFHVDOORZGHYHORSLQJDQDWXUDOODQJXDJHIRUP

 $GXOWHGXFDWLRQSURFHVV
7KH VSHHG RI FRQVWDQWO\ HPHUJLQJ QHZ WHFKQRORJLHV XWLOL]HG E\ FRQVXPHUV DQG E\ WKH FRPSDQLHV
PDNLQJWKHVHSURGXFWVIRUWKHFRQVXPHUVLVRQO\JDLQLQJPRPHQWXP%HFDXVHRIWKDWHPSOR\HHVRI
ODUJH FRPSDQLHV QHHG WR VWXG\ FRQVWDQWO\ DGGLWLRQDO PDWHULDO EH DZDUH RI QHZ SURGXFWV DQG RWKHU
WKLQJVLQRUGHUWRUHPDLQFRPSHWLWLYHDQGSURIHVVLRQDOLQWKHLUILHOG
7KLV ILHOG RI ZRUN DV ,7 LV DQ H[SRQHQWLDOO\ GHYHORSLQJ ILHOG RI KXPDQ DFWLYLW\ LQ ZKLFK QHZ WRROV
WHFKQRORJ\DSSOLFDWLRQVDUHFRQWLQXRXVO\HPHUJLQJWKXVLWFDQEHVDLGWKDWWKH,7VSKHUHLVZKHUHDOO
OLIHOHDUQLQJUXOHLVDSSOLHG
8QOLNHDVWXGHQWZKRZHDVVXPHVWDUWVIURP]HURDQHPSOR\HHRIDWHFKQRORJ\FRPSDQ\LVOLNHO\WR
KDYHVRPHOHYHORINQRZOHGJHRIDQHZWRSLFKHRUVKHPLJKWEHOHDUQLQJZLWKVRPHNQRZOHGJHJDSV
KHUHDQGWKHUH2XUOHDUQLQJV\VWHPZRXOGEHDEOHWRWDUJHWWKRVHJDSVEHIRUHPRYLQJRQWKHDFWXDO
WRSLFDWKDQG
,IDSHUVRQ VNQRZOHGJHLVORZHULQDFHUWDLQDUHDWKHQWKLVLVDFHUWDLQJDSEHWZHHQWKHVWXG\PDWHULDO
DQGKLVNQRZOHGJHDQGWKHQNQRZOHGJHUHWULHYDOLVQHFHVVDU\ZKHUHDSHUVRQUHDFKHVKLVOHYHODQG
WKHQVWXGLHVZKDWLVQHFHVVDU\,WVKRXOGEHWDNHQLQWRDFFRXQWWKDWSHRSOHKDYHGLIIHUHQWNQRZOHGJH
EDVHVRZKHQVHDUFKLQJIRUVSDFHVHDFKSHUVRQZLOOKDYHGLIIHUHQWWRSGRZQ GLIIHUHQWGHSWKLQWKH
PDWHULDO WKDWQHHGV WR EHVWXGLHG 6RPH SHRSOH VKRXOG VWXG\ WKH PDWHULDO VXSHUILFLDOO\ WRVRUW RXW D
FHUWDLQWRSLFDQGVRPHVKRXOGJRGHHSHULQRUGHUWRWKRURXJKO\XQGHUVWDQGDOOWKHQXDQFHV
8QOLNH ZLWK D VWXGHQW WKLV IRUP RI ³DGXOW´ HGXFDWLRQ GRHV QRW IRUFH WR WKH OHDUQHU WR DSSURDFK WKH
DVVLJQPHQWVRIWRSLFVLQVHWRUGHU$SHUVRQZLOOOHDUQIURPDFDVHEDVHGVWXG\7KHV\VWHPZLOORIIHUD

SUDFWLFDOH[DPSOHWRVWXG\WKHPDWHULDO,IWKHV\VWHPLGHQWLILHVDJDSLQWKHOHDUQHUVNQRZOHGJHLWZLOO
RIIHUWRSUHVHQWDGGLWLRQDOVWXG\PDWHULDOVLQPRUHGHWDLO$IWHUWKHOHDUQHUJHWVDGHWDLOHGH[SODQDWLRQ
V\VWHPVHDUFKHVLQWKHGDWDEDVHRIWKHWRWDOFRQWHQWSURYLGHVDOLQNIRUUHOHYDQWPDWHULDO7KLVWUDLQLQJ
LVEDVHGRQWKHSULQFLSOHRIEURZVLQJ

 6<67(0¶602'(/352326$/0(7+2'$1'$5&+,7(&785(
$Q HIIHFWLYH FRPSXWHUVXSSRUWHG OHDUQLQJ WRRO WKDW KHOSV LQ OHDUQLQJ SURFHVV UHTXLUHV HIILFLHQW
NQRZOHGJH UHSUHVHQWDWLRQ ZKHUH LW LV SRVVLEOH WR DQDO\VH GDWD DQG PDNH VHQVH RI LW XVLQJ VSHFLILF
UXOHV
2QWRORJLHV ZKLFK KDYH SURYHG WKHPVHOYHV IURP DQFLHQW WLPHV DV DQ DSSURDFK IRU WKH LQWHJUDWLRQ RI
GDWDDQGNQRZOHGJHLQVFLHQFHDUHRQHRIWKHPRGHUQPHWKRGVDOORZLQJREWDLQLQJDTXLFNLGHDRIWKH
FRQWHQWRIDQLQIRUPDWLRQUHVRXUFH2QWRORJLHVDUHXVHGIRUIRUPDOVSHFLILFDWLRQRIFRQFHSWVDQGWKHLU
UHODWLRQV ZKLFK FKDUDFWHUL]H D VSHFLILF NQRZOHGJH GRPDLQ )RU WKLV V\VWHP¶V PRGHO SURSRVDO WKH
DGYDQWDJH RI XVLQJ WKLV DSSURDFK RI NQRZOHGJH UHSUHVHQWDWLRQ LV D IRUPDO VWUXFWXUH ZKLFK JUHDWO\
VLPSOLILHVWKHSURFHVVLQJ>@>@>@
2QWRORJLHVKDYHEHHQXVHGLQHGXFDWLRQDOGRPDLQVWREXLOGRUJDQL]HDQGXSGDWHOHDUQLQJUHVRXUFHV
OLNH OHDUQHUV SURILOHV OHDUQLQJ REMHFWV OHDUQLQJ SDWKV DFDGHPLF SHUIRUPDQFH HWF >@ 2QWRORJ\ ZLOO
EHVHUYHGDVNQRZOHGJHHQJLQHHULQJSURFHVVZKLFKZLOOVWRUHDQGDQDO\VHGDWDDERXWOHDUQLQJWRSLFV
DVVLJQPHQWV OHDUQLQJ PDWHULDO DQG SHUVRQDO LQIRUPDWLRQ RI OHDUQHUV ZKLFK VKRZV WKHUH OHDUQLQJ
EDFNJURXQG (YHU\ V\VWHP ZKLFK KDV NQRZOHGJH HQJLQHHULQJ SURFHVV KDV WR KDYH GRPDLQ H[SHUWV
7KHVHSHRSOHZLOOFRPSRVHWDVNVDQGFRPPHQWOHYHORISDVVLQJWKRVHWDVNV7DVNVFRXOGEHZULWWHQ
ZLWK GLIIHUHQW OHYHOV RIFRPSOH[LW\ ZKLFK FRQVLVWV RI RQH RU VHYHUDO WRSLFV $OVR H[SHUWV ZLOO SURYLGH
LQIRUPDWLRQIRUHDFKWRSLFDOVRZKDWZLOOEHDQRSWLPDOPLQLPXPIRUFKHFNLQJLISHUVRQOHDUQHGWRSLFRU
QRW(DFKWRSLFZLOOKDYHLWVRZQRSWLPDOPLQLPXPRIWDVNV
$IWHU OHDUQLQJ VRPHPDWHULDOOHDUQHUKDVWRSDVVVSHFLILFDPRXQW RIWDVNVDQG KHKDVWRVROYHWKHP
ZLWK VSHFLILF WKUHVKROG DFFRUGLQJ WR IRUPXODV SUHVHQWHG LQ 6HFWLRQ  7KH FRXQWHU ZLOO EH FRXQWLQJ
IDOVH DQVZHUV DQG GHWHFWLQJ NQRZOHGJH JDSV FKHFNLQJ WKH UHODWLRQVKLSV EHWZHHQ WRSLFV LQ WKH
2QWRORJ\
,Q WKH SURSRVHG V\VWHP LW LV QHFHVVDU\ WR FRQGXFW DQ DQDO\VLV RI WKH OHDUQHU V EHKDYLRU ,I V\VWHP
VHHVWKDWDSHUVRQPDNHVPLVWDNHVWKHQDIWHUDQVZHUVFRUUHFWO\WKHQDJDLQPDNHVPLVWDNHVWKHQLQ
WKLVFDVHLWLVQHFHVVDU\WRFRQGXFWDQDQDO\VLVDQGSHUKDSVWKHUHLVVRPHSDWWHUQWKDWWKHWRSLFVDUH
UHODWHGWRRWKHUVXEWKHPHVDQGLQZKLFKSHUFHQWDJH VRPHLQOHVVVRPHLQPRUH 
,I SHUVRQ LV GRLQJ ZHOO DQG KH LV IDVW LQ OHDUQLQJ DQG LQ WHVWLQJ SURFHVV WKHQ RQ WKH QH[W VWDJH RI
WHVWLQJKHZLOOJHWIHZHUWDVNVEXWQRWOHVVWKDQGHILQHGPLQLPXPIRUIDVWHUOHDUQLQJ%XWLISHUVRQLI
PDNLQJ PLVWDNHV WKHQ V\VWHP LV DGGLQJ PRUH DVVLJQPHQWV WR VROYH ZKLFK ZLOO FRQVLVW DOVRIURP WKH
SUHYLRXVWRSLFVZKLFKDUHWKHEDVLVIRUWKLVSDUWLFXODURQHDQGPRUHOHDUQLQJPDWHULDOWRVWXG\
,IOHDUQHUPDNHVDPLVWDNHLQWKHWDVNKHKLPVHOIFDQDOORFDWHDVSHFLILFSLHFHRIPDWHULDOWKDWKHGRHV
QRWXQGHUVWDQG7KHQWKHV\VWHPZLOORIIHUKLPDQH[SODQDWLRQEDVHGRQZKLFKVXEWKHPHVVHUYHGDV
WKH EDVLV RI WKLV WRSLF 7KH V\VWHP ZLOO ORRN KRZ WR ILOO WKHVH JDSV 7KH V\VWHP VKRXOG EH VHPL
DXWRPDWHGDQGXVHWHFKQRORJLHVVXFKDV:DWVRQ5HWULHYHDQG5DQN>@5HWULHYHDQG5DQNVHUYLFH
ZLOO VHDUFK WKH PRVW UHOHYDQW LQIRUPDWLRQ IURP D FROOHFWLRQ RI GRFXPHQWV 8VLQJ WKLV VHUYLFH LW LV
SRVVLEOH WR FROOHFW DQG ORDG PDWHULDO WUDLQ WKH PDFKLQH OHDUQLQJ UDQN PRGHO TXHU\ VHUYLFH DQG
HYDOXDWHUHVXOWV7KHSHUVRQJHWVDWRSLFWROHDUQGRHVQRWXQGHUVWDQGWKHSDUDJUDSKVLQJOHVLWRXW
DQGUXQVWKHVHUYLFHIRUPRUHLQGHSWKVWXG\RIWKHPDWHULDO)RUH[DPSOHLWLVSRVVLEOHWRILQGTXLFNO\
VRPHVROXWLRQVIURPWHFKQLFDOPDQXDO,IDSHUVRQGRHVQRWXQGHUVWDQGWKHSLHFHRIFRQWHQWWKHQKH
FDQGLJGHHSHULQWRWKHWRSLFZKHUHRQWKHIO\WRILQGPRUHUHOHYDQWRQHDQGGLJGHHSHUDQGGHHSHU
XQWLO KH UHDFKHV KLV OHYHO RI NQRZOHGJH EDVH ZLWK ZKLFK KH FDQ VWDUW ZLWKRXW SUREOHPV WR VWXG\ WKH
PDWHULDO
$UFKLWHFWXUH RI WKH SURSRVHG V\VWHP PRGHO LV SUHVHQWHG RQ )LJ,W VKRZV PDLQ EORFNV RI WKH VPDUW
HGXFDWLRQDO SURFHVV 2XU DSSURDFK IROORZV YHU\ PXFK WKH VW\OH WKDW LQ WKH EDFNJURXQG VHFWLRQ ZDV
ODEHOOHGDV³WHVWE\ORRS´3HULRGLF WHVWLQJLVWKH RQO\FHUWDLQ ZD\WRHQVXUH WKDWQR ODUJHNQRZOHGJH
JDSVHPHUJH5HO\LQJRQMXVWDQDO\VLVRUJLYLQJWKHXVHUVRQO\IHHGEDFNLVQRWHQRXJK:H¶YHEXLOWRQ
WKHH[LVWLQJPRGHOVVOLJKWO\RQKRZZURQJDQVZHUVDIIHFWWKHSURFHVV7KHXVHULVQRWORFNHGLQVLGHD
VPDOO ORRS WKDW FRQFHQWUDWHV RQ WKH WRSLF DW KDQG UDWKHU WKH V\VWHP ZLOO VWDUW SLQSRLQWLQJ ZKHUH WKH
NQRZOHGJHJDSLV7KXVWKHV\VWHPDOVRLQDPDQQHUGRHVDPLQRUVFDOHUHWHQWLRQWHVWIRUWKHXVHU

Figure 1. Architecture of smart educational process.
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7KLVSDSHUSURSRVHVROXWLRQIRUHQKDQFHGSHUVRQDOL]HGOHDUQLQJ V\VWHPZKLFKXVHVDWHFKQRORJ\RI
NQRZOHGJHJDSVUHGXFWLRQ,WFRQVLVWVRIWKHIDFWWKDWDWDFHUWDLQWKUHVKROGRISDVVLQJWKUHDGVSHUVRQ
ZLOOKDYHWKHRSSRUWXQLW\WRSURFHHGWRWKHQH[WOHYHOEXWDWWKHVDPHWLPHWKHPLVVLQJDQVZHUVZLOOEH
WDNHQ LQWR DFFRXQW DW WKH QH[W OHYHO 6\VWHP ZLOO DQDO\VH ZKHUH OHDUQHU LV PDNLQJ PLVWDNHV DQG ILQG
FORVHO\UHODWHGWRSLFVZKLFKKHRUVKHKDVWRVWXG\PRUH7KLVV\VWHPLVDQ2QWRORJ\GULYHQV\VWHP
EHFDXVH 2QWRORJ\ LV D JRRG LQVWUXPHQW IRU SUHVHQWLQJ D NQRZOHGJH EDVH RI OHDUQLQJ SURFHVV DQG
UHODWLRQVKLSVEHWZHHQGLIIHUHQWWRSLFVDVZHOODVIRUFUHDWLQJDQHZNQRZOHGJH7KLVV\VWHPEXLOGVRQ
WKH VHYHUDO VXUYH\HG V\VWHPV DQG DLPV WR XWLOL]H DQG HQKDQFH RQ WKHLU H[LVWLQJ PHWKRGV VXFK DV
LQWHUQDODQDO\VLVDQGSHUVRQDOL]HGWHVWLQJ
3DUWLFXODU VROXWLRQ DOORZV SHUVRQDOL]LQJ OHDUQHU¶V HGXFDWLRQDO JDSV GXH WR WKH IDFW WKDW LQFRUUHFW
DQVZHUVZLOOEHWDNHQLQWRDFFRXQWLQWKHQH[WOHYHO$FFRUGLQJO\WKHVWXGHQWZKRZLOOWDNHWKHZKROH
FRXUVHGXHWRWKHUXOHVZLOOEHIXOO\IDPLOLDUZLWKWKHPDWHULDOZKLFKLVSURSRVHGIRUWKHVWXG\$OVRLW
ZLOO KHOS RQWKHIO\ LQ LPSURYLQJ DGXOW¶V NQRZOHGJH LQ VRPH SDUWLFXODU GRPDLQ 7KLV WHFKQLTXH DOVR
DOORZV IXWXUH PDLQWDLQLQJ RI SHUIRUPDQFH UHFRUGV DFFRUGLQJ WR YDULRXV FULWHULD IRU H[DPSOH WR
GHWHUPLQH ZKDWWRSLF LVWKHPRVWLQFRPSUHKHQVLEOHDOVRSRVVLEOHWRGUDZFRQFOXVLRQVDERXW ZKDWLV
WKHUHODWLRQVKLSEHWZHHQDJHDQGWKHDVVLPLODWLRQRIWKHPDWHULDODVZHOODVDQ\DQDO\WLFDOFRQFOXVLRQ
LVEDVHGRQVWDWLVWLFVZKLFKLQIXWXUHZLOOVXFFHVVIXOO\DIIHFWWKHWXQLQJ FKDQJH RIWKHOHDUQLQJV\VWHP
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:H ZRXOG OLNH WR JLYH RXU WKDQNV WR $]L] +DVDQRY IRU KLV LQYDOXDEOH KHOS ZLWK WKH OHDUQLQJ V\VWHP
VXUYH\GXULQJWKHZULWLQJRIWKLVSDSHU
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Abstract²Vocabulary replenishment is an ordinary child
development process. Deviations in this process can significantly
affect the further progress and perception of the educational
material in the school. A hypothesis was proposed that the
similarity of words on various factors can influence the child's
understanding. To test this hypothesis in this work, we propose
the development of AdapTalk game for children. This game is
concentrated on learning words, in the context of animals. The
game will create basis for further testing the influence of the
semantic similarity of words for the child. This work describes
the development background, the basic principles of calculating
the semantic similarity of words, as well as the main game
processes, such as filtering, training, and testing. The proposed
functionality is a good base for introducing other factors of
similarity of words, further testing and introduction of an
adaptive mechanism for improving the vocabulary of children.
Keywords-adaptive learning, semantic distance, learning game,
late talkers.

I.
INTRODUCTION
Late talkers are children who start learning words and
forming sentences later than their typically developing peers
who start putting words together before the age of 2 (Preston
et al., 2010). While many of these children later catch up with
their peers, the delay in the early development of the reading
skill has been connected with later difficulties with language
learning, such as dyslexia (Lyytinen et al., 2001; Lyytinen,
2015; Lyytinen et al., 2005). A recent finding (Lyytinen,
2015) confirmed earlier observation (Lyytinen et al., 2005)
revealing that if the delay considers receptive language, i.e.
comprehension of spoken language during early years, such
children will face serious difficulties in becoming fully
literate.
A lot of attention has been given to providing interventions
for these children to avoid the difficulties in the future. For
example, Marulis and Neuman (2013) reviewed 67 studies on
\RXQJFKLOGUHQ¶VRUDOODQJXDJHGHYHORSPHQW3RVLtive general
effects on the impact of vocabulary interventions in the early
years were reported, but their efficiency was suggested to be
improved to succeed in closing the gap in preschool aged
children. Continuation meta-analysis by the same authors
(Marulis and Neuman, 2013) concluded similarly emphasizing
the need of creating powerful enough interventions, especially
for children with low socio-economical status.
Games have been widely recognized to generate a positive
effect on learning with motivating and engaging, which they
do most successfully when they succeed in facilitating a flow
experience (Kiili 2005). Flow is a state of mind where a

surroundings and track of time is lost while being fully
occupied with doing tasks that are of optimal difficulty level not difficult which could cause anxiety and not too easy either,
since that could lead to boredom (Csikszentmihalyi, 1990).
Learning with mobile devices is recognized to be motivational
DVZHOODVVXIILFLHQWLQNHHSLQJFKLOGUHQ¶VDWWHQWLRQ 6NLDGDHW
al. 2014). Facilitation with this technology provides a costefficient basis for developing learning environments that are
able to adapt tasks to optimal difficulty for each learner
individually.
In our previous work, we described the general idea of an
adaptive gamified word-learning application for late talkers
(AdapTalk), whose adaptivity is based on the similarity
distance mapping (Gavriushenko et. al. 2015). The software is
to be used by children of age one and up, and teaching of
words is done with simple multiple-choice tasks. These tasks
include a sound heard from headphones and an array of
pictures on a screen of a mobile device of which the learner
then tries to choose the correct one. The role of the adaptivity
algorithm in this case is to choose an appropriate array of
pictures. In our previous work, we stated a hypothesis that the
tasks would be easier if the array of other pictures than the
correct one would be different according to a chosen similarity
mapping, and vice versa, that the tasks would be harder if the
array was chosen to include the most similar ones. Testing this
hypothesis provides its own challenge for both developing the
software and experiment design, and in this paper we
concentrate on describing these aspects.
This paper consists of description of adaptive learning for
late talkers (Chapter 2); proposed system description (Chapter
3); semantic similarity calculation methods and method that
was used in particular work (Chapter 4); game process
description itself, which include filtering, learning and testing
(Chapter 5); and conclusions with description of future work
(Chapter 6).
II.

ADAPTIVE LEARNING FOR LATE T ALKERS

A. Late Talkers
Diagnosis of late talkers can be done through estimating
WKH FKLOG¶V YRFDEXODU\ VL]H DQG DELOLW\ WR IRUP ZRUG SDLUV
while ruling out other developmental deficits. Many late
talkers catch up with their typically developed peers sooner or
later, but some do not achieve age-appropriate language skills
even as adults (Leonard, 2014). In later years these children
can be diagnosed with Dyslexia (Lyytinen, 2004) and Specific
Language Impairment (SLI). SLI can be diagnosed during the
pre-school years (age three to five) and means a deficit
specific to language that is not related to hearing loss,

neurological damage, and nonverbal intelligence, and it is
expected to persist (Leonard 2014, p. 3-4).
Some research suggests that LT's word learning strategies
are rather a-typical than delayed. Beckage, Smith and Hills
(2010, 2011) analyzed LT's and typically developing
childrens' vocabularies semantic connections. $XWKRUV¶
method included retrieving the vocabularies with BatesMacArthur word form (Fenson et. al. 1993) and making the
connections to the collected words from co-occurrences from
CHILDES, a dictionary of child-directed speech. Both studies
concluded that LT's network structures were less connected ±
containing words with less frequent connections. Authors
presented an explanation that they called the 'odd-ball-model'
where the child would rather learn a word that is less
connected to other words as if that would be more interesting.
This model is in line with Borovsky, Schafer and Fahey's
(2016) eye-tracking study's results where authors found that
toddlers would answer multiple-choice questions incorrectly
more likely when the distracting item was previously
unknown. Both results suggest that LT's would be picking
their interest from rather unknown than known words on
contrary to word-learning studies of adults and typical learners
where, as Borovsky (2015) summarizes, the results commonly
suggest that a word is more likely to enter the vocabulary if it
shares connections to other previously known words.
Borovsky et. al. (2016) however did not find differences in
network structures when vocabulary size was controlled, while
Beckage et. al. (2011) did.
If LT's learning strategies are indeed more a-typical than
just delayed, developing an adaptive learning environment is a
relevant approach to address the need of developing more
effective interventions.
B. Adaptive word learning
It is a well-known fact that personalized approach is
beneficial for any learning process (Murray and Pérez, 2015).
This knowledge and background from educational theories
should be used while creating technologically improved
OHDUQLQJ HQYLURQPHQWV WKDW DGMXVW WR WKH VWXGHQW¶V QHHGV
These learning environments are often referred to as
³DGDSWLYH´RU³LQWHOOLJHQW´VWXG\LQJV\VWHPV
In accordance with (Gifford, 2013), adaptive learning is a
V\VWHP RI PHWKRGV IRFXVHG RQ ³FUHDWLQJ D XQLTXH OHDUQLQJ
experience for each person through the introduction of
FRPSXWHU VRIWZDUH´ $GDSWLYH OHDUQLQJ V\VWHPV DOORZ
organizing content, recognizing the method to learn based on
VWXGHQW¶VNQRZOHGJHDQGXVHLQGLYLGXDOHVWLPDWLRQUHVXOWVWR
ensure personalised feedback for each learner (Sonwalkar,
2005).
Adaptive learning systems have a lot of attributes and
functions (Venable, 2011) brought together to produce
appropriate content, assistance and to lead the learner through
the adaptive learning tasks or units: pre-test, pacing and
control, feedback and estimation, progress tracking and
reports, motivation and reward.
These systems can be uncomplicated or algorithm-based
(Oxman et al., 2014). The more basic ones are based on rules,

established with the usage of if-then-statements. Algorithmbased systems apply advanced mathematical formulas and
machine learning ideas to adjust to individual learners more
specifically. Earlier research by (Brusilovsky and Peylo,
2003) divides these systems into Adaptive Hypermedia
Systems and Intelligent Tutoring Systems. These
technologies can be used for adding adaptive or intelligent
functions into learning systems.
Adaptive Hypermedia Systems involve adaptive
presentation and adaptive navigation assistance, and also
adaptive information filtering, which includes collaborative
filtering and content-based filtering. Intelligent Tutoring
Systems consist of intelligent solution research, curriculum
sequencing, problem solving guidance and intelligent
collaborative learning, which includes adaptive group
formation and adaptive collaborative assistance.
Discovering an optimum way to introduce the notions to
the children during their first years of life might benefit in
reducing their risk to have troubles in language learning in
after years. That is the reason for us to have adaptive content
presentation in learning system for late talkers. We should
use the adaptive presentation technology to make it
accessible. The goal is to adjust the content of a hypermedia
page to the user's aims with knowledge stored in the user
model (Gavriushenko et al., 2017). In an adaptive
presentation system, the pages are dynamically generated or
built from the pieces for every user (Brusilovsky, 1999). The
content presented to the kids should not be predetermined,
but should have the power to adapWLQDFFRUGDQFHZLWKXVHU¶V
responses.
We suppose that recognizing some special notion among
several other similar ones is a more difficult task. Every child
is able to embrace pictures and sounds corresponding to them
in different ways. For one child, it is difficult to differentiate
between words, which sound alike. For another child, it could
be difficult to differentiate between words that have a similar
pattern, whether they could have a similar shape or similar
color. Another child may have difficulty with distinguishing
words, which are semantically close to each other.
III.
SYSTEM DESCRIPTION
Empirical evidence in the learning game environment for
language development and disorders, as documented e.g. in
(Ronimus et al., 2014), emphasizes the role of perceptual
differentiation of acoustically close phonemes, i.e., acoustic
dissimilarity. Here we generalize this starting point by
hypothesizing that concept learning and identification depend
on personal comprehension of multiple parameters, such as
sound and optical representations, as well as their semantics.
Our method is based on processing the complexity level of
concept identification induced by these factors. Taking
DFFXUDF\ RI XVHU V¶ UHSOLHV LQWR FRQVLGHUDWLRQ WKH SURSRVHG
system will automatically increase or reduce the level of
complexity, adjusting it to the personal learning abilities of
the users, and in such a way will improve learning process.
The functionality of the approach, presented in the
previous paper (Gavriushenko et al., 2016) takes into account

differences between visual and auditory stimuli. Visual
similarity for different concepts could be measured using
Euclidean distance because of its simplicity (Wang et al.,
2005), or with Tangent distance (Simard et al., 1993), etc.
Phonetic similarity could be measured using string-based
techniques like Edit Distance, Jaro-Winkler measure
(Winkler, 1999), N-gram similarity function (Kondrak,
2005), Soundex Mokotoff (Mokotoff, 1997). More detailed
information about visual and phonetic similarity measures are
given in (Gavriushenko et al., 2016).
Assuming that sets of more alike ideas cause more
difficulties for their identification (recognition), we should
automate the process of picture selection using
multidimensional concept resemblance metric, measured as a
collection of similarity values of the three mentioned factors.
After, it is possible to personalized proposed learning
LQVWUXPHQW YLD PRGLI\LQJ WKH GHOWD ǻ  RI PRWLRQ VLPLODULW\
DQG ³ILGGOLQJ´ ZLWK YDULRXV OHYHOV RI LPSDFW RI WKH WKUHH
factors on collective resemblance.
(1)
Since all of our concept similarity factors (visual,
phonetic and semantic) could be represented as weighted
functions of various similarity measuring techniques, we

a) Edge-counting method (graph-based method):
computes the minimum path length connecting the appropriate
RQWRORJLFDO QRGHV WKURXJK WKH µLV-D¶ -links (Sanchez et al.,
2012). Identically remote pairs of ideas on the upper level of
taxonomy are computed less similar to the ones, which refer to
a lower level (Wu and Palmer, 1994). Frequently the depth of
ontology is united with the shortest path length in a nonlinear
function (Li et al., 2003), sometimes with the overlap between
the nodes (Alvarez and Lim, 2007). In (Al-Mubaid and
Nguyen, 2006), authors applied cluster-based measure on top
of a minimum length path and taxonomical depth.
Taxonomical edge-counting technique was extended by
involving non-taxonomic semantic links to the idea in the path
(Hirst and St-Onge, 1998).
b) Feature-based measures: utilize taxonomical features
retrieved from ontology. The resemblance between two
notions can be determined as a function of their general and
differential attributes (assessing similarity between ideas as a
function of their attributes) (Sanchez et al., 2012). Such facetbased classification could be united with similarity of common
SURSHUWLHV¶YDOXHV
c) Combined measures: Combined measures which
involve the edge-calculation based on information content
(IC)-based measures with edge weight (Jiang and Conrath,
1997).

(2)

defined a general formula to calculate similarity between the
concepts in (Gavriushenko et.al., 2016).
General architecture of adaptive vocabulary learning was
also presented in (Gavriushenko et al., 2016). It was
concentrated on the functionality that if the learners improve,
then the system should be able to provide them with more
challenging tasks.
In this particular work, we concentrate more on semantic
similarity, not on other ones, for future testing of our
hypothesis that semantic similarity may influence OHDUQHU¶V
speed of learning, as well as their ability to differ words.
IV.
SEMANTIC SIMILARITY
Determination of semantic similarity between ideas, i.e.
comparable objects like different words or texts, has a central
role in semantic sense comprehension. To measure similarity
is not a straightforward task. The most widespread method is
to measure semantic resemblance based on domain ontology;
a theoretical model that depicts the appropriate domain.
B. Ontology-based Semantic Similarity
II.
Ontology-based semantic similarity can be estimated
with various methods (Sanchez, 2012; Bin et al., 2009):

A. Semantic Classification
In our current solution, we have limited our focus to a
domain of animals. Each domain brings certain specifics to the
metric measuring semantic similarity. Semantic similarity can
be measured differently depending on the context. The context
dependent similarities could be calculated separately and be
further aggregated using different weights for different
contexts. Thus, for the chosen domain, we may highlight
several classifications:
x

Geolocation-based
classification:
here
we
distinguished animals by geographical regions they
live in. It is a complex metric that integrates continentbased, latitude- and climate zone based clustering.
Similarity between the clusters is calculated based on
FOLPDWH JURXSV¶ hierarchy and similarity of different
continents.

x

Domestication-based classification: animals could be
also divided to those who are fully domesticated by
human and live at their homes and farms, those whom
we may meet in a zoo, and those who live only in wild
nature and most probably are only seen via video
records and photos. In this case, distances between the

classes could be predefined. Also, other metrics that
define semantic similarity in other contexts may exist.
Therefore, analogically to other similarity factors, final
semantic similarity measure could be aggregated by
weighted products/sum.
x

The filtering phase provides two trials per each item until
the learner has answered incorrectly to target amount of items.
Two trials per item were chosen, because answering twice
correctly by chance is less likely than doing it once.

Biological species-based classification: this metric is
based on subclass hierarchy of animals classified by
biological families of animals. In this case, the most
suitable approaches to measure similarity are graphbased techniques (e.g. Jaccard metric, Scaled shortest
path, Depth of the subsumer and closeness to the
concepts, etc.) (Euzenat and Shvaiko, 2013; Bouquet et
al., 2004; Leacock and Chodorow, 1998; Haase e. al.,
2004). Thus, we calculate semantic similarity of
concepts based on locations of corresponding nodes in
the graph, using taxonomy-based ontology that
represents class hierarchy of animals.

B. Semantic Similarity for Particular Case
The semantic similarity is calculated as distance between
the nodes in a semantic network. Our network is in fact a
biological species-based classification. The network was
created with webprotege (http://webprotege.stanford.edu/)
from a basis found from the same platform. The ontology was
then modified by deleting classes, which do not have an
instance in our collection of words and further by stabilizing
classes and their child nodes so that each animal would be
equally far from the center node. Fig.1 presents visualization
of ontology of animals. On Fig.2 part of Coldblooded animals
are presented. On Fig.3 sub taxonomy of Warmblood animals
is depicted. The categorizations nature has the advantage of
mapping more similar looking animals closer to each other.
For example, dog and bear which are both mammals will be
counted as more similar, while a semantic map formed from
e.g. co-RFFXUUHQFHV IURP FKLOGUHQ¶V ERRNV HJ ILVK DQG
chicken are both frequently served dishes) might have
disadvantages of mapping similarities between visual forms.
V.

PROCESS DESCRIPTION

Figure 1. VIZUALIZATION OF O NTOLOGY FROM WEBVOWL

(http://visualdataweb.de/webvowl/)
Once enough previously unknown items are collected,
these items are then included in the learning phase, which
provides four trials for each item. The first trial of learning
phase presents the item alone and expects the learner to
choose it. This is immediately followed by two trials with
different distractors.
When all the learning items have been presented in four
trials, the system proceeds to the testing phase. In this phase,
all target items are presented once more with the same
distractors as in the filtering phases for the first trial.

The aim of this work is to test the hypothesis, that
VHPDQWLFGLVWDQFHLQIOXHQFHVFKLOGUHQ V¶OHDUQLQJDVZHOODVWR
see how children behave using this system. The system is a
game-based learning environment for mobile phones and
tablets, which presents tasks to a learner where one should
point a referent from an array of pictures according to a sound
WKHREMHFW¶VQDPH ZKLFKLVKHDUGIURPKHDGSKRQHV

The distractors are chosen as follows: the semantic
distance matrix is sorted for each concept starting from the
most semantically distant (means that distant between words is
minimal) to more semantically close (means that distance
between words is minimal). Then we will be showing the most
semantically distant distractor concepts for avoiding
semantical influence on the process of filtration, learning and
testing.

The main goal is to determine which distractors affect
learning more, choosing the pictures from the ones that are
more similar versus less similar to the target. More precisely,
whether choosing the right referent item is easier if the
distractors are not similar to the target item.

The amount of trials, which should be presented, in one
level is calculated from approximates as follows. One trial
consists of (1) presenting the trial and the sound, (2) waiting
for the answer from player and (3) the feedback animations,
each taking approximately two seconds. In sum, this would be
six seconds per trial, which means that we can fit
approximately ten trials in one minute. In this case, we chose
to fit the levels with ten trials in filtering, nine in learning and
ten in filtering. Like this, one filtering level will contain five
different items, a testing level contains ten, and a single
learning level fits handling three items. This means that tenminute exposure time for trials is enough for 90 trials. The

To determine this, we chose to provide two main settings
for the application. One that provides trials with most similar
items and one with most distant items. To minimize the effect
of previously known words and to determine results, we
divided the game into three phases: filtering, learning and
testing.

time between levels is not controlled, and not calculated as
stimulation time.

concepts are distant (how they are not similar) to
other concepts.

Figure 2. CLASSES OF C OLDBLOOD ANIMALS

C. Filtering Process
In the first phase, the aim is to filter out the words which
Filtering Process the learner already knows, so that we will not
include them as words which the child should learn during
playing. Preliminary test at the beginning of the game checks
if child knows any concepts from the predefined pool of the
concepts. For example, child receives 20 pictures of concepts
and the system checks each of the concept. If the child
answers correctly about some particular concept few times,
then system reduce this concept from the pool of presented
concepts and until there will be only VHW RI ³XQNQRZQ´
concepts for that specific child.
Filtering process steps are as follows (Fig. 4):
1.

We are building a matrix of distances (semantic
distances). This matrix will show how particular

Figure 3. CLASSES OF WARMBLOOD ANIMALS

Figure 4. FILTERING PROCESS

2.

3.

We are sorting matrix for each concept from the most
semantically distant (means that distance is
minimum) to more semantically close (means that
distance is high). Like from 0 to 10. In addition, we
are showing the most semantically distant distraction
concepts just to avoid semantic influence on the
process of the filtration.
The system contains x amount of words which are all
presented in referent recognition tasks. The
distractors in these tasks are selected from the most
distant distractors as possible. Each item is presented
two times with two different sets of distractors. The
selection is done by choosing first the required
amount of nodes from the furthest nodes for two
trials, twelve in our case, since each trial requires six
distractors and then every other of these is chosen to

4.

the trial. The formula for the amount of concepts that
we are taking as a distraction ones = N showing times
* N distraction concepts.
The order of the filtering trials is the same for each
learner and familiarity is not considered in choosing
the objects. The trials proceed in previously
determined order so that none is presented twice in a
row. The position of the correct object is randomized.
If the learner answers incorrectly to both trials for
one word, this word is then considered novel and
added to a list of words which would be exposed to in
the learning phase. In filtering phase, the learners do
not get feedback to their answers.

Fig. 5 shows a typical task in filtering phase where the
correct iWHPLV µ%DERRQ¶ $V exemplified, the other items are

selected from the most distant nodes; none of them are
mammals like the baboon.

Figure 6. LEARNING PROCESS IN A GAME

Figure 5. FILTERING PROCESS IN A GAME

D. Learning Process
The learning phase proceeds similarly as the filtering, yet
learners are exposed only to the novel words. Before starting
the learning phase, the same amount of words is chosen to
every learner, so that the amount of trials and exposure time is
the same for all players. In practice, this amount is the same as
the amount of novel items of the learner that knew most of the
words in advance, yet maximum of 20 words to control the
total time of the experiment. These novel words are then
presented in trials as follows. The e[SHULPHQW JURXS¶V
distractors are chosen from the most similar nodes in the
network and the control groups in contrast, from the most
distant items. These distractors are chosen in practice similarly
as in filtering phase ² twelve nodes for each word (six for
both trials with distractors), choosing every other for the trials
so that the same distractors are not shown with the same item.
If familiar items are amongst these words, they are left out and
another is chosen instead. Note that it is possible though, that
some of the distractors are repeated amongst trials with
different target items. Each word is presented first without
distractors, immediately followed by two trials with six
distractors. If the answer is incorrect, the correct answer is
shown and the incorrectness is indicated with a sound and an
avatar-animation (frowning, shaking head). If the answer is
correct, this is indicated with a sound and an animation with
the avatar (smiling, nodding). After all words are gone
through, the game proceeds to the testing phase. Fig. 6 shows
learning process.
E. Testing Process
In the testing phase, all words, in same order as learning,
are presented in the trials with most different or least different
words depending on whether the learner is in the control or
experiment group. The distractors are then the same ones as in
OHDUQLQJSKDVH¶VILUVWWULDO)HHGEDFNRIFRUUHFWDQGLQFRUUHFW
answers is given similarly as in learning phase.

VI.
CONCLUSIONS AND FUTURE WORK
We presented here a design of a learning game for late
talkers, whose prototype is also available. The main ingredient
of the proposed system is its adaptivity based on the semantic
similarity. The overall game play was divided into filtering,
learning, and testing phases.
The goal of this work was a prototype developing of
AdapTalk learning game for children for future improvement
of their vocabulary. According to our hypothesis that semantic
distance between words could influence learning process, we
developed learning game, which takes into account those
distances.
In the future work, the proposed system will be tested with
the children from kindergarten. We plan to compare control
and experiment groups of children to study the efficiency of
the game design. Especially, we can study the times a child is
spending on filtering, learning, and testing phases. Also, the
results of the filtration and testing (i.e., correct and incorrect
answers) will be analyzed. After analysing the corresponding
log files one can make rigor conclusions on the role of
semantic similarity in vocabulary learning for young children.
First, testing of AdapTalk should be made with normal
children to see if they are recognizing distances. After that to
test this learning game with slow learners to see if they have
the same learning capabilities as normal children and if
semantic distance of the words also influence them. According
to the analyzed log files it will be possible to make
conclusions and based on them make adaptation process
where semantic distance will be regulated according to
learnerV¶ progress in extending vocabulary.
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